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Garnerls-:-City -:- Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
 -Otte Of tbe largest :old niiee elegant eeleieee eir ee.
New and: Complete in All Its Departments.
It. fierner, of the old firm of ilah A ts•rite,. • nor many' >ear% 1.1 Us; istie 10
western g•ntucity. having pue•basesi Dr. St nsoss sole proprietor a the 114-4 Ho
well Via all lute exsartenee and shtlity tneresee foe. reel,' al loon of the ,dd arm for tali
dealing, competensy and neilahilliv, by Levis/mg
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
•mi stock of the beat eu•Aity tn all departtnents of the trade, at the lowest price*. Drugs. Patios and
tola •very kind. including SHERWIN& WILLIAMS' CELEItit.t TED PAINTS Pannot Mronctilsoa,
the nes: and moat popular ItocE.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufacturrd too orirr Tri ,/,1•1,7 Its' .1 sore and safe r-onsil • iirao.. NooVeitirso and II onday
lissoda • special
Proscrinolls Cargly Compounded
---At any hour of the Day r Night hy— '
1s4tr• C- WITsweE..r. grituN
B. GARNER.
Suceessor to Gish & Garner.
"'"Ie 3HIC 10
oWIAN
il‘P‘ LEADS THE WORLD!
THE TRU ,11.'llANT st CcErie els xitie-
HARDMAN PIANO
— le TRULY WisNDERFPL.-
-To Ba Seen is But To Be Admired.'
But When Heard Is Sure To Be DeE,ireci.
eleganee or design . 4/1..11 ellUlliellireA 0 114 118..1"N s/.4tell/Ve, loTel)
touch and phebomenal durability, ha. niade a the
Leading and Standard Piano of America,
and et term...11y 1st mg front reek in Europe. They tn..- recentty ietrodtwed !Le onderful
harp stop attachment ano ler I el iron frame kiss botton. two or the moist valuable improvements
of the a,,d. • /met. also It Itill lii/C of other makes f rianos ti Ms,
LOW FOR CASH, er Ilistiy 110•TH1.1 ORR. %UTERI P el 'ft
Seed foe Aatalogurel. Tenni,. to.
JESSE FRENCH,
"VICTIa.*lisstele =cp.::: :ft= the South.
NASHVILLE. TENN.
r J. R. GREEN &
DEALERS IN
For the railval cure of an oh Dente case of
Eczenia of long standing, I give entire credit to
the CevicesiA Riegel I
E B. 111C It A Illuo Ne w Haven, C oun
S.dii by all druggist. Price: ict-eici-ae, 0
cvnta; Rtn,111.VENT. ji toe: So 2,5 cents POT -
licit Dat:ii • s MIMIC • L Co. Heston
ovoid foe *.ellow to Cure Skive Dile-
euse.s•
BEAUTin- the complexion and skin by to-ilet the I 1.-Yter A
IT FEELS GOOD.
Them worn isle with Psim. Aches
mid Weal nc.,  dnil relief in one mei-
.t e in the Cittieura A tilt •Paiii !nee-
r:. t di-pi:v:1-e, 25 celits.
Ao Etiat Remedy
,i; Pulmoe
n %lie-Cons is te ret's crienne•
e; e ii . • -le it it is retecenized anti
preserile• . preeleseiene mid
inene fainilien for the
Lunt torte tee; •. has leen rettarded as an
ins 3/11,114.• 10.041 remi . It 14 e
preparatien thut only revere* to he takeu
in very onall quaittitien unit n few doses
Of it itanliiiisterisl in he (oily elages of a
cold or cough will elite: a epeedy eure,
am! may. sun eat,. life. There
is no deula whateier that
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
11a. preserve.' the liven of crest numbere
of pi. reins. by erne-tine the (lei elopment of
Laryngitis, Bronchitis, Pneumonia,
and Pulmonary t 'onetim pt ion, feel bv
the cue. et those dangerous Matadi, s. ft
should be Iseatt ready for use in every
ft 'Iv %here there are children. as it is a
meiliente far stneerior to ell others in the
treatment 4if Croup, the alleviation of
Whsmping Cough, and the mire of teolde
and Intluenea, athletes teemliarly inci-
dent el to childhood end youth. Prompti-
tude dealitie tikes-en of this
elen is of the utmost itnpielance. The
lies of a eine:iv day may, in ninny cases,
••11,2,11 fatal ceipequencee. Ile not waste
in exp. rinienting with
teedii•inee of deubtful ttleacy, %bile the
nialeils• is conetantly giduing a deeper
hold, hut take at once the epeediest and
tient certain to cure.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
tit, 1/ fly
Dr. J. C. Ay er & Coe, Lowell, Mass.
Steil le all Druggists.
Residence tor No!
My reneenreon Ruse-lied estreet. The house
es large and convenient ha 'ing it mows with
kitchen. *errant., rooms. carriage hone... stable
smoke house, hen house an. coal house-every-
Agricultural m em,ts sthi ing, i41.htehe. ware; t,haagt mite, ne,l'oiwiliitihiea-
Can make the 
pa ymentane toe 4uhi on:let:Ili titlivreli.asel
will sell at a bargain.
-And bole Agento tor the Following Line of Goode :—
McCormick Binders
Reapers and Mowers,
Iron Duke liarroi‘, Studebaker \l'agoils.
AVERY'S CAST AND STEEL PLOWS,
Illount's True Blue Steel Plows,
LONE STAR STEEL PLOWS,
Iron Beam Double Shovels,
Brown's Walking and Riding
CS IT IA a' X NT ill, a' 401 3EZ
Wheel-Berrewe and Road-Serepere, Friek Co'it Engiee., Seperatera and 'Saw-
Mills, Springfield Enginee and Separetors, Engle Engines, te. pet-At:ore will Straw-
Sbeekera Rose et Co'e Straw. Oats ited Hay Cetters, and Oirge Erikillege ( ute-re
for eteam rw.oer, Bell City Feed era Efleillag* Cutters, e:l sires both hand and
power; Thomas' Hay Rakes. Iloiet Power. 11 - Ilse Forks. Can.
Slieffere. Piicips for cieterne and deep wells; Mast, Foot, it turbin Engine
Wind Mill* arid Pumpe for eame,
lova Bart Wiro EMI wire Strolcliors
Our line of Befeeiee le full an 1 ieunplete, with leteet eta- le- i at prices to suit
every one. We call speeial atteutine Te the "HORSE SBA) r. BRAND"
FERTILIZER!
For Tobaeco and Corn. Every bag hole a guaranteed arialysie printed theretin
is and Ude riarantee in good morelly wet legally. Give us call before bbylrig.
Reepectfully
J. R. CREEN itc CO.,




Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS !




Bryant -lob de, Ma cm I Es ‘711.1 4:5
Bore Mites,
oa Joffe Fseesie.
The best and rarest Remedy for Care of
all diseases ceased by any derangement of
the Liver, kidio•ys, Seecach and Bowels.
Dyspepsia, Sick Headoethe, Conetipation.
Bilious Complaints and Malaria of all kinds
yield readily to the beneficent influence of
It le pleasant to the taste, tones ap the
sy-stesa, restores and preserves health.
It Is purely Vegetable, and cannot fall to
prove beneficial, both to old and young.
As a Blood Purifier It is superior to all
ethers. field everywhere at $1.00 • bottle.
nis
cir o that Hope. r -.en have a
large stock
Holiday Goods,
,incisting of Dressing I 1.44•4. Toilet sets,
Handsome I:ift Books. Poets, Juvenile and
M tecellaneo is Book PI, Deet Scrap Books,
Photo and Autograph Albums, etc They hare
just recemed wt ef superior
Shears and Scissors,
warranted. You can get Ilarper's Bazaar Pat-
terns in an, style you need, as they have a
large stock of these pattern.
if pel ,t0.1 make home condonable line
your carpet. with
Heavy Paper Twill,
keel. wit the cold and save your ten-pets.
They have a large stock of Stationery. )0U
W//11 .1,i aril to examine. Their et..ck of





Hair Brushes, Combs, Tulle? Solps




More attenti MI IS g 0'11 I.. - • eetions
than iiier liefore Call and we us we will
e lib pl. a-nre shoe you rour gondol.
Respectfully,
Hopper & Son.
str;tton. BUSINESS COLLEGE You
can live at hemp. and make Mere
money at work for us than at any-
thing else in the world Capital not
neceled; you an. otarted free; leach
scow*: all ages. can do the work.
g earninga sure front fired start Curtly outfit
7 and term. free. Better not delay Costs you
nothing to send us pew selereme and find out; if
you are wise von will do co at once 11. 11AL-
Cot. Third and Jeffereon Ste. Louieville Ky. LETT CO., Portland, Mame.
111410K-KEEPING. DASHING, sefilloRT-HAND. TYPE.
&c.
No Text Books or Manuscript, copied and recopied by studente. Has the
largest honest Indorsement as to true merit. Graduates have little troeble in ob-
taining sitliatiotis.
HOME instruction will be given by mail. Improve your spare hours and
STUDY.
obtain a practical edueation.
di-actress liege ms 4%-loo-tesa-
DR. BELL
Offers profeenionsi services to the pzaple of
Hopkinsville and vicinity.
wip-Office over Planters Bank. Main St.
Scaly, Itchy Skin
Anil tit iiiid %int) %ht. ass&
%. el p of-cif by
I to r.s
yd.IlltlAs1-., F.. letter, Itiligworiu,
Prentue, meted Wad, Milk trust,
i Barlewe', Grocers' and Washerwom-
an's itch. and vice) species of Itching. Burs/-
tug. Sealy. Pimply Humors of the eion and
&clap, a Loss of Mot% are pm •ty cured
by 4. I 'net Ca. the great elan Aura. and t vet-
cts• su•r. antilietituisite skin Iteautiner ex-
ternally, and C 'Oct It A Klaitt's ENT. tile new
Blow' fume. 'eternally, w ern physicians and
ail other rs midis.* fa
Ptioafetstia, OK asert LI( SKIN.
J Caee, D. D. S., has ing practiced
ilciowiry thi,eounty for years and lot mg
It Poen to thousands hereabouts, with a view to
help any who nee afflicted as have been for
the pari ta else sears. testify mg thiit the t t: -
Ct NM IS cured mem Peoriasis, or eea y
Skin. in eiglit iley s, after the doctor with
whom I had consulted gave me Do help or en-
couragemeet Ah E, D. s.
rus, Zs. J.
DISTIKENNING EMI FTION.
leer It: i It • Its:Rini Xs performed • wen-
derful cure last summer on one of our custo-
mers, an obi gentleman of 'evenly peanut
age. who euffered with. a fearfully dietreming
eruption on his heed and face, and who had
tried all remedies aud doctors. to lei parposie
.1. F. SAI/Tkl t 0.,
TEXARKANA, ARC.
DleNTPANFIeL OF SCALE%
II E. Carpenter. liendereen, N. Y , cured of
Peorians or Leproeyne twenty years' stend-
mg. toy ll: t TtiCt Itot MEMIDI EA The moat won-




Ile lie•ntea one-Third of the Doeoioneost le
Olortiaairon see Review .0' Our rot-raga
Melat:oona—Flaharle• Question—lita Heir-
•renore tn the Cutting Case.
W ASII t ,10 f Oa, Dec. A -Prestilent Cleve-
land'. menange °pew with the us ti titirVer
foreign relations. and one-third of it
i• devoted tai • discussion and rev w of euch
relation's. tier governinent, iss y s, has eon-
eisitently maintained ite rotations frien•l-
ship teward all other powers, auto! of neigh-
tiorly intereet toward those whete
are owitieuois to our owe. F.4 q lets
Lions have arisen during the pelt yeeir with
other governiumits and none of those etre be-
yend the rewch of eettlement friwelly
council. 'rhe cruel telottneut ef inoffensive
Chino* in the far wed is anueled to an I in
speaking of a remedy, he says tee para-
mount duty of maintaining public order an t
defending the interests of our own peens
may require tins ouloption of meesuree of re-
atrictions, Inn thoy should not tolerate the
oppression in•ividuals of a rip 'vial race.
Discussing the fisheries question, en long a
subject of anxious difference between the
United States' and Great Britain, the presi-
dent says the questions involved are of grave
fell from loM Pitywriens and hie friends onnesequenee, and from thne to time, for
thought he mist die. nearly three quarters of a oentury, have
given rise earneet international discus-
ISCZEII.t 'RADICALLY CURED. sions, not unaccompanied by in•itation.
Temporary arrangements by treaties have
served to allay friction which, however, has
revival as each treaty wee terminated.
desirous that friendly relations should
exist between the people of the United States
and thinals, the 'tenon of Canadian officials
daring the past seamen toward our fishermen
hes been such, the president thinks, as to
tbreaten their continuance, and although
disappointed in his efforts to secure s •the
factory settlement of the q emotion, negotia-
tions are still pending with reasonable hops
that before the close of the present erasion
of congrees, annouucement mole be made
that an acceptable conclu.sion has been
reached.
Alluding to our relations with Hawaii Was
president reeeenmenes an extension for seven
yeers of the reciprocity treaty of te75. lie
urgently renews his recommendations of
legislation to carry Into effect the Mexican
reciprocity treaty of January, le83, and pro-
poses to Initiate negotiations with Mexico
for • new and enlarged treaty of commerce
and legislation.
Referring to the Cutting ease. he says the
Incident has disclosed • claim of jurisdiction
by Mexieo, novel in one htstory, whareby
any offense, committed anywhere by a
foreiguer, penal in the of its °Millie.
Mon, and of witicb • Mexican is the object,
may, if the offenier be found in Mexico, be
there tried and puirshed in conformity with
Mexican Laws. This jurusdiction wee sus-
tained by the counts of Mexico, and approved
by the executive branch of that govern-
ment, utru the authority of • Mezican
statute. rbe appellate court, in releasing
Mr. Cuttine, deckled that the abandonment
of the enitipletnt by the Mexican citizen tw-
it-level by the ailed crime es libelous publi-
cation', removed the bales of further promo-
tion. and also deelared justice to have been
estathed by the elforowneat of • small part
ofltbahe tia.ritirt::::Iveiszt,..);iceme..,a
pretension, the
preowned argues, would be attemied with
sermas results, luvarive of the jurieliction
of the government, and highly dangeroue to
ear:linens in foreetto lands; therefore has
denied it end proteethil against its attempted
exercise, as tin warrantee by the principles of
law and international usage. A sovereign
has jurisdiction of offenses which take effect
within hie territory, although concocted or
essmmenced outwee of it; but the right is de
niel Of any foreign sovereign to punish • cit-
izen of the Unites! States for an offstage con-
sunsineted on our soil. in violation of our
laws, even though the roffense be evilest •
subject or citizen of rich sov•reien. The
Mexican statute in. queetien makes the claim
tffooily, ani the principle, if couceded,
would make a data respensibility in the citi-
zen, and lead to Meet/le-able confusion, de-
structive of that certainty in the law which
is an essential ot liberty.
When citizens of the United States velun-
tardy go into a foreign eountry, they must
abide by the laws therein ia force, and will
not he protected by their own governmeet
fr the consequences of an offense &gantlet
three laws commetted in such foreign coon-
tee ; but watchful care and interest of this
government over its citizens are not relin-
quiche] because they have gone abroad; mei
if cherged with crime commetted in the for-
elan land • lair an.1 open trial, conduetel
111.th decent regard for jestioe seen humanity,
will he demanded for them. With lees than
V et the government will nnt be content when
• tile life or liberty of int citizens is at 'stake.
Whatever the degree to which extra terri-
torial criminal jeriedietion may have been
formerly allowed by emsent •nd reciprocal
agreement among eertain of th• European
states, no such doctrine practiee was ever
knewn tin the laws of this country, or of that
from which our institutions have mainly
been derived.
the case of MeWco, there are rase me es-
peciary strong for perfect harmony in the
mutual exercise of jurisdiction. Nature bee
made es irrevocably ne•ghbors mei wisdom
and kind feeling should make us friends.
The overflow of capital aod enterprise from
the United States la a potent faetor is soist-
tug the de•elopnient of the rime:moms of Mex-
ico and in building up the prosperity of both
countries. To assist this good work, all
grounds of apprehension for the security of
person and property sbould be removed;
and the preadent times that in the interesta
of good neightorhenel the statute referred tc
will be no modiflei a. to eliminate the present
possibilities of danger to the peace of the two
smelteries.
The president recommends placing tbe
consular serviee on a better footing and re-
iterates the necessity of eome mode of inspec-
tion and report of the manner in which the
consulates' are conductel.
lie trusts international eopyright will re
ceivo. the attention it dettarres by con gram.
lie rerommenels that provision be mods
for the immediate discharge from custody of
persons committer' for extradition where ths
president is nf opinion that surrender should
riot be made and renews his recommendation
of last year that existing legislation concern-
ing citizenship and naturalization horsemen.
We have, he says, treaties with many states
providing for the renunciation of citizenship
by naturaltzed aliens, but no statute is found
to ewe effect to such engagements!, nor any
which previdee a needed central bureau for
the registration of naturalized citizens.
Reaching domestic affairs, the first subject
discumed is the tariff, and to this the peed.
Ident deretire • great deal of space, arguing
that tee necessity for • reduction of the
tariff is more urgent than ever. The income
of the government, he says, by its in-
creased •0:unie and through economies in its
collection, is now more than ever in excess
of public iiseasseitiee. 'rbe applieetion of tba
surplus to the payineat of such portion d
the public debt as Is wee at onr option sub-
ject te tiegukh men if esyntlretel at the
.ate which has lately prevailed, er...111 retire
ket clam of indebteinsee within lees than
one year from this date.
Thor • -mtinnation of our present revenue
system would soon result in the reesipt of an
annual income mueh greater that) necessary
o meet government eepenses, with no in-
iehtelneas upon which it could be applied.
We should thee he centrented witn • vast
tuantity of money, the circulating medium
if the people, bearded in tile treasury when
it sbould he in their bands, or we should be
'riven into wasteful publie extravagsnee
with all the corrupting Naticmal derneraliza-
tion wbieh follow in its wain. But it is not
the simple existeece of this surplus anei Ita
thrextened attendant evils which furnish the
atomised argument againd our preset seale
of Federal taxetio.n. Its worst phase is the
exact:on n! such a surplus threugh a perver-
sion el the relations between Ito people and
their gnvertiznent, and a dangerous departure
from the rune which limit the righe of Fed-
eral taxation.
Good gevern monk and especially the gov-
ernineen of which every American citizen
tioOtaita, has tor its objetts the protection of
every persen wine» its oars ln the greatest
liberty consistent with the good or ler of so-
nety and his perfect securatuent ia the sujny-
intent uf his earnlap with the least possible
ilminution for public nestle. When more of
:he people's substance is exacted through tbei
form of tea:stilton than es necessery to . meet
the just obligatiens of the government and
he expense of ita econommal administration,
web exaction beennes ruthless extortion and
violation of the fundamental principles' of
free government.
The indireet nianner in which these t,
ections are made, haa a tendency to concert
their true character ani their extent, but w•
nave arrived at • stage of superneous rev-
enue which has aroused the people to a real-
ization of the fact, that the amount varien
professedly lin- the supp4rt of the govern•
ruent, is paid by them as absolutely, if
sdded to the price of the things which sup-
ply their daily wanes, as if it was paid at
fixed periods into the hand of the tax-gath-
erer.
'those who toll for daily wages are begin-
ning to understand thrstempital, though some-
times vaunting in igenranoe and clamoring
for the protection awl favor of the govern-
ment, is dull and sluggish, touched by the
magical hamlet labor, it springs into art iv ity,
furnishing an occasion for federal taxation,
and staininsr the value wok's enables it to
boar its Ineden. And the laboring man is
thoughtfully inquiring whether in these cir-
I .miestaticas and considering the tribute be
,...ettinually pays into the public treasury as
supplies Ins daily wants he receives hie
f share of advantagee.
There is also • suspicion &brood that the
am-plies of our revenues Indicatee abnormal
anal ex.- ptlonal business profits, which under
the senenn w hich prenuces such surplus, in-
crosses without correapon.fiug benefit to the
people, the vast aceumulation of a few
among our citizens I. hese fortunes, rivaling
tue wealth of the most favored in anti-dem,
cratic witions, aro not the natural growth of
a steady, plain aml induetrious republic.
Our farmers, t end those engaged di-
rectly and indirectly in supplying the pro-
:Wets Of agriculture see that day by day e'en
and as often as the daily wants of their
households recur. they are forcesi to pay ex-
cessive and needless taxation, while their
products struegle in foreign markets with
the competition of nations, which by allow.
ing • freer exelange of productions than we
permit, emthle their people to sell for price*
which distrees the American farmer.
As ever/ patriotic' eltizen rejoices in the
constantly increasing priee of our peeple
American citizen-hip an I in the glory of our
natural achlevein •nta an I progress, a senti-
ment prevails that the tenting stritige useful
to a netiou ite infancy. by be well to •
great extent diseardel in preueot steees of
American imeneuity, omelet mid fearless
self-reliance', and for the the privilege of in-
duleing thesentiment with true Ain ici sn
thusiaain, and citizens are Teta willine to
forego an ills surplus in the pulite! tr osury.
and all the people know that the avert:, rate
of Federal taxation upoe 1111,J end is toel ty,
in time of peace, but little w lee upset
eome articles of nee-weary e eneinti ei is
wetually more thee we. imeerte th
grievons tournen willingly borne, ten.
when the government retell el inn ; .1. no
maintain by war the setae mid tut•grity
the union.
It has been the whey of the coyeriteneut
crellec the principal part of els re rennet by
• tax upon imports; an nu clime:. this
p., icy t3 desirable. But the preeeet eeniii•
Lion of affairs constrains our peoples to ele-
ment, that by a re•ision of our revenue
laws, the receipt.] of tee governmeet shall
be reduced to the necessary expense ef its
emnoin c I edministrstien; an I this lernen i
simnel be r.e--igniZal arid olesce 1 by the peo-
ple's reposentations in the legislative branch
of the gnvere meat.
In realjusting the bunleue of Federal telt
anon, • towel peiblIc poliey reel lino that
StIi7h of ouir citizens as have beet up Into
wet important eidestriee tie ler pre." it eo 4-
ilitIons, ghoul I not be suit leafy and ti tbe.r
injury deprived of advantages to wheel they
have adapted their Weiner.; but if the puh-
lic good requires it, they shied i be content
with sueh consideration as shall deel fairly
and cautiously w.th their i eteresta, whele the
jest eleenemi of the people for relief front
neellen taxation is heneetiy answered. A
reastmable ilind timely submison..n to such a
demand sh WA certainly be pomible witbote
a elesetroes shock to nes' interest; mei a
cheer:el coneeesion toometimes •verts abrupt
and neenle.ss action, often the outgrowth of
tinpatieiice sea deleyed just os.
Due regard sheul I be slim we-tinted in Mt,
proiseed reenjurtment to the interests e
A tiseriean Slew, so far as they are involve..
We cougretulitte ourselves that there .
among Ill no laboring clam fixed within lei
aaleilig firmed. and doomeil teeter all coie
(litmus to the exorable fate of daily teil. 'Ws
reeognize. leber ehlef factor in the
wealth of the remotely, and we treat thee.
who hare it iii their kespine lei editions en-
titled to the most erre: ul regent Mei
thought 'ill attention. This regard and at-
teutioto sheunl to &sterile' them not inn] las
l/k, or is tne cupaal iif our work eneeten.
jetatly elititled to ite lettere governinein
favor, but for the further and not lees. vie
pervert rensois that the laboring nisi'. sur-
rounded by his Candle in his bumble home,
v. a committer, is vitally internee! In al.
that cheapens the erre of liven; an I enabled
linn to bring within his dowmatic circle a if.
ditional comforts and advantages.
This relation of the workingman to the
revenue laws of the country, awl the manner
in whleh it palpably influences the eniestion
of wagfe, should not be fergot ten in VA,
ireminence gi wen to the proper matte
Wotlaoonio of the supply ane proteeeinit of wee
sent labor. And these cousiderattrons sug-
gest such an •rraegement eof govern:nem
revenues as shall reduce the •xpens• of
living, while it doss not curtail the op-
portunity for work, nor redu v the coin-
pensation of American labor ant ini triousle
effect net condition and the &gni tie I state it
holes in the est:within of our people.
Hut our farmers and agriculturalists, those
who from the eon produce the things con-
sumed by all, are perhaps more directly ant
plaiuly co..cernal than &al other of our cat •
sese, is a just and careful eystern Fedoras
taxation.
Twee artually engaged in t mere re
motety contented with this kin 4 work
number Dear! y one-half our psis.ilitt1011.
None hose barter or mere echelon ady than
they. No weictinents linilt thee. it me' of
toil an.I no interposition en the ermerninent
to any great extent, the meue neer pro-
ducts. And yet for the many neenseries of
life. which the moat scrupment evelinny en-
•14Ies thmn to bring into their noines, and for
their imidentein dita of busban try tImy are
oblige.' to ply • price 'areal) ire:reamed by
▪ tinuaturin profit, Which, by the aetioe of
the government, La given to the mere fevered
inanefseturer.
I renominated that, keeplog in view all
these coneeerations, the incomeing an I uns
neentsary surplus of national iiiceme an-
nually we-emulating. be release I tu the peo-
ple. by an amendment to our ricemele laws
which shall cheapen the pried of the nese.
vanes of life-give freer entrance to sewn
imported matetiale as by American labor
may be manufactory! into marketable com-
modities.
Nothing can be accomplished, how•eer,
the direction of this ni actenesies1
unless the subject is approached in • patriotic
spirit of devotion to the interest. of the en-
tire country, and with a wiilingnees y.toid
something for the public good.
While en the subject of tariff wet revenue.
the preseient especially directs the attention
of congress to the recommendatiens of the
secretary of Lee treasury, touching the "ten-
pin' stem mid amendments of the laws re-
lating to the collection of revenues,
Ines space is devoted to the sneer question
this year titan laat, but his opposition to cone
puleiry coinage is no less pronouneedl. The
dilferenee in the bullion price of pie stane-
ard ...foliar, ninety-four and one-quarter
cents, when first wined and its bullion value,
seventy-eight centa, on the 30th of last No-
ember, certainly does tint indicate, the presi-
dent says, that compulsory coinage by the
government °idleness the price of the com
modity, or secures uniforntity in its value.
has seen no reason to change the views ex•
premed a year afro on the subject of compul-
sory coinage and again urges Re suspention
on all the grounds eontainal in his former
recommendation, reinforced by the signifi-
cant inerease of our gold exportations during
the lost year and for tI 4 further neutrons, that
the more tbis curreney is distributed among
the people the greater becomes our duty to
proteet it from disaster; that we now bare
an ebundance for •II our nee Is and that there
seems but little propriety In building •aults
tense for ita coinage is the necessity of its us,
by the people as a circulating medium.
The attention) of emigres' is called to Me
great number of times au New irerk groortne
out of oniflicting •ityws by Importers and c.Z-
leetors m the interpretation of our cern-
plex and in infinite revenue laws, and an
amendment of tbe law is recemmenleil; hut
peniling such amennenent the present condi-
Moe of this !negation should be relieved, by •
Illee permitting the nemointneent of of an el-
Jaime' Federal judge In New York where
them eases have artimmulated.
Of cost defensee atet fortilleations, the
president says the defenseless condition of
our sea coast and lake frontier' are palpable.
aod the work laid out by the beard on torn-
f cations is delayed In default of outage.,
dons' w:tion. The absolute nersowity of our
preparatien for etre:Wel resistance agatted
arraorel ships anl modern sten guns wince
may threaten oer sea (+oast cities is so appa-
rent that be hopes effective steps will be
taken in that direction at once.
The condition of our navy, as shown by
the secretary of that department, shout'
challenge the early attention of congress,
The pro...lee:eon In the United States of armor
and gun-steel is a question which it seems
memos/ay to nettle at an early day, if the
armored war vessels are tO be eompleted with
three materials of home manufaeture.
In the event that the present invitation of
the department for bids to furnish such of
material as is now authorised shall fail
to Induce domestic mentifeeturers to under-
take the large expenditures required to pre.
;are for this new manuta eure, and no other
steps are Olken by congress at its coming
eseton, the secretary centemplatee with
dissatisfriotion the ne wesity of obtaining
abremi the arms and the gun-steel for the
authorize! ships. It would seem desirable,
the president adds, that the wants of the
army and the navy in this regard should be
reasonably met, and that by uuning their
contracts, such inducement might be offered
as would result in seeuring the domestication
of these important interest&
Postal service affairs show marked and
gratifying improvement during the past
year; the hieresse tr revenue is in gaming
ratio over the Increase of cort, demenstrae
ing the sufficiency of the preeent rheap rates
of postage ultimately to imitate the meek*.
The difference with certain coeean steamship
companies were terminaten by the at-guise
once of all in the policy of the government,
thus affording a service generally adequate
to the needs 61 our intoreCurse. 'file question
of eetablishing ocean poetal service too Brazil
and the Argentine Republio is commended
to the consideration of confront, and the sug-
gestion is offeren, that as distinguished from
• grant or subsidy for the mere benefit of
any line, whatever outlay may be required
to secure additional, necessary and proper
service, should be regarded as within the
limit of legitimate eompensation for such
mortice.
The president endorses the recommenda-
tion of the attorney general for the erection
of a penitentiary for the confinement of pris-
oners convicted in United States court& He
considers it a matter of very great impor-
tance, which should at once receive congres-
sional action. More than one of these insti-
tutions might be erected, and by einuloying
the prisoners in the manufacture of articles
needed for use by the government quite a
large pecuniary benefit weu1.1 be realized in
partial return for the outlay of censtruction.
He endorses the recommendations of the at-
torney general for a chant' in the Federal
netieial ayetem, to obviate the delay• neces-
sarily attemling the preseut condition of al-
(4(Irsif CaRqaritint, he says the pneent aye
tem of agencim etatioliue alone is inadequate
fur the accomplishment of au obje:t which
bass hemene eremitic in its Irnporiassee--the
more rapid transition from tribei orgenivt-
tion to citizenship of such portioos of the
Indians as are capable M civilise' life, and
hence the necessity for supplentmtal agency,
a commissiou of six intelligent persons-three
from the army-charged with the manage-
ment of such matters of detail as ceinuot
with the present organization, be proparly
and successfully conducted. T48 l://14)
ripe, the prest,ient tells Longman for the
work of such an agency.
The preen lent recceninen is the repeal of tie
preemption and timber culter.o acts, a:: •
that the hoinestosii law be ao amended t
better secure compliance with their reqiiire•
mental of residence, improvement and cult.
vation fe.- five 'years froni date of eetry
without commutation or pro•ision for spoeu
later* relinquishment. Referring to the see
isfsctory exhibit of the opera:tout of te
pension bureau chitin{ the last ti.c.il yeer.
and to pension matters gem:only, p.,,o
desit says the usefultees and the justice
any system for the distribution of pension
iispendli Upon the equity and uniforeety
its operations, and as long as we adhere ts
princ,pie of granting pensions for see
vice and eisability as the reselt of wove"
the silo...ahem of pennon,' thouid be restrietad'
to eases presenting these features.
'Every patriotic heart," be mays. eresoends
to a ten isr onisideration fur those who, hay-
ing served their country long and well, are
nalu lei to destitution and deepeedenee, not
as an incident of their service' but with &d-
eem:mg see and inisfurtuite. W• are all
tempted by the contemplatemi of such • con-
ditieei to supply relief. mid are often impo-
tent of tbe limitattomi of petiote: duty.
Yieldine to no one in the desire to indulge
this fee.ing of consideration, I cauaut rid
myself of the con•iction toat if these ex-
solders are to be relieved, they an,1 their
canoe are antitied to the benent of an euaet-
meat under vrtecloreliet may Le ciaillied as •
rignt, and that such relief stioull be greeted
under the sanction of law, not Ill IIVIISICKI
it; nor should such worthy objeete of cern
all equally entitled, be remitted to the un-
equal operatieu of sympathy, or the tender
entrees of social and pulit.cal influence with
their uujust discriiniitatiou
Of tee Paelfie ralroot debt extensioo
proposition, he 'aye tnat congress in cen-
'Worms the plan suggested by the seeretary
of the interior, lane sielereel by the lesard of
goverisinutit directors, Los sole mat tors which
ebould tr. taken iato seeount. are "the situa-
tion of the goverueteut et.. credito: tem
surest way to useure the psymeut of the
praucipal old inter/et of it. detie"
Of iiiesneate anionereit he mays that by
• reoeut &onion of the supreneecourt of the
United States, it Wm teem adeeiged that the
laws of tee several state. are inoperative to
regulate rates of trarresetation upon rail-
roads, if such regulauoie:interferes with the
rata of carriage from ouweetate into •nutner.
Thu. important field of control ail 1 regula-
tion having been them left entirely unoccu-
pied, the expeimucy of Federal retain' upon
the subject is uuwurthy of consideration.
Of the relations of labor to capital, the
president thmks that .thee inns differences
between empleyer awl emolopei reaen such
• stage as tu result in tie, interrupt  of
commerce between tne states, the application
of serbitranou by the general goverument
might be 'spaniel as enarely within its con-
stitutioual powers, and he thinks we might
reasonably hope that such arbitrators, if
carefully selected and eatitad to the coufi-
denoe of the parties affected, would be vol.
untarily called to nee settlement of contr.).
verities of less extent and not necessarily
within the domaln of Feeerol regulation.
The preeident recuutenends as • plain duty
on the port of the goveruwent, the payment
of a million and • quarter dollars still due to
Freedman's Savings bank depositors.
Civil services reform is the last important
topic discussed in the memiete. The cootie-
ued operation of the (evil service law, ha an
soot., hei adiel the IOW,:
of its soseeksity and usefulness. Every putiLi-
offleer wbo has • just nits of his duty to-the
peepie teetifies the value of this reform.
Its staunclient frimels are touted &tweet them:
who eniermand it-best, and its wariusit sup
pormrs are those who are restrained and pre.
teteel by ita requireniente. The mewling o.
su.70 restradit an reternou is not apere-
eared by Leese who weed. 'laces under tbe
ouvernment nsgenilese of merit or inert!
money nor by those wee) most that the *else-
tion fer tech pieces shoe! I rest epee' a proper
erelential stooling aetive partisan se,erk.
Vhey mem to publie, officer", it not Mei;
lVee, aim only opportunity afforded them 1,,
ua.itenut.d to public busmen. ani they mean te•
the go...1 people of the military tbe
performance' of the wore of their govern -
It is exeeelingly intone., the preetileui
;husks, that the 4,•199 wi 'moire of his re-
form are se loe Le un horst...it ant that se
many things nen ineinlei wdein its plan are
called by its name. When cavil yeelils more .
fully to examination the syst nn will have
largo al Luau' to the ire 'nor of its friee
Our civil service reform, tut president
says, may be import ot in some of tte '1-
ton; it may be mismelmettoo I ani oppesel
it may nut always he fmthfulle eppeel; it.
designs may sem Amin misc.irry througe
mistake or willful Ines it: it may POtits Vint"
tremble under assaults its eneolies or lam
tigueatehbleurnrle.rnti,hehuitisigfuLloo p...1 :paleoof f itehn!serate,ctuine
try ever su anit to the !me ishment of its un
derlyiug principle holy otnration of this
government, they win &ban loe the servo
guarantee of the saftey and seeress uf
he invekes for this reform
calisaincsone,tiuutsioionas.
the cheerful an.1 ungretlenic supprert of cum-
gross; urges an menet* of the salaries of tn.
coneuiselor.ers an ez,.reeses t se ope ti...t
slieh reemonabee appronrostious may
table aa will enable tins:ft to increase the nee-
funioes of the came they heve-in (-bare..
FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
 diem" of the Breaches or th.
Legist•i tire.
WA,„;;;ei:eiiet, Deo -seeettor Sheen
tue senate to order all.1 RJV. J. J. Bei
ler deL•er d tee prayer, A lineal reports 0
the departments were aid bef000 the se:late
ttttt littera were appointed to notify tie
house that the se:tate was siw‘lou anil
wait 'upon the f reemieet. thste. E themes
and Seelanury were oh...I.:tasted to pet florm
this duty. Senanor %V .1setue credmit nut
were presented by his • eihregue, Benet.'
Stanford, and be was sworn in. Some
eued petitions were itrodiceed to forfeit Flor-
ida railroat land grant., to authorize bridges
across this Miss inn awl Eist revere. it,sen
was then taloa' mite '4 unlock, steele
mintage was receive! wet ita readmit begun
lit °use.
Wesnliorroe, D ve 6 -The speaker called
the house to order at neeu, templain
Milburn delivers! the prayers. Tia rod was
calls! and '411 mein tiers respon led. Th.•
moat* was inform° I test tat Moans was
ready for liminess. M sort Itempui, lireck-
enridge, of Kenteeky, aad were desig-
nated a coinnettee to notify the presideni
Oklahoma, Tliurthan's iralfroad Lill, the in-
crease of the srmy, ate. There are alio
tpecialle assigned measures relating to labor,
and as thee are to encounterehe least antag-
epistle a metion to suspend the rules and
I consider then may prevail. It is believed
I that tbe nien tb will be occupied by the helm
in the eonsideration of special orders. Ons
or two of the appropriation bills will be re-
ported by Saturday, the sundry civil bill
being promised by Friday.
The seuate will have a number of executive
"erosions during the next few days for the
purpose of referring preseleutiai nominations
to eommittees, and there will be no action
tekee upon tieen for le,I.119 Wilt% IPA Until
they been matured In committees and
reportul back to the executive cute:tear.
tieventy-six woriceig days will elapse from
the time congree convenes until rim term ex-
pires. After eieducting two weeks, which
are u..unily taken for the Mohler., sixty-two
werking days will remain. There are four-
teen regular •ppropriatien hills to be paseed
before klarch 4, and as it Is not likely that
hiors than one or teo of any will go to the
eenate before the sec, week in Jenuary, it
eal be mien ttott little other legislation is
likely tie he enteted,sinee auy One of the four
or five ippropriation bills may provoke de-
tots lasting frem a neek to ten days. It is
tee walleye, 44 the conferees on the liert of
both Ina U.% 4.` 31 on the subject of interetate cone-
weeny to get up for consielarntme tho result
of their littoral before the leoli lays. Another
view is taken of the outlook of legislation in
the face of the .fnct that the elections are
over, political speeches all made, and a gen-
end deeire elide ter aetual work.
The Sundry Civil 11111 Completed.
Wasuleinrie, Dee. 6.-Tbe sulereentnittee
of the house committee on appropriations
linring in eteerge the sundry civil bill bas
eenteietesi the meant re. It aepoopriates
Cleo on in ninth $12.nntetio leas than tbe
esterneten feeno0,,heit tee than the apnropria-
net for the eurrent year, and 1/2,0;7i,000 lees
then the aggregate of the aoprepriations
tunde by the bill reported to the Louse at the
list teseion. lneurteen members ut the com-
mittee mere present at the meeting this morn-
ing. Another meeting will be held tbis after-
te e, and further progress mid., the prep-
ared. m of the tunery civil loll.
THE TREASURER'S REPORT
AN N UAL STATEMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES' FINANCES.
A Comprehensive Iteport of th• Opera-
tions of eli• Treasury for the Fiscal Year
Ending Juue 30, 1886, Furnished to th•
Press-Other Washington News.
WASHINtrroN, Dee. tit -The annual report
of Mr. Jordan, treasury of the United States,
has been given to the press. Mr. Jordan
presents a very comprehensive rep irt of the
operatiolis of the treasury for the fiscal year
ended June 30, Pen, and its condition on that
and subsequent dates. Tbe net receipts of the
governtneut for the fiscal year were 1133n,-
439,721; the net ex penniture was ini-nnittelne
The receipts were Ele,7441,0e9 greater and the
expeuilitures were $17,e43,7e6 less than last
year, making an increase in the receipts for
:she teat fiseal year over that of Inni, of $.30,-
4O-ne17. The exems ot tbe revenue over ex-
pendizures Wag Iteneetenne. Durtng the year
bonds amounting to 144,431,3esi were re-
deinnet ane Windier' to tho sinking fund.
Treasurer Jurdan suggests a revision of
the methoil heretofore adopted in making up
the- sistkeng fund by which the sinking fund
charge for the eurrent year will be leieetee,-
Vie., instead of lettle.43,7ne according to
present methiel. By the present m•,thuil the
entire 1.-te of tim United States will les re-
Lred hy tee year leoe, and If the metbiei
suegestoil by Treasurer Jordan is at ,pted
tbe debt eel be extieguished by • the year
Meet At the close of the year the United
States bonds held as security for national
bank cireulatinn itzuounted to Ilfee,treteluO, a
rattle:ion of R1.1,170,400 during the year.
Three per cent. bonds amounting to $.1.4,438,-
7e0 Isere withdrawn during the year, most
id which were surrendered for redemption.
The atneunt of bonds deposited during the
year was eei,9.4,9ao, and the bonds with-
drawn arimunted to V1,042.4000, snowing a
decrease of $4.4,117,5eti of the movement of
redeniptioe of National bank notes of late
years. Treasurer Jordan says: The National
banks notes preoeuted for redemption during
the newt year ani ended to elleeletietio6,
winch was Ile,eleeeel, or lti.Z.4 per cent. leas
than the amount presented for redemption
in the twat year lee?). That there would be
• failing off in tbe amount presented for re-
d4.1:iptiun was indiented by the amount pre-
sented dunn,; the tirst three months of the
fiscal year, mei my opinion, besed thereon
and expressed in my lest remze teat tbe
culminating point in the secend upward
move:nett in bank note redemptious had
been re/oiled in the fiscal year Inns has been
verined.
Tee rate of Increase in the redemptions of
bent r.etem during the meend upwwei move-
ment., etivering the fiscal years 1582, 15,S3,
lee" and le..35, repreeentel by the percent-
ages 27, not, 2:3 and le, respeetively. A
feature et this upward movement was the
constantly de-remising volume of National
bank notos actually outstanding from A42,-
eeletee en January. 1, leen to 1319,00,9n: on
June eit, tee-,, a decrease of 1143,3n2,0nel. This
seems to indieate that the 'volume of bank
notes outstanding during that psriod was ost-
ensive, or above the point at which it could
protitably maiutained. Another fact,
however, sheuld be considered in this connec-
tion, which is that durieg thee, four years of
increase in redemptions, the *neer certifi-
cate circulation of the country was Merl:Gael
$73 77.4t,15`2., (nom $30,110,7M on June 3),
lee', to I on December 31, Peet
This Mere/Lee more then balance-I the de-
crease in bank note eirculation, and the ap-
parent excessive issue of bank n. ites might,
to a consideralde cateut, be due to that fact.
The decline in the issue of intik circuits-
tem has continued without interruption, un--
the amount outstanding on September liO,
jW,, was 13.1.011:.:41, making a total re-
duetion of it."Liei,!,1,l, 747. since o Janu•ry
1, P4s1; and aim after December 31, Piet,
the silver certineate circulation graduttny de-
ermined, until on July lie Peel, it bad fallen
$-..7,301,on to S.-nee-nen-I. The average out-
standing for a year pree.,:ing that data Was
sLout Vet, 11 Uhl antee July 1, leee, the de-
cline in the leatek mote circulation Las ap-
parently-. ha-I the ffeet to cheek the increase
in no e empeeti, ne t ey ave
steadily fallen off frotu that date until they
cow are, for the current fiseal year, about 3l
1•• I I • •
If ever existence becoivesi an intolera-
ble burden it is to the sufferer with
Hemorrhoids of Piles, find if ever life, as-
stones "collier de rose" it is when he ex-
periencee the relief always afforded by
Tabler's Buckeye Pile Ointment. This
remedy needs no gaudy tineel of lan-
guage to attract the public eye but stands
simply on Be merits. If you suffer from
Hemorrhoid@ or Pilerereniember Tattler's
Buckeye Pile Ointment ia a permanent
cure, Fer sale by G. E. Gaither.
BELLEVIEW SOCIETY NOTES.
BELLEVIZW, KY., Dec. 3.
Eillier New Era:
Ilelleeiew le altlithitt overrun with
drummers' tide week.
The equeel of the dying hog can now
be heard ill all directions.
Mr. l'om McGehee, of Virginia, is
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Albert McGehee, of Newetead,
hae been vieiting her mother, Mrs. Lan-
der, who is qnite ill.
Mr. Ellis Cox, of Cairo, is once again
a:1meg his friend's, charming all who
come in contact with Iiim, being as re-
eistlese server.
.MUs Mae Ware, ot Hopkinsville, has
Wonted home after a abort visit to her
*out, Mrs. J. W. McGehee.
Misses Lulu Watkins and I.izzie Mc-
Carty visited Mre. McGehee the first of
the week.
Nis.' Jew 'og has returned borne after
an extensive trip to Illinois and Arkan-
sas, vielting frietele and relatives.
Mr. Ben Bacon, who has been very
siek. we are glad to learn, is convales-
ceet.
limiter Herbert Cox shot a very large
ow I this week, measuring four feet two
inches from tip to tip.
Mr. Sam McGehee hae returned to
Louisville to deliver his drummer equip-
age, as he slid his brother Toni are to
open a etore at Longview. We proph-
esy elleCese fur Stall plettgallt and ener-
getic Dieu.
Mr. Bates Wall's smiling countenance
is missed from behind the counter, a.
he accompanied Sant to Louisville. Our
vicleity is grieved to see teo euch
cherniing medic:nen pass from our
midst, even to gladden tir east a gloom
tei other hearts.
A delightful dance was given by Mimi
fella 11 el. a veritable little fairy, of
Montgomery, Wedneeday night. Nut-
t% ith•tedenig the a large crowd
mei, e ith only ow- Haug to mar tbe
pleesete in the eteiiiiig. that the bright
en, et Dave Ciii.eler being eadly
freiti the crowd. II,Ileview was well
repri eeiited, tbe ha le biome bridegroom
prim Clark, and hi- levelly youtig bride,
Hie Mite- Einina ileon, being (me of
the trimly couples Irons here.
EX. GOV.
take at lee 4. four years before the greater i
i A, 11, toens collsin•
part of tee ewes 4.f the bank will be re-
deemed. The aneouet credited to the gen-
eral tune Clue creztol, stands on the hooks
of the treasurer, as agent, as a credit for tne
redempttion of tem te des of the batik., and as
the mom one- le ter redemption they -are
cbar,;e1 tbis ace- az.ii the Nattered
bank eircuniten outstanding is decrease.' by
that the house await. l hes pleature. Messrs. • correspoteling amount. At present, owing
S. H. Cox and flenry of New York, to the active businees, none but mutilated
and Henry W. Rush, et Maryland, were
sworn in ae mem:sore. Tu-o house took a re
ems until o'clock, wean the message WM
nemireil and read. such form of may be desired by
A condition of husiness exists In both them.
;muses, which under ordinary circumstances. itiecnteehiets oil the tort of the trees-
sreouhi be conducive to disorder and a gen- ury created es /I tboVe iles.%.`t•Lsed, Is
eral scramble for premoieu,e. Neither of the due in legal tewlere, but is Inteielated in the
preelding °filters or shy of tbe loaners iu manuer statel an I no attempt is made to re-
either branch have any denten. nits as to the servo any see in,- sum of logal tenders, or
real order of busies. during the week, while any other teem ciirreie y int of tne gen-•
a number of gentlemen are determinen no se- eral treasery to:entices et wheth to pay these
considerittiOti of vartotis inensurte, if eonstantly reoruiug There was
rOellible. When rongrow.a.ij•qtru,.1 on All- on Neyetellor :id, of nets kiwi of liantlety
cult 5 last, Mr. Iliscreet, of New Anek, had toiling the live per emet. fun& tino-
- he floor in the house for the purpeo et
rig the suspension of the rules tO 141.44 a 1411.
As tbat was the first Monday of the month it
was suspension day for private ineiv qa is.
Mr. Hiscocles idea was tnet he woe! I Menet,
f opportunity exist's! lipod ' matzoh iitt lite
notion and occupy the fleor, but he re...g-
imes that his motion will have no go over
mill the first Monday in:J•nutry. Tne
iieseure which be desires to limo peivides
hat all leaf tennesco Imported baba, etc.,
-hall pay a duty of one dollar • towel if
'outlined, and seventy-floral/elite per piediel if
instemtneil, awl is known as the Suminstra
-
llfhen the house Meet* on Tuesday, the
Ittseeial "retire on the calewiar will eons uti
Unless motions to suspend tbe rules prevent.
There are a number of special orders whieh
are liable to be pushes' to the tr•mt, among
them the free ship ben the electetal
. . •
Still further on while niseusieve tbe ques-
tion of rettrettlent of Nati lllel bank cireula-
tion the treasurer says: As ticees !leaflet tO
be ou the part of the pubiic elois teat tim
treasury is loeking up nioney in its vaults on
account of this fund the whele operation uf
Um retirement eet the tietea ot NaLunal banks
will be stated here in orner to relieve any
apprehense in which may be felt en this sub-
&neon Nat ional haek of Weeterly, R. I ,
ject. Tbe three per i-c:ut. tionill of the Wash-
amounting to Sloe:no were called iu the
15th day of September lest:. On the ten
fay of heoher, 1.3`..1, the bsink sent Its
rate recc.pt to tsp. °dime, the original being
LIVI I ley the cempt roller of the cerrency, with
the request that et depnit of '43 par cone of
the above amotint should be made to retire
ifs circulatiou with the treasurer of the
United States MP agei.t for the redetieneon ef
the notes of tbs National banks, and requeet-
ing a check for the per osut. dein-rote-v.
Areor I Jenny a cue lit wow placee mon tne
Poke of the treasurer. as sesent fur the Na-
tional nanket, for $.10,0..o. mei &cheek tor
sio,No anmunt standing to the oredit
of the bank itt the tire per cent. retemption
fund-in this ..a.se finetf-returned the
bank The aim mit of rob...rued motes
:itargoil to this annent Ems at was opeite.1
is /Innen The annual pro...Meet) of *etch re- 1
deruptions is 2:, e2, and it win, tuerefore, I
iu circulatiou tied,761,44e in etatelarci dollars,
the treasurer says he thinks that $415,0UU,000
is the extreme limit of circulation which
may be obtained. It certainly cannot be
maintained at that sum when the new one
dollar and two dollar nerticates are in full
supply, and • return to the treasury of ono-
half of the amount of standard dollars now
in circelation must be looked !or; and to he
asks whether, if the further purchase of sil-
ver bullion be determined upon, the coinage
might not cease, and the sum which it cost
saved to the treasury. The amount expended
so far upon the coinage of the silver dollar,
ouside of the cost and oousequent loos upon
the purchase of bullion, amounts to 1114.b.t.
467. Al/ of the cart in excess, say of the cues
of the coinage, of the sum of 1175,000,00U, rep-
reeenta pure loss, and amount& at two cents
per dollar, the cost of them coins, to $3,433,-
467.
To add to this loss would seem unneessary,
and the sum could be expended in the per-
ches* of the silver bullion. The adoption of
this plan would at least have the merit of
adding just so much to the credit of the MI-
profit (mot Derides, the cost to tbe govern-
ment for transportanon of these coins •ver-
ages 41.95 per $1,000, and the cost to the peo-
ple of their return to the treasury averages,
say $2 54 per $1,000. The average coat of
transportation to the govern tnent of the sil-
ver certificate per 11,030 hi, say fifty cents,
the cost to the people, say $1.4, • saving of
sa 74 per $1,0Ck); a strong argument in favor
of the name of such amount ot them certifi-
cates ae the business ef the country will per-
mit to be carried on without disturbing its
gold revenues or interfering with the main-
tenance of a strict parity between the
two metals.
The amount of silver dollars coined to dam
8246,673,3en; the ameunt of gold coin and
bullion on hand is 13n4,450,85.4. The coat of
the e; ie,e;'.3,3s6 is '216,049,36V, the present
value elee,014.3e4, showing an actual toes of
inne0.34,014. Tim bank of France to-day is
In this position: It holds in its cash at par
$nekt,273,840 in silver, Its present value at par
of exehange exclusive of abrasion, is $166,-
509.6el, showing • Ion of ite entire capital
and surplus Thick amounte to, say $44,024,-
223 and $10,103,000 in addition it upoa
to liquidete its affairs to-day.
Treasurer Jordan recommends alterations
in the present sub-treasury system, in order
theta may conform to the financial changes
which have taken place since this syetem was
adopted. As the country increased in wealth
and population, with the consequent increase
of its revenues and disbureemente, 1t will be
found impossible to continue the system in
its present form. With the extinction of the
three per cent bond which, without some de-
pression or event that cannot now be fore-
seen, must take place daring the ensuing
fiscal year, the only bonds available for tee
purposes of the sinking fuod well be tine four
and one-han and four per cent. bonds. At
the preset wet ot the collection of the
revenue of the country, say $3.70 per ile0,
the lea on the existing sinking fund, say
$-15,000,COO per aenum, will be $765,(A/0 an-
nually, aasuming 2 per cent a the bon rate
which the bonds oan earn.
Without discussing the consequent possible
derangement of our existing finencial sys-
tem of the purchases for the sinking fund
are to be maintained at their present figures,
it will be found to be Impracticable to make
them purchases, the treasurer says, at such
times and in suel manner, as to retieve the
money market in times of financial chstresa.
As them derangementa happen almost in-
veriably at the tnne of the moving the crops
I of the country, this statement is equivalent
the country must pay tell to foreign buyers,
to saying that every productive interest im
j through the luwer range prices which obtain
at such times, because of the fact that uur
arrangements for collecting and our revenues
are so defective, as to need an artificial and
violent remedy, in order to place in active
circulation the inoueys withdrawn fruni the
business of the country, This method of
dealing with the public moneys la net true
of any country, but this, and the practical
Reuse of the American people, as shown
through Ite representatives in congrees,
should be adequate to flnii a remedy for this
constantly recurring evil, one sure to grow
and become more burdensome in our future
natured history. This remedy, be mys,
should be found and adopted with the com-
ing session of congress, because the evil com-
plained of will be upon as before its next
meeting, and. the treasury left without any
Ilinalla of supplying Um ureent seeds of the
country.
notes are sent in for relemption. Persons
presenting these notes for redemption are
paid .•iihei. by cheek te New York, or in
retically, a1,0 comp of legal tendere
the sum of t".4,75;entel. 'Dm total senount
of legel tenders in the trea.ury the Mine
date, exclusive of that held .to lel-tern the
legal teeil-r rid-titivates, which are tried in
the Winks re; reeerve in this stead, was el,-
tie. thus eleowing that there must be heel
in tile treacery m some oteer forms of mossy
the lit 2411. Tbe eutire min
of 804,ri?.:le f tuay be men to lie 'emotion.] of
$.-9.r.fs,tss bigal temiers, NO gold.
If the ef the treaeury stated wour-
ately th.• bftlitLes duo 1.v it as a depository
the nee repel- tssl as it croi it Lai-
mice would ics materially decrease& That
throe belanees eheul.1 mot he so reeorted is,
in the I 111121i, In Of he I req....direr. inie of the
greatest defects of the present treasury
system.
Disvitssin; thfs questimi of silver coinage,
after referring to the faet Hint there are slow
S I T I
I con-in of the late Ex-Ceivenor Al-
e ter 11. so-vents. and have been postal clerk
itolcreiit rearms& -ince Pee. For ten years
huts 4. 114. .n cs fLorer !nolo, a cancer on my face
hich grew worse until the discharge of matter
te'..a1114. profii.e end vi ry titienrite. I Legralne
iimisiughly disgusted with blood purifiers and
pronouncett %Nein hUltilitiga, Itos I had tried many
without relief.
lewdly ea. metered to ultie it. ft. It. which
woo 2/wen the let of February. arid continued
its use until the latter part of April The offen.
'le diecharge decreased at once and the hard-
ness around the cancer disappeared It inipro-
t ml my general health anil I rapidly :gained
wtrength The ditieharge gradually e'e-
n-ease,' and the cancer became leeein site Until
nothing remains Inn a sear to tell the tale of •
*owe dangerous cancer. all who have seen me
sinie f have commenced the use of B. B. It hear
teetimony of my great improvement, and the
sear oti nee face hews that it cored the cancer 1
tinel that B. 14.B comes squarely up to whist it
es recommeneed, &nil I cannot way too much in
prnise of this wonderful medicine. I have tried
them all but II. 11 B. stands at the top as a
weed mender.
The &sive is copied fru, the Athens ilia)
e- fciosass, heing the voltintarv language of
Mr. Ja-. .t. Greer, which editer demi ender-
"Mr tireer is an honest. upright citizen of
A hen., a had a had cancer, and his numer-
ous friends thought that he could not live very
long as the cancer was gradually eapping the
tweneation of his constitution, but now looks
%slot and hearty .
2 AGAIN-ST 18.
several physicians have pronounced my di-
.ten-e Mood poison. caused by paint or lead in
st octuarelairgelyiSadst.
s ertisid medicine. which ilail me no more
gie il ilia!' eo much water.
I hitt e imeti only two bottles. of It. 11. It. •nd
Net Ile//1.-I too/4y that I have r ceased greater
Ismail from then, than foim the eighteen and
kin 11./W rapid recovering. There is no
leest ien Maria the toinerturity of B. B. B Oter
ail i.tht-r Mood remedies
Antonia, Us April 21st. lisee.W 11°°"1".
;tit', Reynold." street.
FRON THE GOLDEN SLOPE.
A Vivid and Beautiful Description of
a Western Beauty by a Hopkins•
stile Emigrant
SAN DILGo, CAL., Nov. 29, 1886.
Ed New Era:
I have been here one week and have
spent the time looking around trying to
learn the streete and the many additions
to the city of San Diego. 1 have learn-
ed mucji, but am still frightfully igno-
rant. This is a city in many thing*
that go to make up a city. It is Iterated
oti a completely land-locked bay,and yet
looks out squarely on the Pacific. The
harbor is large, quite deep and perfectly
&life. We have as yet une railroad eti-
tering here, but this, at Colton, 127
miles north, connects with and crows
the Southern Pacific and extends On fo
the Atlantic & Pzcific, and Millman,
Topeka and Santa Fe at Barstow. It is
thought two other lines will enter here
inside of a year. There are fine steam-
ers regularly plying between this city
and San Francisco and every train end
every steamer brings in a new lot of
people. The hotel accommodations of
the city have been more than trebbled
In capacity within the past two months
and still they are crowded and will have
to make addition. To-night cote and
spread-downs are being spread in the
parlors and halls ut the hotel and etill
people are turned off for want ot Wave
to put them. So it is every night and
yet the season for those eeeking to es-
cape winter by coming here tile juet be-
gun. I cannot realize that it is winter.
it feels like early fall, but it looks rittli-
er like mid-summer a. everything le in
full leaf and flower. The oranges, leni-
one, olives, guavas and some other fruits
are just beginning to ripen, but we have
water-melons, string beans, lettuce,
raddishee, green °Mous, cabbage, fresh
beets, new potatoes, arid other vegeta-
bles. I saw- all these and others, grow-
Ing in all stager; in one garden. The mar-
kets are well supplied with the above
end also with good beef, mutton, pork
end fish. The grape season is about
over and therefore thoee we bought, at
Hopkinsville, at from '25 to 40 cents per
pound, have gone up here from 2 ciente
to 8,1 3 yenta per pound.
Sueet cart run for miles through the
city ; the electre light is we'd exclusively
to light the streets, and, though gee is
generally treed in dweilifigs and burii-
tress housee, many of the latter have
electric lights. Fifth street, whieli is
the principal one, is alive Crow :daylight
till midnight and is crowded at all timee.
cannot better deecribe it than to say
it looks emery day and every night like
every body Was out buying pretty
things. It is a beautiful piece, perfect
climate and beautiful, look in bat di-
rection you may.
There are many houses here, both
dwellings and businese,much larger and
liner titan any in Hopkinsville, and
while there are many cheap cottages
and come shantiee, a majority of Um
buildings are far better theta in any city
ot its size that I know of, and nearly all
command fine views. Looking toward
the north you see "Old Town" and
high hills, tiu many of which are superb
residences; to the east you look over
neautiftil valley to the mountains; to
the 11011th you see the mountains of
Mexico, Netional City, the tray, the
which makes the bay mid the
Pacific (keen ; and to he west la the
bay and the extended peninsula which
runs northward near to and far up the
high promentory which shields the
bay front wind, and gives a deep but
narrow entrance to the harbor. On this
promentory is the light-house, the high-
est one in the United States, if not the
highest in the world.
But, if from the description, you still
doubt that San Diego ia a city, price its
lots and you will think you ate In the
heart of New York. When I came I
thought everybody crazy -about the val-
ue of property, but if they are, I too
have loitt my senses, for things begin to
look a great deal cheaper to me. Lots
here 25:100, or 501100, or 50x140 feet,
the latter being the largeeit) are priced
at from $50.00 to $40,000.0U according to
location. The cheaper ones are from
212 to 3 miles from the business part of
the city. Better than this they sell
readily at these prices, and real estate
men would not walk ten stepe to show
them or urge you to buy. It is wonder-
ful; it is dream-like, but then the back
country is settling up pretty fast, but
it is not this that Is makiog the boom;
it is something far stranger than any
local support. Los Angeles has had
and still has a boom, with property
higher there than here, but with leas in
climate, eeenery or aught elee to offer.
Therefore this place he drawing a num-
ber of people [rem Los Angeles, and
others after looking there come here
aml locate. And the world has but one
Los Angeles and but one San Diego in
Climate and product.. to come to, and
certainly now every country in the
world is sending representative* here to
pay tribute to the bay and ocean, the
ever-greens and ever-blooming &were,
which eurround and cover this lovely
city.
JAMES D. H•Ife.
A Fortunate Arehlest to a Dakota Mu.
Word reached here yesterday that
ticket No. 26,442 had drawn the first
capital prize $75,000 in the October
drawing of the Louittions State Lottery
and that a one-fifth ticket (costing $1.00
sent to M. A. Dauphin New Orleans,
La..) was held in Jamestown. The
lucky man was J. N. Lowe ati employe
a the Northern Dakota Elevator com-
pany who takes his good fortune calmly
arid he will keep at work the same as
usual. In this case the money comes to
a poor Wall with a large Cannily and cer-
tainly is a bleeeing undieguieed to them.
-Jamestown (Dak.) Alert, Oct. 19.
Pembroke Notes.
Pxmartoxe, KY., Dec. 6, 1886.
ED. Nrw ER• :
Having eeen a notice in your most
valuable paper some two weeks since,
that your readers would receive some
"spicy letters" from a gifted eorrespon-
dent of our town, I have looked with an-
ticipated pleasure and disappointment.
Rather than our thriving little town
should not be repreeented in your eol-
umne, I have eoncluded to dot you a
few pen-pointers just tor fun "ad it
were."
Since the romantic skip to Clarksville,
and the coming of Jeff Davis, both of
which oecurreil the sante day, our town
has settled down the etern realitiee of
life,
Rev. J. M. Peay, pastor of Pembroke
Baptist church, is now absent assisting
Dr. Coleman In a protracted' meeting at
Hartford, K y.
MIMI Lizzie Graves, of Nashville,
Tenn., is visiting her aunt, Mrs. V. A.
Garnett, on South Main.
Our town lean a building boom :
Mr. Frank McCoy, the enterprising
and energetic dude, is having erected a
very handsome core-house.
Mr. John Bronaugh hag an elegant
cottage house almost Completed, intO
which he will move his family in the
near future.
Mr. Bob Vaughan has purchased a
lot upon which lie entieipates building
a residence.
The cold wave which struck our town
a few days since, though freezing in ita
effecte, did not banish the odor of "or-
ange hloseonte." Another pleasing wed-
ding in the near future.
Two of M. G. Miller's most fascinat-
ing clerks started South a few days
since. After reaching Nashville they
concluded Pembroke was the place-not-
withstanding prohibition; therefore they
returned to stay, much tnithe delight of
their lady friends.
Pembroke is the moet desirable town
in the State for a pereon Peeking a loca-
tion as a home. For schools, churchee,
society, morality, mills and a shipping
point, it can not be excelled.
Brevity is your rule. I will &slat
ithout "epice."
FREqUKNTLY accident", occur in the
household which canoe burns, cuts,
sprains and bruiees; for use in such
caws Dr. J. H. McLean's \-0:cattle Oil
Liniment has for many years been the
conistaht favorite family remedy. For
sale by H. B. -Garner.
—see
The French Chamber of Deputies
perused the Madagascar credits by a vote
of 2e9 to 100.
The Beath Sentence
mid the exeetitioner of all pain, Pottle-
roy's Petroline Plaster, the giant of its
line; it net er fails. Sold by druggist.
and H. B. Garnet, llopkinsville, Ky.
neer.
/4,
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The Senate of Alabama hes paseed a
general local option law.
elsenea G. Blaine, Jr., has accepted a
positioe of the staff of the Pittsburg
Times.
Ex-Governor, Leslie, of Glasgow, is
hankerirg after the Chief Jueticeship of
Arizona.
Mayor Hewitt astonished the Gotha-
mites by ordering all busir.ese houses
closed, last Sunday.
Ex-President Arthur left an estate of
$150,000 to be divided equally between
his son and daughter.
Chas. S. Voorheeo, Danre son, was
elected delegate from Washington Ter-
ritory by 2,192 majority.
The public debt was decreased $13,-
003,249. 57 during November. and Un-
cle Sam now has $419,023,740. 59 in the
Treasury with which to keep the wolf
from the door.
The Courier-Journal Published the
speeches made in the Converse trial.
Henry Watterson had to perform a
metaphorical Highland-fling on the
beautiful snow to counteract the effects.
The Madisonville Times says "consid-
erable interest and some excitement
wise created in that city Saturday by un-
gainly tracks supposed to have been
made by some wild animal." And still
they say Madisonville is a prohibition
town.
A Republican weekly paper is to be
started in Louisville for the purpose of
preaching to the faithful the unadul-
terated doctrines of protection and cen-
tralization. We suspect that the week-
ly will have a few resnarke to make dur-
ing the next state canvaas.
The German Reichstag is now wrest-
ling with a bill to stop duelling. A sub-
stitute is offered for this honorable way
of killing a man that the parties shall
draw lots and the unlucky fellow is to
commit suicide. The sanguinary char-
acter of the subetitute will insure its de-
feat as the regulation German duel is
quite a harmless pastime.
The President has issued orders to
turn aa many of the rascals out as poe-
sible. Some of thoee good Democrat.,
who have been suffsring with a mighty
agony of soul because Grover read the
Chicago platform and was true to ita ut-
terance', will glow with a new joy as
the prospects of a berth opens up before
them. Oh, the glory of dainty bits that
make fat ribs!
Kentucky is just now enjoying the
exuberance of a matrimonial epidemic.
A Louisville man waa so taken with the
situation that he searched the records
for a teohnical error in his first marri-
age and proceded to celebrate a •econd
wedding with the wife of his heart.
Tide a genuine set back to divorce en-
thusiasts as well as a poser to matrimo-
nial nuigensinpo.
A chance Is at last offered for some
American to wear a erown. It ia seri-
ously proposed at Sofia to tender the
Bulgarian throne to one of Uncle Sam's
subjects. Just who would be the man
for the occasion is hard to determine at
the first glance, but after • casual sur-
vey of the brilliant out-lay of sovereign
material on this side the pon-I, one is
forced to the conclusion that Col. Thoo.
L. Jones would do.
The Paducah conglomerate gravel
bank that has been furnishing Evans-
ville and other towns with gravel for
their streets now turns out to be a dia-
mond mine. How in the deuce the
rough (Tarkiers ever stayed In the
tareets of Evansville so long is a rays
tery. Now that the secret is out, the
creecent city will he up to its ankles in
mud until oome other street ballast is
dumped in.
The scheme to colonize the negroe is
hardly a "political trick," as it origins-
ted a ali a "culled" gentleman. The
otie great draw back is will "coloniza-
tion colonize?" According to the very
-striking statement of a vociferous negro
orator of distinction that "we didn't
come here and ain't gwine away," it
teems that the scheme is likely to die
*horning. The plan is to form the colo-
nies after the model of the English, at
Rugby, Tenn., and the Swiss, at East
Bernotadt. Some claim that this is a
solution of the color line question.
The recentjvisit of Jefferson Davis to
Fairview has been the occasion of a
broadside from the mud batteries of ma-
lignant partisans. Mr. Davis did oniy
what other men, who are to day hon-
ored, did. He sought in retirement the
solace of disappointment and defeat,
while Lamar, Garland, Gordon and
others accepted the new environments.
Mr. Davis is a favorite target for nar-
row minded writers, strange as it may
seem, for to-day he represents no ag-
gtesaive idea, lie exerts no political in-
fluence, lie shapee no legielation, he has
no following. Ile he simply a great man
living out his allotted time and waiting
for his ideas to perish with him. In his re-
cent pligrimmage to the spot of his birth
that he might mark the place oiled na-
tivity with a shrine to the God of all
the earth, he should certainly have es-
caped the vituperetiono of the vulgar.
Solemn duty that he performed, gran 1
in conception and beyond the apprecia-
tion of his abusers.
Mr. Morn n will in a few days call
up in the licluse les tariff bill and prom
it to a vote.
 ---
Convictio a amootst to sometissing slow il
In Mexico. ! 'the governor of Sonora, hes
incarcerated a tot of raltore for opposing
him and hail others on hitlist.
Senator Maxey, of Tries, pa) a that. If
Mr. Randall anti hie minhisto Inaba on
violating the well established Drama-
cratit.• doctrine ot tariff reform, they
should be nese out of the party.
Mrs. Wh sap, that the cabelistie
"W. C. T. resolutions, sent, to her
and other !tulles in high life as a repri-
mand for serving wines at a dinner par-
ty, 'stands tor "Western C•lleity To I
Us."
Fred Donglas Is ids Europe. Ile does
not like th, way in which the negro has
been mierSpreseuted abroad by burnt
cork artis . Frederick's ilea of a min.
Wel man is just now about as frigid as
Mr. Blain • bow.
..__ ___ . __ ._
One of the saddest vioitationeof Provi-
dence hastluot eome mum the apostle of
retheticie ,, Oscar Wilde. The cable re-
ports thatjhe is getting fat, a real. ugly,
flabby sort of fat. lieneeforth there ia
nothing I 11 for him to live for./
The citi ems of Jacksonville. Fla., he
dignantlyitimay that Gerottinio'o braves
are dying at the rate of one a, day.
However 'Inactive a sired !alien may
be to the average A nierIceti, the 111WCH •
lative Floridians% sadly deplere the grad-
ual decay ;of their greatest attraction.
Henry lier t f CI I 1war z, I, tette', man et
him ton many wives anti his nrnet for
bigamy
Rock !eland express rebbery, hi a tali
niessenge Kellog Nitliols a as
and $37,0019 Moire. Henry's itillUeroile
matrimonial obligationa ilecceitated a
replenielt4t1 treioury end soeklistic
grab of other people's money is about
to lity iihn out.
Gen. Clark, ( lerk of the House of
Represeetatives, hag completed and pub-
Boiled a !list of 'limiters: of the tiext
House Ile clasoifieg them as follows:
Democrat., 168; Republicans, 152; lie
dependents, 4. There is a vacancy from
Rhode Island. which will probably be
tilled be at Republican. There are 195
old member:1e of whom 100 are
crats. lithe four Independents divide,
as they are expet•tell to do, the Demo-
errs will have a te ijority of 14 in a full I
House.
The Planet's Lesgue, of Chicago, i an
organization to defend the government
front Anarchisto, Communists, Morniono
and all forme of despotism. It propoges
to deesemilnate sound views and practi-
cal and *emirate information en politi-
cal, oocial and economic questions by
meting of cheap books and pamphlets.
The Leagire has a worthy object in view,
but the government is in no real danger
from red-noised vagabonds who go about
preaching*narvity for a square meal and
a nights liodging. if the League can
start a grit class anti fatal epidemic
among the trained Red tutored dema-
gogues, it Will do the country a first class
The co ration that has in hand the
Panama s ip railway has decided to
abandon the acceptalice of govermeetal
aid trammeled by govennental restrict-
ions. TheCompany has concluded to
form • private corporation. For meal's
to carry the itnuterwe enterprise to a
succesoful termination an appeal for fi-
nancial aid'will be made to all the great
money centers of the world. , The Ship
Railway Ctitupany will be ineernational
in its scope and internationai in its
membership. At the coming seosion of
Congresa that body will be &eked to
charter thenew organizstion, when the
process of gecuring money be pith-
lisheti w energy.
A new saggeaktion is that photography
may beeome a useful agent in medical
diagelosio, dioclosing synatimo of dieettee
before they! are otherwise preceptible.
In a recent! negative of a child the face
was shown las thickly covered %kit an
eruption, rio trace of v.itich could be
shown on the child iteelf until three days
afterward, When its skin became cover-
el with spoils due to prickly heet.
another retsorded case invisible spots
were brought out on a photograph takeu
a fie-Wight before an Etta of small-
pox. Camera has itleo been known
to ierfortn tome wonderful tricks in do-
meatie life.; A petite one skillfully set
in a lady's ear-ring has been known to
fasten the Image of an abject suitor to
be displayeel at his expense its tbe sweet
bye and bye.
Some years ago the idea obtained that
young men !were eent to college to learn
a "little Leda and less Greek'• with a
dash into Mathematics and the Seleticeo.
Of more recent date the conception o. a
colege training hag undergone a tranotor-
mation, hoWever. About the only event
of genuine importance that has been re-
ported front our universities this year is
the row over the award of the inter-col-
legiate foot-ball championship. It would
seem to a rural observer that our aopir-
ing youth of' the vegeta day are seekirg
to achieve lionor at the wroug end of
their ariatosity. In this connectioe it is
refreshing tit nota the career of a }omit
at Eaton. During one season his tailors
bill showed the purchatie of 13 coats, 16
vests', 11 pair of trowsers and other
things in prispo:tion.
Some of Our esteemed contemporaries
base tlwir opposition to Gen. Buchner
on the fact !that lie is a military maie
There is nothing in a military career to
vitiate a ability, in fact, nothing
more fully • develops the judgement.
quickens the perception and strength-
ens the exemitive faculties. It ia an ac-
cepted fact that time* a war are pe-
riods of the greatest intellectual activi-
ty. Thundering volleys, blazing batte-
ries and the marshal show of battle
quicken the mental impulees into the
profoundest activity. It is then that
manhood achieves he highest type, and
while chat-ea:ter es toughened by the
test of shot And shell the noisier impul-
ses are cultivated in the chivalrous
charities of the battle fit H. Not every
general is a great statesman but the two
are clostely allied. Ceaear, Hannibal,
Alexander, Napoleon, Cromwell, Wash-
ington, Grant, and many of our most
prominent and moot uoeful public men
stand out as illustrious examples of this
fact. No ',apology need be made for
Gen. Buckner having been a military
man, as his accusers are indulging the
baldest kind of sentimentality.
The war situation in Europe is as it
has ever been "likely to develop in the
spring." 'Cite Bear with constinimate
skill works' his paw till it begins to
scratch and then withdraw,' hi time to
avoid troub14. Baron Von Moltke ad-
vocated before the German Reichotag
an increase ! of the standing army.
l'illa le a precautionary measure. The
A leace-Lorraltie acquieition ha a standing
virus belli between the French and Ger-
mans. They can never become allies
so long as the friction exists, and, in
the event of a general European war,
theee two countries will pair off. It Is
interesting here to note their relative
strength. "'Me present peace footieg
of the Germatt army is 415,000 mete and
the was footiaZ is 1,53-1,000 men, though
all reoerves et! to this %voila! foot up
2,700,000. The French army on the
peace footing number+ 523,000 men, and
the totol enrolled reserve is about 4600-
(100. In France, every able-beetled male
citizen id Bald. to be enrolled for active
eervice until -ft years of age, anti in
Germiny the me law ribtaiiis, though
the upper linil of the military ate. i+ 12
years. The ;natation of Frown is
about 39,000,01 and that of Germany ha
48,000,000. !
Pi!: is tett Balmer suggests tile
name of le it. II. It. Lyon, of Lyon
county, a+ candidate tor Governor.
litisten to prepkgred bill, %ilia
aPI stibmitted to Congress to ineor-
puree. the aegiel Ner% ice into the I egn-
ler army .
_
Eietianil leis tit-termite il to coerce
Ireland into sequiegence. 'lite League
meetings are to be *tipples:teed tied all
the reformerti prteemited.
The latest kaki newt inetortant inno-
vation mimeo teen Eligiend au" has
bk recciaed ith iiivional cordiality.
A long suffering ittililic e ill arise and
giat. three cheer+ now that it is tlie
"-tyle" for ledies to take off their hats
at tee thentrt., for its English, you
know.
Four of the justices of the United
Soars% Suprt ine Bench can retire, on full
pay, on the 1st they 01.1mm:try eext. A
justice on that bench can retire at To
veera, if lie has been a juihet. ten 3 ears,
Bradley, Wait, Miller anti Field are the
tilellit.ele alio eau helve the wooloack.
!Om- lllll hialls a Democrat. The
r ()the rs are Republic/mg.
The NI ineespolio flour mills eith their
ellOCIllotte capacity for producing bread
stuffs have consultant. for the purpose
of controllieg the mai le to mill holding
illmr at k pi ite, be the tinico easy
or hard. Milinestuili• flour men, tech-
stwak ate. tire bread %Innen'.
TIseir idea of the unlined,' demands of
t (minion attimat is ere exceseively pe-
(solitary. They eltiollItl Ile Milli. lt live
till !Well/Mill sitter vein.
a niraiataqi a clew to the Allan Thortidihe Mee says the way to
stop tbe !email...part*, is "by requiritig
all elk ctiotio to be at public expenge,
mei forbid:1'1,g, meter severe otatinory
penalties, ell expenditure on the part of
cendilates save at tit peraonal expetta-
el. To this he would skid a statutory
pros ieion nave:leg all camelliateg anti
their cientnittet o to make a sworn state..
meta in th tail of tie ir disbursements
during the CH HVa•• HHil ;he el. et;-no."
The feau-isVil—le pater; sibillekl up a oett-
oationel paragraph leot week to the ef-
fete that three proinieent society young
Ittdit appeared in a box at one of
the ;lie theatres in it drunken (-mention
Anil tweaved Os/ that. had
they been men, the yolice would have
Been called to put them out. It subae-
tptently became known that only one of
the young ladies was "off' and made a
she'd:ay of herself in spite of the efforts
of her eompaniong to rrotrain her. It is
questionable whether the press is under
obligationo to the rea lines entities to pro-
duce Reuel of news that involve the
characters ef innocent young holies.
- -
Col. Ft auk Woltord dilate s some light
on the se ceht defeat of Slajor Botts in the
Eleventh district. "Botta was not the
man," he says. 'filen lie opposed the
Blair educational bill, a Welt ass in di-
rect opposition to the opinions of nine-
tenths of the Democrats: of the iliotrict,
ausi it was safe to say that he loot one
thousand votes from that one thing alone.
peliticiaris might say what they
pleaoed temple the unconstitutionality of
the bill, but the people had an idea that
it was not against tile conatitution to ed-
ucate their children, and they aere go-
ing to do it, and it Was folly for any man
to run for Congress in his district and be
agnitist that bill." Col. Woiford has a
cornet idt a of what the people think,
tad all the tire-work+ logic of our go cal-
led leaders wont change their opinion
either.
The Commercial gays that lion. J. D.
liarrio, who Witisti te be Governor, Bar-
ry' South, who wants to be Treasurer,
James E. Smith, who wain@ to be Audi-
tor, Congressman McCreary, who wauto
to be the next Senator. and several
cal politicians met in Louioville last
week as by aceident to hatch out a scheme
by which each of these gentlemen would
steure his plitue Louisville and Central
and Emeriti Kentukly were arranged
for, but how to wattage Buckner in West
era Kentucky was the question. It was
concluded to bring out G. A. C. Holt, of
Calloway comity, who would divide the
vote in the First diotriet and defeat Gen.
Buckner in the convention. With Har-
ris as Governor, 31..-Creary would have
a strong hetet to boost him for Senator.
The. elan is very beautiful indeed, 'lett,"
hi the language of the wild Weatenit•r,
"it is ii-11 to execute."
Some truly pious Republieking (low')
in this part of the moral vineyard are
inetibatiug a scheme to nominate Bro.
Green Clay Smith for Gtkvernor. Our
friends, the enemy, have a real lovely
iiking for Col. Ititly O'Bradly and the
reat of tie- :wilting boys up in God's
ow section of the country, but some-
how they fail to catch the inepiration of
ttee-letie Republican move at this
time. The idea is, you know, to put
Gen. Smith in the It ad end MI its with
a mixture of Mugavtinspry, bad Democ-
racy aud Republicanism, and ruts the
cooglomerate ticket on a platform of
prohibition mid reform. The beautiful
*oat:bluetit of the Rt publicans rot re-
form wire never more deleetanly mate-
fested that at pregeht in Kentucky. We
are as yet uncertain a hat it ia they
%ant to reform, hut ee esitille that
the plight democratic nutjerity of 40eK10
is the hot iron on their collet:WI:veg.
Gen. Smith, Fountaine Fox, deke Got-
letlay, Al Clark, Frey Woodson and
other like vicious rt.fortneto would be a
diets fit for a kieg.
quality and quantity too.
What if the other worm inedit!ines are
driven out of the market? We as Drug-
glate have the satisfaction of knowing
when we sell Whiteo Cream Vermiftige,
we give a good article and our etiotonters
get More for the money thau they can
get iu any other Vertniftage atid Whitest
Cream Vermifuge brings them. Ask
G. E. Gaither, Druggiot.
The Rack of the The ack.
We are reliably informed through the
columng of many eatermed contempora-
ries that Capt. Jack Grog+ slapped the
Presitleht on the knee a recent
I interview. Grover is how 'eyed tip
with rlietitnatism in that knee. The
magnetie Ketaticky the ack on the
Prealdential patella seemo about to &o-
nline rank with other little cycles that
have played important parts in the
j worlds hiotery. The brawny Kentuck-
ian possibly hal no conception of the
glittering firid of protnioe lie opened
up to patent medicine functionaries
when lie adminiotered the good humored
thump. While the good Capt.'s paw
may have conveyed some inconverilence
into the important joint, still Grover
never hail tench ats opportmsity of find-
ing out what the people think of lam.
The kind olki ladies and nixtronly spin-
stero of this bilked land with motherly
affection have forwarded him post
haste the "very remedy" to be itnineill-
ately applied with the intimation that
they would' be on hand on the shortest
notice to set up with the otiffened mem-
ber. And then the blow etemiled a niel-
mly in the ears of patete medicine yen-
dere. With owl accord they rush to the
reecue with their world of nostrume.
The supply of lubricants left at the
White Hotsse door would grease Wash-
ington so slick that the demuriot Sena-
tor might well doubt leo dignity. Boos
fide piyoieians saw long avenues of
prueti.e bseire them shoullithey be in-
vited to make a diagnooia of the affected
part. Capt. Jack harilly dreamed of the
shove he gave to vaulting ambitiong.
lie iletwrves, a monument.
Tone iip the system and improve the
appetite by taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
It will make you feel like a new person.
Theiatiarels have found health, and re-
lief from ouffering, by the use of this
great blood purifier, when all other
means failed.
The President's Message.
The Premitient'es Mess lige appear/I in
this issue of the Noaa ERA. The
intereet in the mesoage,
whit•ii mire read most eagerly, me 011.
Chill service, lise tariff, 141/(11.
and tile labor tiottetion. It is hummers.'
ble to give on adequate reenme of these
poises' in a paragraph, anti the message
as a a hole is commended to the' careful
perusal of every inteiligent citizen. All
the affairs of cur country, our relathins
a ith foreign nations and all die inter-
nal nowilinery of government, are dis-
cussed with consummate ability. '1'lle
document is ably a ritten an Will rank
high as a teats: papt.r.
tegarki to the tiara the Preside!'
'avors a reduction of the taxes. View 1.
ing the hicrefuking Tre usury ourplus, he
says: "When more of the people's
outigtatwe is exat•ted through the form
of texation than is necess try to millet
the jest oliligatious of the Govenimetit
arid the expellee of its mot lllll ad-
, mintotration, %rich exaction becontes
ruthless extortion and a violation of the
prieciples of a free paverti-
lia regard to oliver Mr. Cleveland
Nays "that lie line no retwon to change
the views expreseed years ago on th
! oubject of compulsory menage, ant
I again urger' lel otiopension on all th
grinitelo clImtalliell in his former recom
1
meeidation, reinforeed by the olgitifi-
cant increase of our gidti exportetione
thirleg the lest year, anti for further
reasotio, that the  the currency la
illotriliterti *Heine the people, the
greater become* our duty to protect It
frien Meager; that a e now have ail
for all ma needs, slid that
there seems but little propriety in build-
ing vault's to store such currency, when
the only pretext for its coinage lir the
tweet:silty of its use by the people as a
circtilethig medium."
On the labor queotion tlw Preside,'
is especially felicitouo. lie says: "Thet
relations of htbor to cepital and of la-
boring men to their etnplo3 en+ are of the
innate concern to every patriotic citi-
zen. When these are strained ard dis-
torted inijustitieb'e claims are apt to be
insisted upon toy both internee, and in
the controvergy which reatilts the wel-
fare of all and the prosperity of the
country are- jeopardized. Any inter-
vention of the General Government
within the limit,' of its comititutional
authority to avert such a condition
should be willingly accorde I. After all
has been done by the peerage of laws,
either Feeleral or State, to relieve a situ-
ation full of solicitude, much more re-
mains to be secomplished by the rein-
statement and the cultivation of a true
American rientiment which recognize,:
the equality of American citizenship.'
The President approaches the Civil
Service question with a steady treed and
talks right to the mark. The contin-
ued operation of the Civil Service law,''
he Rowels, "has added the mogt teni-
yawing proofs of its act-petty and aw-
fulness. Every public offieer who has a
juot idea of his ditty to the people testi-
tieg to the value of thie reform. Ite
otannehret friendo are found among
timer alio are restrained and protected
by itierequirements. l'he meaning of
such restraint and protection le not ap-
preciated by those alto want places tin-
der the Government regardless of nierit
and efficiency, nor by those who insist
that the @election for such places should
rest upon a proper credential showing
active partisan e i ,rk.
- -
Hame lie Menem& in the I emetery.
A telegram to the Chicago Times of
the 6th inst. says that there is much ex-
citement at Pedutssie Ky., over the re-
port that a diamond field exists near
there. Streets of the city, it is said, are
paved With what is known as conglom-
erate gravel, eitich is eompowel of a
coarse gravel a him an iron solution and
carbone, %filch is found in a moist con-
dition, but when exposed to the air har-
dens and forms a solid, compact mass.
This Was obtained from a bed comprising
eighty acres near the city, completely
lit:tatted, the land surrounding this spot
being °lathier). farming land. A @lion
time ago an ameteur geologist from New
York a as passing over these fields, and
noticing peculiar geological ourround-
ingo, began looking for carbons. Ile
gathered oeveral large pebbles which lie
claimed were diamonds hi the rough and
forwarded to the State Geologist of Penn-
sylvania for exemination. '1'lle gentle-
man replied that the sample submitted
KIDS siutilar to the depooits found in the
great diamond fields of Australia and
Africa, and alias that lie diseovered mi-
cioticopic particles of diamonds' and gar-
nets, but in order to give the subject
more ettely he laud forwarded the gravel
to the Smithsonian Institute for closer
examination.
Some weeks since metty car limas of
gravel from the bulks of Tennekowe Riv-
er of precisely the mine constitumits and
geological deposit were brought here to
metal the drives and walks of the City
Cenietery. The gravel is of a peeuliar
character and makes the best dressing
known for streets, pavemento and drives
of every kind. It is remarkably
cempact and durable ami after
exposure to the air and travel for a short
time becomes a eoliti pavemeht, imper-
iouo to water and proof against atmos-
pheric change*. A street in Evanoville
received a cost of Paducah gravel over
sixteen y ears ago, and with hardly any
repairs, is in first vises n.
If there are diamonds and garnets in
the deposit around Peducalt, there are
unquestionably eLnilar precioua stones
in other depoolts of the same drift along
enneasee river. If the obeervation and
surmise of the Pennsylvania geologist
be (einem, Paducah rests on a min of
jewels as precious as those of Brazil or
South Africa, and may soon dazzle tlie
world with a tiara of precioue stones
rich se tise enchanted treasures of
A !midi .
It is really exciting to reflect that in
taking a stroll through the newly grav-
elled walks of the City Cenietery, one
may tread under foot a greater fortune
than is registered on the Asseseor'is
hooka in Kentucky. Avarice will be on
the alert, and curiosity still be keen to
search the aecrets of grave-yard walko
which may be paved with garnets, ru-
bies and diatuoride It may become
necessary to detail a policeman to pre-
vent treasure-bunters from digging up
*melons+ of the walko by night, arid ear-
rying them off in sacks to secret places,
to search at leisure for riches which
may lift them in a lucky hour, from
penny to plethroic affluence. It makes
the head swim and the eyes dizzy to
think of it. It is refreshing to learn
that our sister city at the mouth of the
Tenn., river is not indifferent in the
premises. The Timeo telegram says
that "the citizen@ of Paducah are con-
vingid that diamonds are in existence
ti.e locality, and will spare no ex-
pense to develop them." We will be
delighted to hear during the coining
Christmas holidays that the excellent
editors of the Paducah News and Stan-
dard, are illuminating the streets of
that city with the effulgence of their
diamond breastpins.
A Novel Bet.
Owensboro Messenger : The particu-
lars of a novel election bet beta een Post-
master Joe Short, of Central City, and
Tip Little, the well known reilroad man,
are related by the Central City Republi-
can. In case Rhea was elected Little
Wail to haul Short to Greenville, via the
public road, on:one of the big depot
truckle, and In case of Hunter's electimi
Short was to do the hauliog with Little
astride the truck. Hunter having won,
the ditty of pulling the truck and a 160
pound man through eight miles of mud
falls upon Capt. Short, and Capt Little
proposes to hold him to his bargain.
RUPERINTENDENT PI BIM' IV.
STiti 'HON.
Flue timber its Prof. J. 1V. ist, of
Hopkinsaille, the Arthe anti Ilia
thieuished Educator.
Ihmili roan Wisner.
111 • . III .e tit Suawrietentlent of Public
111sta-hellos. require/I kir the oneteekshil
digehatige tif its duties a 1111111 Of pi 4.1
cal tease, I usineos sagacity, executive
ability anti of broad, eteutiretio e
vie% ot the aims awl application of
educational 6) Stehle. Willi our large
eelosol per capita, it is lamentable that
we linYe esti li a defective sy krill of 'com-
mon schamils. The trouble is there hoe
hever here bid a clear view of our eiltl-
Csitioloil %ante and heceasities. We
need at the head of our corn ))))) school
'system a naafi a Ito knows Keetucky and
Kentuckian's a lio kuows the demands tif
the hour, who has en intuitive voncept-
tion of Niel the executive ability to ap-
ply the remedial agent-lea. This Is tin
time for experimenting with 'lice theo-
ries. We want a 111411 who knows w hat
to the how to do it, who we/ do it
and a lio will do it quick. Such a
n an is Prot. .1. W. R wt., of Hopkins-
ville. Ile is litterally an e lucator from
••••: ay b wk."
Ile was horn iti Dion county, Feb.
14, 1819. The first fifteen ) etas of his
life wno spent on a farm. Emily life
the ambition to be end to do sometiiiiig
became manifest in him. A few lllll utter
at a time in teasel, studying half-wont
text book" by the dim light of the ell
log fire after the day's work was done;
catching a lethal here and there sal
gstherieg itiaplration from luls very tile
retires ; tit first a simple teacher ti.e
old field misted, then a r with-
out friends or money and may a smat-
tering of grammar anti arithmetic with
which to keep body !together;
another decade anti lie is at ti e head of
an aced. my, the!' the prod.:mkt et col-
lege, and now, ripe alth experience
awl I r, be is contributing the ale-
4lont of his life to the mutate of e Mention.
Only thirteen !notelet did lie receive in-
otruction, over fifty years has he been
an instructor. One eollege anti two
ileIvereities have conferred honorary
degrees upon him who:never entered a
college until called on to preshie over
one. Such a man, we say, knows expe-
rimeittally the ea11111411011141 status of
Keetucky. Ile bait wateheil our devel-
opmeot along this line a ith the keen
e) e of a Keener' observer for over fifty
years. lie knows what education is as
few tan know. Ile is not burdened
with the chinterieal erbenies of theo-
retical educatoro. He sees %hat the
naseses need and his experience funi-
islieg the a Wein to oupply promptly
the demaiel. Ile is to editcatien
Kentucky what Daniel Boone was to
pioneer life and Peter Cartwright to
early Chriotianity. lie Is the man to
take hold of anti manage our common
ochools. Ile can go right at the work
anti will do it in a quick, common
elegise way. The reform we need is leas
red tape anti more plain, common settee
work. Prof., Rust has receiveo the
moot eomplimentary golicitations to
make the race. From all parts of the
state his (needs utmost earnrotly have
appealed to hint to enter the contest,
hitt, go far as we know, he has never in-
timated lils intention or oleeire. This Is
one of the ciewe in which the "effice
should emir the man," end if *e read
the gigno aright there io a regular
ground-ewell for Prof. Rust. Should
he intimate Isis intention f runeing, it
le doubtful if his nomination c kuld be
headed off. Ile is pre eminently a man
of the people, a man for the people,
such a man as could take hold of popu
ler education its Kentucky an.I pusit it
to the highest possible otandard in the
shortest poosible thne.
About the Lecture Course.
The Y. M. C. A. Lecture course com-
mittee are !knelt g tie oeasen tickets
primate! auel will eittiallia0 the city lit •
few day a. Five let•turt a are goiaranta el,
including engagements %it!' Gen. Lew
Wallace, Prof Joste911 COok, Or°.
R. Wenn' g aiel two (Owns. Three
ticket.; will sell for $2 each There will
also be sold double ticket', to read Mr.
Blank and friend, for $4. The three
gentlemen natned eh :ye are it oeffl lent
guaratitee uf ti.e high talent that will be
engaged. The committee do not limit
the number of lectures to 5, but gassrati-
tee that at least flout many tail be de-
livered. 'Che mutter will be thoroughly
explained to purehaser., by the canyaut-
era. And now a e trust our citizens
will enter cordielly into the matter. It
will cost only $3 to hear atil see the
leading thilikera of the age at colleen-
imit Intervale There Is hardly atm en-
terprioe Of more genuine merit in our
city. Give the 3outig men your aid
anti support in tills moral and hornet.-
tual step.
Resolutions or Reopeet.
Since the last met•thig of our Women's
Mission Society. God in his w
has seen tit to (eke from us our sister,
Mrs. Jennie Bugle a•id to transplaht her
to a higher, more perfect sphere, a here
olie no longer neetio to give her prsytro,
anti her labor* tor the wive' cemeist of
Chriet'e  ; because there she is
surroen ted with those who like lieraelf
have hail their "robes' waelled a hire in
rite od of the Lamb." Feeling that
we, Its a gociety, have oustained a great
loss in her death, we desire to express
our O3 nipathe to him a ho is 00 sorely
bereaved anti to those sorrowing ones to
WI10111 she bore the relation of daughter
and slater; pras lilt that the same listul
which held the bitter tem, nosy le ad them
tenderly into the light of His comforting
presence; and that they may Ike enabled
to say. "Ile sieseth all things well.''
Theretere, that thege exprea-
P10118 be neortied in our minutes, and
that a writtee copy of them be sent to
the family.
Women's Mission Society, llopkino-
ville Beptist
311 es. STEPHEN TRICK, Plea.
M4-8 LALLIK WOOLDRIDGE, Secy.
Monday, Deis. 6, 18g6
ste
Papers Wanted.
To complete our files we want the fol-
lowing papers ;
Nos. 20-21-22-24-25-26-27, 1885
anti 49 amid 59, 1886 of the Tat-IVite•
New East:
Also, October 3rti and 10th, 1881, and
October 30th, 1885 of the WILMA'.
Anybody who ha* any of the above
will greatly oblige us by sending them








Two small boys, one a son of DeArs
mond, the watchmaker, the other a Pon
of Major Bailey, both being about nine
years of age, went away clandestinely a
few days ago, and were gone two or
three days. They traveled on the C. &
0. to McHenry mines, returning to Nor-
tonvlile, and going from there to Hop-
kinsville, not eating a meal or sleeping
it house during their wanderings.
They got cold and diliguteed and made
their way back home, fully satisfied that
there is "no place like home."
Assessment Valuation.
According to the Assessor's returns
for this year, asjcorrected by the Board
of Equalization, the white people (Attie
county list $6,090,086. Tax on this
amount. at the rate of 51 cents amounte
to $31,059.43, revenue due the State
from the county. Of this *mount the
sheriff hag paid up to date $16,670. Col-
ored citizens list $173,194, which, at the
rate of 50!-,e cents, returus a reyenue to
the State of $874 63.
Itch, Prairie Mange, arid Scratches of
every kini cured in 31) minutes by
Woolford'o Satiltary Lot' . Uoe no
other. This never fails. Sold by H. B.
Garner, Druggist, Hopkinaville, Ky.
Romance fromeryRetttelnIn.lifye. In Montgom•
emanate eatert au.
Ct.s nary mut, Dee. 5.— lit fore the
Critnisiel Court at Its twit terns a es-e
will be mailed for trial, t e hole of aide's.
it woven 111'0 *tory, would make a tale
atlitretliligatar sdneAtilo"n. .1111o htalvdes las;i:Insetyt,
shout flIteill miles up the Cumberland
river, there lived sts 01,1 Mali Millie tie eta-
thistv yeers ago who Wall a
large slave 0 AlleT Ile w as b tchelor,
and lllll ig his idea...* tlik re was PI sati-
ation who IINd as. little Of the Atricen
blood in her voila that ofte could ha%
easily hewn mistaken fer a white wo-
man. This woman' e. as her III Ater'.
haute-keeper, soot am, iiiicit hear' (mew
opratig up between t he ten, which last-
ed tor seine WO teeillteil 1114 lirfore
the breaking out of the eivii a ar the
birth of a 1.011. The y came tie. hoW -
ever, slavery was abolish. ti slid the 01,1
unan was reduced to poverty. 'Clie lit-
Os boy throve apace. Ile took Isis
feather's name and was acknowledged by
the old matt as his son. Ile re -rived a
tellicatiote Ilia father died, how-
ever, when he watA yet a child, and his
mother—a bootie lives—struggied along
with him and sucemded hi raising him
to be—tell all tetatify—an honest, epright
nian, about the color of ell the other
white youths Iti the neighborhosel, butt
with a great gulf beteeeti him anti them.
for lie hail been born a slave. At lam it
happened that poor white girl in the
tieighleorlimel tell in love with hini, or
lie fell in love with her. At any rate,
the first thing the neighorbood knew of
it the two were "keeping company"
with each other. The girl ktiew all ids
antecedents; was aware of the fact that
way back, miming through white blood
and itidian blood and mixed blood,
among lila vein, or ancestors' there wai—
stline! have been — aumeaviarre a full.
blooded African. But, eigger or no
nigger, she was bound to have him 
A Input a 3011f algal they disappeared f 
the iiriglitairhotel. 'file man got a 11-
celiac from the County Clerk, giving iiis
IID is 'tame awl the 'tame of the girl cor-
rectly, and they were married. He belt.,
nothing about having A Wean blood in
life veins anti having been lonnerly a
olave, and nobody suspected it. It Wall
etililsosetl 10 lw simply a "runs% ay
m tele". ith just about as much ro-
mance it as la generally ouch
mattheo, amid no more. 'nue motile re-
turtle mo the lower edge of this county,
abnut thirty mileki 1r  their former
twines, and bet up house-keeping But
love liever aid runOle course ad true
smooth. lie and his wife were well be-
haved, !meet preple. They visited
alike folks suet elate folks visited
them, mud thought them quite au acces-
el itotilie to the neighborhood. He Issi some
 y, and rented a place and
etocked it and made a good crop this
year. After a while hia old neighbor*
began to inquire after him, and lois
mother—poor thing—being proud of her
eileo advancement. told of his where-
abouts amid his soviet standing; and
when the hiet grand jury met an indict-
ment wait tumid againat both of them
for misc. greation, whicii is a peniten-
tiary offeiew in this State. Last week
the Sheriff We0t, .101811 tinned with hie
legal preerait and arresteti the young
couple atiZ1 brought them to Clarks% ille
and placed them in j al. The Criminal
Judge, however, diechargeti tne woman
hex' day withsiut botel, ofie bring a a
deiicktie red reduced the bowl
ot iwr ittiebarel so that he has dually
lettere-led in giving it, Hai the muter
are again at litwrty. 'I he cease however,
is a moot important one tor them. Not
only linty Ilir retestion of punishnient
peeve a seriouo one, ehoulki they be con-
vimed, butt there is also the grave ques-
atm as Vi lirthen they are law wily
married, anti a Lether they can remaiii
together as lulu atill wile after they are
once mere free an out of jsopardy.
The many attortie3:1 liere--er the actor-
twyo of the married couple, for they are
both iiiilicted—think that the marriage
is legal, and that lin crime is committed.
They say the husband, although born a
sieve, has not enough African blood in
Bid velum to bring him *Ride the pro-
hibited decree, and therefore, he cautiot
be eseivictell.
It is at %ether a eingular case, anti
shoes hew a matt guilty of no inten-
tional wonig may sometimes+ get !dimwit
in a tight box legally. Neither the tuan
nor the e omen heti I tee liestril oe any
law prohibiting the inter-mai riege of
whit. a atid negrome They supposed
when they lied got their own conoent
and paid for the lit:muse, the law war sat-
lolled.
The Message Well Received.
WsitHINGToN, IL C., Dec. 6.---eSpec-
ial j--Itevetine reformero are delighted
with the Preeitheire measage. It is re- .
garded as one 01 the ablest documents
that ever muthated Irlifil mite White ,
strosig, legical, and set to a high ,
literery key. 'Fite utterance, touching
the tariff have given the livellept oath,- !
fectien. They are plain, straight for-
ward hal earnest Theee who expected !
the Premideta to trim awl to indulge '
vague gentralitieo were sadly disap-
pointed. lie has come out otrongly fur
mevenue reduction and whilst lie formu-
lates tio scheme his references to the hi-
ts-rept of the htboring and prOtIlleing I' 1: S
clings a lit the neater show clearly enough DYSPEPSIA. INDIGESTION,
that lie thikieo reduction ought to be , WEAKNESS, CHILLS AND FEVER",
made Oli the itectes+ariee of life and the! MALARIA, LIVER C OM PL AIN T,
raw material. lurid in manufactured. It I KIDNEY TROUBLES,
bellearti that thle outspoken and pow- ;
el declanatiost will exert a viaible , 
NEURALGIA AND RHEUMATISM.
flora e mi the legiolation of this session. I et. cola
Ilts:410N8 AS eie TIIE MKS8AGnieans 
I 
tg ntlgul 'Ludt.) tit
1,11heelleitariey hat irfaactu, r x tti ;loin' pi . ! and of great yal,ue
entice& its stremigth atiti Mr. I.:dimities Women and Chil.
a tys of It that it is a frank, clear, able, dren.
courageouo State paper. .
The Western in criticige only the
clause relating to silver. As to the. tar-
iff clause they are delighted with it, and
pretlict that it ill niake the Presideta
and his piny unsay friends throughout
thetiretetiiirieutil'itiridge, ef Kentucky. a
member titer Ways and Walls Com-
mittee of the Meer, and an. advanced
revenue ri form. r. legates ehe Presi-
dent's treatin. ef tariff question as
in every eartictilsr sato- factoty to Dem-
oerata of his sodesol.
The toil.' Ogeli inio I f the Pregident
tip4-ii the t“r ff qiies• ion a iiihe received
with f 'vie by all Ili. Dentocrote in the
etenstrs wits the enthusiastic ousts-went
of J Li:ice Holman.
PRESS OPINIONS FROM •IIIROSD.
Imentet, Dec. 7 —The Daily Neale
commenting on that pert of Pre-i lent
Cleveland'e memage referring to the
fialweiro questjon, says: —nue E.-. goy-
erements eught not to aliew thellleel yea
to rest inail they have arra/Iwo! the
question. Tbe geeme to be
tied America wanne fishing while New
I.:lighted does not want free trade. The
oanie insatiable greed for preteetion mi-
di riles the difficulty about the disposal
of the surplus reveime. Protection will
tile hard in Anieriea. It la. hoe ever,
begintiing to le. o ith
lug popular miotruot. The ',reposed re-
vision of the tariff may be the beginiiiitg
ofltrertiriadi.1; Telegraph says : "Nevei
acre words included in a leverage which
more deeerve I the earnest amid prompt
attendee: of a British 14 inietry. To
leave the dispute open, if it can in any
way be a 'tatted, would be time height of
criminal stiortsightednesa."
The Tiniese commenting on President
Clevelaaro nieskoage, says: "It is fere'.
nate fer both parties that the negotia-
tions are in the halide of the Govern-
ments inotead f Omsk of the itnmediate
disputants the fishery queotirin. Op-
{toeing ham-elute 'seem too otrong in
Ameriea for any moveineut toward free
itaran4dletes.
message I- a seits:ble and states.
"Staiiilard *eye "I'reeitlent Cleve-
man-like production and eminently pa-
cific. A note of met ace is not heard.,
Although in describleg the fisheries'
question lie throws undue blame upon
the Canaellen tioliertnen, yet 'lot a word
is spoken to excite hostility or rekindle
strife."
A TRIP ON ST. JOHN'S RIVER.
',Ara TOWN. KY Doe. 4, lb80.
Edii.or New Kra:
toll..n it g extract from private
letter, a ritten by a ',riga, charming
and aetensitilloht Kentecky led). who
la spealleg the a iota r itt Fitorkle, gives
sts suiplettettiotte though graphics
aketeli et a rill. 0-11 St. Jontre river,
one of the inest tiletureaque and roman-
tic of South. rut stream., ate! present.; a
ektiarsot to lite Decettilser ocelies
of our voider latitude. eicetch is
all the better tor le tug written with no
thought at publicetion. Truly ours is
w It nal w here (die can kill
 g Alaska ice- bergs to make a
selataly14's sat (Ilse, or gather pine apples WW1
Mangey. in Fitirlda lor 111'61M/6e trere,
all in the same month. Nu land like
America, after all.
a !a a RaAalalrlt. *
1 cannot beght dew/Rae the trip
from Jackernivilie up St. John's river to
Sanford. Just finagler, If you can, a
gt ester river varying from eighteen
mile% in a itith in one place. so that laud
Was altinat itivioibie, to twenty-five
yards in ether places; each betik of the
river Heed with either oraege groves
stet Hite reeldenceseor else lints netra-
hie jungles of camie, will orange amid
other fruit treea. It seemel les it I was
in a new world. Now amid Obeli etrenge
bad wapiti.' rise froin lllll ig tee water
lilies and fly &say sereamilig , with its
beguiled plumage glitaing le the auns
shine, as though angry at being els-
turbee a the Niko ly lllll whisili nature
had provided tor it before the roar of
the steambeat au ito heard on this en-
chanting tropic *trestle or the tourist
thought of leaving hie Irezen home in
the teeth fur a better seri more pleas•
alit otie oitt• Wattle ill "Suulny south "
Again a sleepy •••tester" wouie
open his expretwitetires e3 es, 100k at its
for a 1 lllll 'tent, rod then roll off his log
lotto the water, having long ohne, learn-
ed that the touriot aleays keeps las rifle
ready for a good shot Every point OH
the benks preaenteil some simmer to my
eyes in new tonne of animal lite, yaws,
'dilute or treed. 1 at last tear myeetif
away irom the dock and retire LO the
cabin of the most beautiful boat that
rides the waves, the "City of Jackson-
ville," and after a good night's rest
wake up the morniug to find n9 self
already upon the gloomy baton' of
grand obi Lake Monroe, a ith Sanford
in the diotance, where I am to leave the
boat with a feeling f regret amid ()ace
snort take the trail anti atter a wild run
through the country, meet a welcoming
circle of dear (nettle. Sunday I went
to church and heard a good eermon by I
Rev. Mr. Alden, the hughtted of "Pan-
oy" thegreat writer of Suitday school
books, beloved of all children and all
who love children as well.
1 have been here such • short time
that am hut .prepared t say :tow I like
the titulary and people. I don't think
I would be willing to make it my home.
The via/late is delightful. ilea is the
first of December and it is Ilse a May
mornhig."
*
God's Children are Gatiering Home.
Died, Nov. 240, 1886, Mrs. M. E.
Rensliew, in the 30th year of her age.
A ti affectionate wife and loving moth-
er has pal5artl away ; anti the home she
was wont to brighten with her presence
is now degolate. Poo/waging a naturally
delicate conetioation, she easily becinue
the victim t:f conoteuption, and after
few months of patient suffering. she fell
asleep with three words: "Justus re-
ceive me," anti through the dark valley
His :toying hankie gently led her,
ate! through •.lie gates of the
Celestial I lty. Her baby girl, a
bright anti beautiful child three years of
age, came into the room shortly after
her mother was arrayed for the tomb,
and 'wring how still she Was, said to
those around her: "Mains is sleeping
good toelay." Yes little Lela, a quiet
awl dreamiees sleep which will know no
waking till the resurrection morn. Mrs.
Renshaw was a gentle, good woman, a
metnber of the Methodiot church, and
during her illness would become happy
and shout aloud time praloes of the Re-
ileetner. W hat a contestation hu.band,
relatives anti friends of the deceased, la
the thought that, though the poor, frail,
wasted Lexie lies underthe sod, the freed
opirit lige jeineil the throng of the re-
deerne.i. anti is torever free from pain.
lier (Intend was preached by Rev. l'hos
Shea, and a large number oilier friends
followed her remain' to their last rening
place
elle has called for many a kited one,
We here seen them leave our side.
With our Savior we shall meet them,
Is lien we too, have crowed the tide."
A Fatima.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Cr storta,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Mita. she clung to Csatoria,
When she had Children, Ate gave them Castor*
—wale
THE LUCR1 BOIS.
$16,000 for $3 Invested.
Fortune has mulled on Messrs. Ed-
ward II. and George Washington Lay-
cock and T. L. Pendell, farmers and Lo-
bate.° rakers living near Keene, Ky.,
bringing them a aunt of money larger
than C011Itl be made by years of toil and
strict economy. They invested $1 each,
and puratased three one-fifth tickets in
The Louisiana State Lottery at New Or-
leans. One of these proved to be a one-
fifth of ticket No. 94.552, whivh drew
the capital prize of $75,000 at the regu-
lar monthly drawing on Nov. 9th. On
earning of their great fortune, they
placed their tickets; in the hands of the
First National Bank its title city, avid by
return mail received a check for 05,000,
lying them $5,000 each on tLe outs dol-
or invested. 1 hey were delighted to
find that they hail loran k it so rich.
They are hard-keen kleg, industrious to-
bacco raiserg, Ilia all their friends are
gratified st their good luck. They will
hereafter be called Colonels. They ad-
vise all of their friendo to try the royal
road to fortune through the Louisiana
State Lottery.—Lexington (Ky.) I' rt tas
Nov. 27.
.0111.-
We are now offering more and better
"Inducements" to stibocribero than tiro/





















how to treat die.
ems at HOME,
mailed, together
iih• set of hand-
fully, making a some cards by new
Safe and Pleasant Heltotype process,
Remedy. on receipt of to c.
vr H•-•••9•1• ••4 Orfor•ra.. akkvlith• .11••Obt o•••
czz.•,11•••.:01,1% I I WWI AL, rtaa3 01.100, 61,4 • NZ 4.6••b• eal,coarg.• oa, t 
l  HUT al
Was Drug and Chemical Company,
lb, a S. as
51511'\1:A0cT'llal!KILLs PAI _
"The Greaten Cure on Earth for l'stn." willnews mere quickly then any other known rem-
*pie Itheumati An. Neuralina,
liwellingv. BLitt fock, Bruises,
Duna scolds cuts lemm-
a... Pienrwkzeorse, Prost-latua
narkarbe, tiny, Sore Thews*,
Sewn , ,r. la ileadorh.,
I' Sprawls. etc. Pries
Seta a e. solid by all
rue:gigs. Cantinn. -The gen
toga 12, o. ikaloalfiltml (MI hc.4.• our
Plastered Trade-11.1. awl nor
rattatmile sigastura A. C. Meyer az aw., boa'
tho tors, balann,ma, Rd., C.8.5.
Pr. Bull's Cou h Syrup will eure yourCough at once. rice only 26 Cu.. • bottle.
LS L.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we superriee the
arrangements tor all the Monthly and Quar-
terly Drawings of the Louisiana State -Lot-
tery Company. and io person manage and con-
trol the w ingethemselver, and that the saws
are conducted with honest s-, hareem, •nd la
good raith toward all pianist*. anti we authorise
the Company to utte this certidcate. with fac-




Wc MO WI ogne.I Ilank• and Banker* Will
pav all Pr, 'rico the State
Lotteries a I uiat preaente,I 41 our coup.
wee
J. II. WI.1.1 •111',
Pr.,. I oniellenn N satirical Ennk.
3. HUI 111,
Pre•. slate Nalionnl Hunk.
t. 1411 IRWIN.
Prem. New Orientt• NnItoisul,Ittank.
4TTIlitAt 1110111
adr Over Half a
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COAIPY
Inc..rie,rate,1 in ,•n•• for 26 %est. by the Legis-
lature for Educational slid ilioharitable purposes
with a capital of $1.000.000— which a reserve
hied of over 1156,000 has mace been adaeit.
By an ei. rrheltning ts.pular vote its fran-
chile M mart ..f the present state Cos-
stitution adopted December 2.1, A D. 1879.
Its Grand single Number Draws
Ing• take place monthly.
It never acute, or postpones.




In the Academy of Shiest, New Orleans, Toes-
da), , tub, under the Personal
supervision and management of
Glees. G. T. Beau regn rd, of 1.41 End
Gee. Jobs' 4 Lttrl of rg II lit
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
gar"Notice--Tickets are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $5. Fifths, 52. Tenths, $1.
LIST OF PEIZES.
1 Capital Prize of $160,000 1150.000
1 &snout " of $0,0141 50.000
I " of 2n.Otisi 10,000
2 Large Prizes of lo,000.... t0,040
4 " •• of 1.000.... MOM
20 Prizes of 1,000 . 20.000
508 . L..5.111111
100 " :MO .. 30E11
200 " 2t4  MASS
*too toe OAS
Iowa 50.... . 14,11411
APPROXIMATION PEIZES.
100 A pprAtimation Prises of $20t.  120.000
LIU do do 100 .. 10,000
100 do do 71 7,500
2,275 prises amounting to
A ppliemtion for rates to clubs should be made
only to the office of the t;ornpaily in New or-
leaps.
Tor ft rther Information write clearly giving
tall address.. Pootal Notes. Express Mobey or-
dens, or New York Exchange in ordinary letter.




or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Wa shington, D. C
Make P. 0. Money Orders paya-
ble and address Registered
Letters to
NEU F •• •ATDFNAI. BANK,
Sew oriektee La.
o
The DUI ERR' GUIDE M
lessted Sept. and March.
ear ii year. 85- 311 pages.
S'. i 11 , int hes, rts ith over
3,500 Illustrations - a
as hole Pictnre Gallery.
GIVES Wholesale Priests
d, reef fn ransom•rk OD all goods for
personal or family rt.. 1 ells how to
order, and gives easel cost of every-
thing you tau. eat, drink, wear. or
have fon with. These IN% ALI ABLE
ROOK% contain Information gleaned
from the markets of the world. I% e
"rill mail a copy Flitle..K to any ad-,
dress upon receipt of 10 eta. to defray
expense of mailing. Let us 15 ear from
yon, Respectfully,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.




I a 1.1,1.- inform I hi' eith,..en. of Hopkineville
and surrmindieg country that I have in my
ealett neon the !argent and finest eelection
Monumental Work in the South,
And have aupeeior facilities for rupplying ail
kinds of Marble arol Granite work desired. 1
manufacture iodine" but the best Marble. Im-
porting DIKEt."1 from ITALY and SCOT-
LAND erables me ID 'ullyemspete watts
•ny hones 1111 the country. A large &sot flee se-
eset,on of desigos always on h old Orders so-




tON PROVI1504014% NO 1 el.
W ANTED—lintels f o cil rated 10.- men
for ..ne month to taelvt• in, nth. Amounts
21.000 to $1.00111.000 sari, 11) confidential and
safe. Wants go en, eettienienle tranle. Correa-
1.,o,lence wants,. . Ft isTE It, Banker,
In Broadwty. N Y
entaur
Inimen
The inoqt wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
',noun. Its effects are instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
Bottom Dropped Out.
FOR ONE WEEK
Cash Customers Can Get Special Bargains!
Decorated Chamber Sets, - - - $2.50
Decorated Dinner 8ets 112 Pieces, $10
Decorated Tea Sets, 56 Piece, - - - $4
Other Goods in proportion.
Hepdrick's China Hall, No. 22 N. Cherry St.,
'1'. C. HANBERN. .1 I H \ BERY.
HOPKINSVILLE WAREHOUSE,
cSL
RAILROAD STREET, Bet. 10th and Ilth.
tErCareful attention given to ea lipling and sellitig all Tobacco conaigned to us.
LIBERA L A IIV NCES ON TOBACCO IN STORE.
Good Quarters for Teams and Teamsters.
•SPOT CASH.
Having canoe a credit hugeness tor yeare and
feardIng He diradvantages, we propose. oo July
let, len& to . o nmenee an exclusive rash humi-
lities We sooty you as to our li.lentione that
there twined be r --v hard fee'Ing toward us in
case your order should uot be filled If not ar •
cow palsied br tin. rash Plt-see !Witty your fam-
ily seekedityly se we do *sot lt•itt the d isagrer •
thlay reins-lig 1,, Fteliver coal 0/11 tbe.y
orders or return o aim). empt:'. This rule is
PCISITIt'S: NO EX( lla'TION. Do not ask
for credit., fi,r 'on ill be refuted, •inl it will be
ensbazraossug both for •nd ounteires.




Cor. Virginia and Spring Sts..
Hopkinsville, - - Kentucky.
T1: C:ter Srpitg
Io a imperially ia let line. I t vet.
A Full Stock
Of this build al let ys on hand. and recommend
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Tuesday, Thursday aud Saturday
of each week. A staunri4Democratie orgaa.
Rest ,ult,remeutii ver offered to advertiser,
THE WEEKLi NEW ERA
Willi be issued every Pram, as usual.
SITBSCRIPTION RATES
Tbe following are the subseriptsoe rates ot
lie Kagirt-CIIT Nsw Ka.t. payable strews ewe
advaeoe:
Tri-Weekly.
tor one year 0
for months  1 II
For 1 months
Weekly.
rOr l-he yr sr lllll $1 IS
nor ti MOP t ha 76
'tar 4 months 60
Club Rates.
Fri Weekly In CiUlla of 113 16
Fri-Weekly in clubs of 10 2 00
Weekly in clube of S lll 41 IS
Weeltly clubs, of 10 1 00
Perrou . now taking the Weekly New Era who
dewore to change to the Fri-Weekly. cam do so
and eceive a credit for all assztaIted Dins due









A trial will convince the most skeptical t
they are Ea Wag They are medicated with a
cum and the skive principl ot pen-chum. be
far more powerful in their action . ha • other plash
lb, not be induood to take others. but be sure a
get the genuine "PetroHne " ehiJi alems, m-
an...el In an envelope wag the 'leonine Of the
proprietors, The P. W. P. Co., J.-id direction., la
four languages: also seal on front bask of




Are the beet known remedy for hard and soft nor- t,
sod never fail to cure. Price is cents
The Peieg White F'reprietary Ca.
MANI TACTLIMM.
113 w. Broadway. r R.
OF FIRST-CLASS DR tyr.t.fs,--c
















Now Ere Printing and Publishing Co.
Vrttcit gocitettine. We are glad to note that Mr. wm. A REGULAR BATTLE.
Cross and Dr. Osear Newland are both
AN INTELLIGENT CHRISTMAS GIFT Campbell-Milts.
The time for making holiday prepetits At 9:30 o'clock Tuesday morning, ailowe'e sun thew t. the city steettlarti. etwiltleat-sellt• SHERIFF B011) AND A POSSE EX• to friends and the dear ones of the fano the Batitist church, Dr: A. CampbelMrs. Robt. Burke, et' the RatibethCan.lere Steck eaie toonorrosv. CHANGE SHOTS 11 ITH THE Ily circle is fast approaching. Winter soul Mho. Johnnie Mina, daughterof Mr,. House, has )(geed the Burbridge Ilouse MORRISON BOYS.The thirst wateh repairing the coy 
Ilai already scattered his snowy cards and Mrs. John N. Mills, were unitedand a ill take charge Jae. 1st, '87.
-JOMM O. RUST.  Editor. done at Howe's.; over city and country announcing his marriage-, Rev. J. N. Preetridge officia-The 1...t N. earnings for last week Due Fatally 11 minded And ThePert Eke a.-liar r's lirla41tr Patter es genial receptions ar d hospitable thig. Messrs. Julie lampiwil, Betw ere $29,000 excess of the sante fur Other Jailed. tires and social feasts. Father mid Campbell, Ira Smith and Duncan Galthe corresponding week of last year.
mother are coneulting about suitable breath acted as ushers. By the appoint-gale by ' Reinendwr Do II. M. Sher:nen, the It ;du be remembered thet 'tuft week presents for the little folks; the chit- ed hoer a large and elegant audience of
F RIDAY, DECEMBER '0 1886.
AGENTS I
• • 
noted specialist, will return to Isis emcee we reported the attempt of Deputy
a ISW 114 1 6 C. g Burbritige Hotter, Detember the 15th. Sheriff lianberre to arrest one Wit-
Who are autlierized to . tilled polo, store handsomely poet'.
seriptioes to the N lOW ERA : Dr. Willitt'a lea ure un the 17th is 
The extetision of the sewer up /4 lik tient Morrison on a warrant from
Lee Thacker- Latavette, Ky. street id a thiepiece of street eork and Lyon county. ilatiberry went to
0r. 0. w. Rh, Joi„.„„i-.4 1.. 0; looked forwent to lilt interest. will prove valuable to that section of Morrison's' home last Tuesday week to
_ ,_ Our club offer &tore head of the local tile city. make the arrest, but hie man refused to
at Hopper & Son'e.
For Hat of hustle
Pav see fourth
Mr. II. B. Gartie
page is G us a club.
OUR CLUB OFFER. Three hundred hogeheade of tobacco
Mt. E• if• lloPitee has heell called of the old crop have beets sold this
to make the race for member of the City week, bringing from $2.75 to $5.25. But
little of the new crop is coming in.
1,000 bushels of Clover See I wanted. Mr. Geo. Buell, an old honored cid-
Jied. RoGeen8 st C0- sen of Pee Dee, died Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. James Boating, of The deeraeeti was a man oe excellent
Clarksville, lost their two year old sem, parts and hie death is a sad stroke to the
Get us a dub of stee new subscribers, for
either WIChLY at $1. 50 or cm waintee
at $2. 50 a year and we will glee you the
WED:ILLY NUN- KRA for one year ti ith tick-
et in our drawing.
For a club 01 tea new subscribers we
will gibe the rat-% EKILLY NEW ERA one
yew. ticket in the draw ing and the forty
dve books advertised in our list of "In-
dueemente."
Fur a de b of more than ten we will
give the paper, ticket ana books as above
anti a liberal commieeion. which we
guarantee to be satisfactory to the club-
raiser. Go to work and GET US UP A
C B.
'Com, anD Sortsig.
Hon. John Ireland is in Frankfort
Miss Fannie Bell Bronaugh 141 COI valescent
Mies Sallie Tandy, Fairsiew. was in town
Monday,
Mr. Virgil Garnett. Pembroke, was in the
Moseley.
M. c motets owensbore. was at the Pho.n4x
Thursday.
C W. Hardin, of shelhyville, wa. in the ••ity
Ttiurnday.
Mrs. A.B. Itolger ha. returned from a vent
to sitadmenville
A w Hart, of Columbia, Tenn., as at the
Phoenix Tuesday.
Mr. Jelin t iteinnati. has been in the
city several days.
Hon. John June', of South Christian. was in
the city Monday
Waal:or& Baker, of Princeton, is visiting
Altse Fannie Rogers
Mrs. R. R. Bourne spent several •lays this
week is Nash.ille.
Mrs James I Jesup has returned frein • vis-
it to friends in t'adis.
Mira El'a Ritchie. of Montgomery. Irlf in the
eity shopping Monday
G. W. McCraw, of Trenton. has moved to hte
farm near Itoaring springs.
self Mr R. A Baker returned Monday from •
visit to friends at Springfield.
Mrs. Crank and Vim Fannie Mosee, Trenton
were in the city shopping Wedneoday.
Jim Cooper, left Wesineeday for Poughkeep-
*se, N. Y.. te attend Business College.
L Powell left for his home in Princeton Sat-
urday w here lie will remain for a few days
Mr. Walter Graham w ill accept a position In
the Planters Bank vacated by Mr. R. W Nor-
wood
Rev, A. R.labanias, of Loutsville. represent-
ing the Western Recorder. was in the city
Monday.
Mrs E. C Glass awl Mr. Tratme Van Cubit,
of New York. left Monday to visit relatives in
Paducah.
Ili-s Jeseie Allen, Mr. A . .1 Armstrotig and
Doss IlleAllister. of Mannington, were in the
city Tuesday.
Mr fsa,ae Garrott. Mrs. John Garnett and
MIAs Mattes Garnett- of Pembroke, were in the
city Monday.
Mr. James Higgins."( south t sri....:!ton. was
ia ths city Suaday. He came to :es. his mother
who is quite sick
Miss COT'S Yllied. of Clarksville. and Miss
Larrnan, of Chicago. are visiting Mr. W.
T. ktadford's family. Pembroke.
Moses Lulu Watkins. of Montgomery. and
Luzie McCarty.of Cadiz, left Thuraday for New
York with Mr. Melvin tsiakemore, where they
will spend the wieter.
Loving Gaines. the haudsome bachelor editor
of the Tudd County Progress.. celled to see us
Saturday. He hustled around and securest see-
neat haedsome ativertisemeuts trout our mer-
chants during the day
MARRIED.
In Clarksiville, Fenn , Dec. 8th, by
Rev J. W. Venable, Mr. Thomas M.
Crow anti Mies Ludic R. Gerhart.
•
Matrimonial Mixture.
In a tiriebboriencal not a thousand
miles trent Owersboro, a certain win-
some yosing lady with malice afore-
thought engaged heraelf three young
tnen aid set the same day to wed each.
Three happy young men made indepen-
t'ent arrangetnetits for three happy wed-
dingo the preacher wee notified and ev-
ery thing ready, when the yeung lady
put tragic ending to tlie terve by
sending runners to each main declar-
ing that she had concluded not to marry
at ail. The inquirer 111,4 good Ill•lthority
for this singuler narrative.-Inquirer.
Arrested and Released.
--
Mr W. .1. Woll, a former resilient of
this ciiunry, was stowed Thureday
night, as he was about to take the train
for his home in Missouri, on a warrant
sworn keit hy Wheeler & Mid-, tobacco
warehousemen Wolf WaS placed in
jail that eight, tool Fri lay WAS brought
to trial before .1st lg.. Anderson. Wolf
Was1 1114TeCti with having obtained $173
from the above gentlemen on 3 bids. of
tobacco which he represented iihneelf as
having purchased trout or.e English.
This wee 1879. lie then lett the state
and returnee here a few days eitWe On a
Visit ith the above resu;to Because
of the abeence of English the County
Attorney diemissed the cage.
One Thoweaad Dollars Aid Cost.
The Garth-Arnold slander suit was
brosight ye au end, Thursday by the jury
returning a verdict of $1,000 staroages
and cost in favor of the plaintiff, Muse
Mollie Garth. The ease wax one of un-
usual interest and was attended w ith
ititeese excitement. Mr. E. Cr. Sebree
for the plaintiff and Mr. R. W. Henry
for the defetolant both made powerful
speeches fur their respective sides. By
the verdict of the jou Miss Garth is en-
tirely exonerated from the damaging
MOW* that were circulated against her
and 'mantle to-day with character untar-
nished. Those wlio know her speak of
her as a bright anti attractive young Is-
py, tot] it is to be hoped that the exper-
ience of chi. trying ordeal will not in
any way Iliaturb happisess of her
future or neer the claim she has npon an
upright and perfect womanhood. At
the conclusion of the trial the ilefense
entered a motion for a new trial.
A GHASTLY FIND
- -
Made by Diameed Heaters at the
City Cemetery.
The New ERA'S local yesterday about
diamonds in the Paducah gravel, some
of which is on the walks at our ceme-
tery, haa set the town agog. Early this
morning the cemetery @extort (hoov-
ered on one of the gravel walks a (lark
object lying heside a hole two or
three feet deep. A nearer ap-
proach showed it to be the body
of a handeome young man, elegantly
dressed new clothes from head to foot.
lie breast of hi. coat was pinned a
paper which the astonished ilex-
ned and read. In a round bold
se written the followino:
is is to certify that 1 am a thief
a suicide. I stole tine suit-under-
r, overcoat, silk hat and all-from
Pye & Co. Hopitittaville, Ky.,
and whets I found ton how cheaply
I could have bought them, re More!
seized me mei I reeolved (lie. 'rake
the clothes had( to the oweer. anil have
my body embalnied for use rte a dummy
to exhibit the'r goods "
The poor fellow's directions will he
carried Omit. Call at the Store atol see
him.
It is get.erally suppoeed that diamond
neuters deg up the above-and that
Bob (keen and Herbert MePherson are
the guilty parties.
Mortimer, of croup,' Montlay.
'The Muldenburg Echo with cotnmets-
dable energy iodine-lied our report of the
Fairview dedication whit illuatratione.
'rite County Clerk has received tlw
Acte of the lam legielature atel the Jus-
tices catt get their booke by callitig on
him.
A propoeition will be entinntted to
the Clarksville Ciiy Council to supply
the town with 38 electric lights a $1,500
per year.
Jarred, the seven year old son of Mr.
E.R.Elliott, died of membranous; tfroup,
Monday. night. The burial took place
Tueeday.
Pure Old liquors a( the !limit brands,
the twet of wines', choice cigars; and to-
bacco at the Pheenix Saloon. Call iu
end try them.
Dixie Wilson sent up his balloon
Thursday evening. It was caught by
the North wind and quickly drifted off
in the direction of Casky.
Foie Ha:cr.-Dwelling containing five
rooms, situated on Jesup'e Ave., now
occupied by J. W. Stith. Apply to W.
T. Cooper, at Pheettig Hotel.
A gay party ot skaters, chaperoned
by Bryan Hopper, tom Knight, and
Jolts and Ben (-emptied!, went out to
the crabb apple pond Tuesday night.
STORE RoOM FOR RINT.-Corner est
9th and Clay strets, now occupied by
J. T. Barrow. Apply to
Jeto.R. Gaesot & Co.
A great deal ot ice "44141 put up Mon-
day. RepOits from the censtitry are to
the effect that fartnars are laying in •
full etipply. The ice Is over two inches
thick.
The many patimits of Dr. II. M. sher-
man, the noted specishestoa ill be glad to
learn that the Doctor will return De-
cember the 15th to his t Burbritlge
House.
ilopkineviile lies hewn visited by a
great many specialiste, yet none has ev-
er been 1•8 popular and etweessful in bid
treatment of chronic dieeaeea as Dr. H.
M. Sherman.
In our last issue we stated that Mrs.
Minnie-Beatiwin hail eloped to Clarks-
vele with a Mr. Berry. We gladly
make the correction. It was another
Mies Baldwin who ran off.
We %cella rise to remark that we are
still tielli4 coal at 9 cents et bushel be
the hesiq delivered. Orders left at Gal-
titer's Ottg store will, be promptly filled.
UNDKRWOOD & ILLUS.
The ink of "the beautiful" fell Fri-
day night. It came in on a cutting
breeze from its icy throne at the North
towering the earth with its purity to the
depth of three int:best
George Withers. di Brooklyn, a noted
jockey, id ill the city; lle is a rider of
elaborate reputation and has held the
reins over the best that the Corrigan,
Pate and Harper stables could afford.
Cadiz Telephone: Mr. Crum, one of
the well-known and popular niembere
of the firm of Fianna & Crum, foutidere
at Hopkineville, has been engaged, for
the last week. In putting In new ma-
chinery its Wilford & Street's Mill.
Mr. John C. Lethatm, of New York,
with tharacterietic generosity. sent a
tiled( for $100 to the ladies of the Chris-
tian church to be agsplied in improvisor
the building. Mr. Letliam's many acts
of kilitillelle and generosity have very
much eutleared hint to the peopiefof tit's
city.
"Your'e right about it" said (toe of
the boys when the eemark was made
that the Perenix Salton keeps the beet
liquor in town. "The boys" all go
there and the good Old "Squiree" from
the country are conking lit with their
jugs in their saddle-bags-for Christ-
mas, you know.
"Inspiring, bold John Barleycorn,
what dangers thou cane% make us
scorn; wi tupenny we fear nee evil; wi
timpiabie we'll face the Devil"-re-
marked the late Loot Tam O'Shatiter
on a noted occasion after lie had taken
several drinks at the Naivete Saloon.
Lou of the pause sore still on tap.
A fernier rent a dollar for a lightning
poteto-bug killer, which lie craw adver-
tised hi a paper, and ireeeived t y retUrn
mail two blocks of tripod, with directions
printed on them as fctilows: 'Take this
block, No. 1. In theiright hand; place
ilthe bug on Nee 2 a ti press them to-
gether. Remove th bug met proceed
as before -Ex.
Alladieonville Tirneis: Not a pound of
tobacco has been Weight by our local
dealers. A great Many farmers will
prize and ship their (-rope. A dealer
eays it will pay farmers to handle and
Sort their crops carefully, ts ing in small
hand.. Ile says the frosted tobacco will
not pay eitipping charge si, and should
not be mixed with good tobacco.
The advertisement of Hataberiy &
Son, tobacto warehousemen, appetite in
another column. Tois is a new all in-
fluential firm. Tee,' are prepared to do
as well by the farmers as any liOdee in
Kentucky. They have every facility for
handling tobaccu in their large and com-
modious ware-roome 011 Ranted street,
between 10th and iltti. they invite
their friends to eall and see them.
A Helium-eon correspondent says:
tOrti is selling here from the wagon at
33to cents per bushel, pork at five cents
per poUnd and hogs on foot 314 emits.
The tobacco market is °peeing up.. In
the last two weeks many wagons loaded
with the weed have been emptied here.
The price runs all the way front 25 cents
to $8 per hundred. ANA( e are selling
bere at 30 cents per peck. If they had
run up to such figures sometime ago
Adam would have lissi a different story
to transmit to his progoly. He could
hardly Late afforded the luxury of a
fall when he had to toe the mark at
three for flve eetittl.
Miss Nettie Hickman tendered an ele-
gant party to her friends at her home,
Thurg.isy night. The everting Was most
delightful and a ith the round of nodal
pleasure a magnifiroint supper Wail serv-
ed. The young lediee present were
Misses Olivia Thompson, Mamie Camp-
bell and Lizzie Cox. The gentlemen
were Dr. Darwin Bell, James BreathItt,
Henry Stites, Bryan Hopper and W. 'T.
Tandy.
Hendereon Jouroal : Major Crump
has written Joe Adsime a letter concern-
ing the organization of the new milita-
ry company in %befit lie statek that each
volunteer will have to pay $10 on the
pact:toe of a uniform. Few are will-
ing to enlist under this requirement and
Orden the State can make a more liberal
proposition the matter of replacing the
obi Carlisle Rifles will be suffered to
drop. Major Crump said furthermore
that be had received application front a Master Commissioner Ike Ituric tt ao'd,
number of colored aspirants for posl- Monday, two town lots In Pembroke, be-
tiota in a military company In }lender- longing to T. 'I'. Murphy, to R. C. Jam-
son and letimated that if the whites did peon for $700: the brick house back of
not accept the terms proposed they the court house, belenging to Wm. Mer-
would be offered to the colored compa- rit, to J. W. McPliereon for $550, and a
ny. 1 mule to J. M. Clark for $110.
eouununity.
Forty-five books, a watch rod is-
tory of the United States .are a
given away its our combination
on subecription. Leuk under the head
of "Inducentepta."
Col. James D. Hayes writes delight-
fully of hie new home, San Diego, Cal.,
in another column. We trust we shall
often reweave these interesting eliapters
on the beauties and booins of the Pacific
slope.
Orders for our paper and the furty-ffee
books for .50 cents are pouring in from all
points. Its the biggest little offer ever
made in this country. Read the list of
books anti take advantage of the oppor-
tunity.
Ilendenum Gleaner: It le rumored
that Mr.. Jno. '1'. Wright, the dashing
young clothier of Hopkinsville, will
wen lead to the altar Madietniville's
most beautiful anti accomplietted belle.
CIRO. etutelifield, "Peg Leg," Was
tried before Judge Brasher, Tinnielay,
for robbing Geo. Martin of $10 and a
pint of whiekey. Ile was held over un-
der a bond of $200, in default of which
he went to jail.
The Ruseilville Dipatch, edited by
R. Y. Thomas, is at band, It is a neat-
ly printed, spicy sheet. We trust that
our friend Thomas may meet with a
kind receptituyin Logan coutity.and be
of great service to his people.
It is announced front Washington that
Hon John Young Brown, of Hender-
son. will enter the Senatorial contest.
Mr. Brown is one of the:giants and the
mention of hie name will be caught up
with considerable enthusiasm through-
uot .he State.
The neat little cottage of John Carter,
of Longview, was coostimed by tire last
Tueedity night. Tise fire originated in the
kitchen, and the houee was in flames tw-
fore its Oeetipant8 were awakened. Tile
house was 'mowed, and the toes will not
be very great.
Henderson News : "Uncle Buck So-
ften," of the White Bridge region, shot
ati otter one day last wade, on Cane
creek, which measured five feet and
weighed forty-eight pounds. "Uncle
Buck" sold the skin to Capt. W. W.
tlueton for $7.50.
It will be remembered that last spring
the course of the Butler road east of the
city was changed. The new road ran
over the place of Mr. Simeon Wright,
and tide week he had the road beti on
his land condemned and reteiveil pay-
ment for the same. 4
Jim McElroy, colored, the alleged
munieter of Walter Mart, alto was
brought to this city front Henderson to
escape a mob and lodged in jail here for
safe-keeping, will be tried at the pres-
ent term of the Henderson court. His
case will be called up in January.
Mies Hattie Sutherland gave an ele-
gant little tea to a few of her Lilliputian
Menus, Friday «veiling. Covers were
laid for four. The delicaciea were serv-
ed in elegaet china of eize appropriate
to the leaner.. Those preeent were
M Mettle Buckner mei Georgie and
Pattie Flack.
While the diSclItielOti of slob. is feting
oti, it would be well for sow tide-eta to
agitate the que stion of a u arket house.
Semis eve to one recognizes the impor-
tance of such an institution. It would
materially benefit our merchante anti be
a great convenience to the public. Let
114 have a mallet homie.
Mr. Vitkin C. Wright, Getters' Pas-
Fenger Agent of the Mammoth Cave JIM I-
road, Watt the city Saturday. He says
the railroad is booming the cave as a
%inter resort. Excursions are coming
in every day. The public Is very much
taken with the winter retort idea, slid
the novelty ot amid-winter trip to Ken-
tucky'e greatest wonder le becoming ex-
ceedingly popular. Any of our citizens
who would like to organize an excursion
talln grt particulars at this offie
In another column *ill be found an
editorial endorsemetit, from the Hen-
demon Gleaner, of Prof. J. W. Rums of
this city, for the office of Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction. Prof. Rust
has never made known his hitentions iti
this matter even to his most intimate
friends. Ile has received eolicitations
from all parts or the State to enter the
race and Isis many aseurances of !de-
ceits should he mibmit Isis name to the
people.
Mr. Jesse Bartee, Was arrested last
week by a Federal officer and carried to
Nashville charged witb buying tobacco
without a licemie. Farmers are liable to
notice this mistake very often, though we
do not mean to say that Mr. Bartee is
guilty. We know nothing abont his
case, but often renters with smell crops,
a few hundred pounds perhaps, apply to
a neighbor to buy their crop., that they
may get it off, and be ready to move,
and the crop is bought more to accomo-
date the seller than othereise. TiliA
against the law and the purchmer Is li-
able to as heavy a penalty as Ube bought
largely. Farmers can, however, buy
the crops of their own tenants or share
workers.-Clarkavil le Democrat.
411.
Further Partleulare of Bailey'. Bkap-
pearauce-The Riser to be Brae•
ged.
I .1.•ItitSV TkoNN., Dec. 1 .-MUeit
interest la felt concerning the mysteri-
ous disappearance of Mr. C. A. Bailey.
Chief Detective Carkuff has hail both
sides of the road from Clarksville to
Guthrie thoroughly pearched, and, if ta-
ken from the train as believed, he wee
carried some distance from the road.
The theory that lie has been foully
dealt with gain% strength and there is
a movement on foot to have the river
dragged, apprehensive that be has been
murdered and thrown into the water.
It Is evident that he did not skip for the
sake of the money he bad becatiee had
that been the object lie might have col-
lected more here and a considerable
amount at Russellville, Ky., where he
started to make settlements for the Stan-
dard 011 Company. Had he been crazy
drunk trying to escape, Isis where-
abouts would have been detected ere
Ude. He entered Mark Partin's (saloon
late on the evening he left (Nov. 150
While taking a drink he seented to be
shadowed by a stranger at the door, so
Bays Mr. Perlin. Mr. Barkedale mead-
ied him wisen getting on the train and
regarding him too drunk to travel by
himself tried to persuade him not to go.
Commlissioner'm Sale.
submit and the deputy chow the part
of discretion and came home with-
out him. Morrison's brother, John, and
hie father were present at the time anti
exchanged words with the officer, inti-
mating that if he attempted to make the
arrest they teoulti kill him. Hanberry
swore out a warrant of arreet for JOlin.
Mr. Hanberry reported the affair
to Sheriff Boyd who with Mr. H.
E. Wiley and Mr. Ed. Claibourne,
proceeded to the house of tite
Morrieon's last Tueeday to bring
the offenders to justice. The three of-
ficers left the city early in the morn-
ing, and after a ride of 17 tidiest, on the
Princeton road, halted in front of the
house at 1 : 30 p. tn. They were well
armed for the occasion because they
knew they bad determined men to deal
with. Sheriff Boyd hailed the house
and in response Bill came out. The
Sheriff stated his buainem telling
him he had come to arrest hint. Bill
told him he couldn't tio that and turned
to walk away. Boyd told him to halt.
Just at this time John Morrison fired a
shot gun at the officers from a aide door.
Things began to look serious. la re-
sponse to Boyd's command to halt, Bill
Morrison turned and was in the act of
drawing his pistol, when Mr. Boyd
brought down his shot guts and planted
a load of buckshot in the offender's
back. The man fell and took no further
part in the exercises. Front this time
on • general fuellade ensued. The par-
ties in the house fired front the side slid
front door. Mr. Chsibourne says
Joint Morrison aimed and fired Wit gun
at him but the load passed over hls head.
He guarded the door with Isis pistol and
fired every time the enemy appeared.
Mr. Wiley was also on the alert with
his weapon, but cense out of the engage-
ment with several holes through Isis
clothing and a finger scraped by a flying
ball. Mr. Boyd aleo tired another inef-
fective shot from his guts. The officers
claim that over 20 ebote were fired, be-
ing equally dieided between the respec-
tive sides. The firing continued till the
ammunition of the Morrison. gave out
and they then came out of the !tousle
with their hands up. The old gentle-
men lied lady were ntuch excited, the
latter thumping the officers with a board
after actual humilities had cemed. She
would not permit them LO approach the
body of her dying son sa I drove off ev-
ery attempt of the officers to pacify mat-
term Jtio. Morris in Well placed on a
horse and brought to this city. Under
pre tenet of getting a match to light his
pipe be ulled out his knife to cut
Sheriff Boyd, eo the officera say. The
posse arrived in the city about duel( and
placed their man in jail. All parties
agree in saying that William Morrison
wae fatally wounded and ia probably
dead at Ude ritieg. The arrival of the
officers in the city %Rh their prieoner
and the ptory of their bloody eticomiter
welts spread over town and wan the
cause of notch excitement. Wetinettelay
mooting crowds of Inquipitive people
gathered around the court house and
at the jail to hear the story and see the
man w tio e. ad the grit to defy the officers.
The above facts us the account of the af-
fair as given by the officers.
A reporter visited John Morriaon in
his cell at the jail, Wednesday morning,
and he givep a different verelon of the
affair. His Story is as folloes: Our
family live about two miles from the
Princeton road in the Bainbridge neigh-
borhood. We moved to that locieley
last January from Caldwell comity.
Sometinie hi 1881 my brother, Bill, had
a shooting scrape with Thn Mitchell
down in Lyon county. They were both
tiring at each other but my brother ran
him. Nobody saw the 'hoofing, but
Mitchell claimed he w as *literate(' anti
that Bill made an utiprovoked attack on
hint. Ile score out a a arrant, which
the Sheriff of Caldwell county has been
try ing for sometime to execute but Hill
kept out of hie way. Title is
the same warrant that Ilan'erry tool.
'The reason that Bill would not submit
to arrest is that he knew the Machette
would swear him into the penitentiary
falsely. When Ilenberry came down
he slide% get Bill becauee my brother
told him lie couidn't take him last
Tueselay about 1 o'clock Boyd seed his
men rode up. Bill Was Its the yard. My
fattier, tnother, wife, Misses Mollie anti
Lizzie Ashby and mystelf -weir sitting
in the house. The first thing I knew of
Use presence of ttse tiflisers Watt the re-
port of a guts and my at ire came run-
ning into the rtxmi anti sail, "They isave
shot Bill down." I grabbed my gun,
which bait 9 buckshot hi one barrel and
twelve in the other, anti rushed to the
door. One barrel went off before I took
111111. I leveled the other at Wiley
but lie jumped behind a *.ree so I mimed
him. There were no other shots tired
front the 110116e. There wad only one
gist* and two pistols in the house. Bill
had one of the pistols and the other was
in my trunk. I gave up because my
wife asked me to. Site told me to re-
member that I had a wife and child to
take care tiff. The officers had the ad-
vantage of me and forced me to come to
town."
Mr. Gordon Hanberry was present
during this interview and they both
agreed that the prisoner did not draw a
gun on him on the occasion of his visit
to Make the arrest.
John Monition, the prisoner, is about
5 ft 10 hiches tall, well built mid every
inch a man. Ile has a heittisonie face
lighted with two dark brown eyes and
set off w itis jaws anti mouth that denote
firmitesa, resolution and endurance.
his conversation he was uncornpromis-
hig and talked with the courage of a II.
O11. Ile said that the officers now "had
all the advatitage of him but it would
hot al way s be so." Ile is 25 yeas* old
and bay a wife anti child. His wound-
ed brother is only 22 year. old. He
Mad quick to correct all contradictions
Of hie version of the affair the most
emphatic manner.
The arrest ((John Morrison and the
*hooting of his brother is one of the taunt
exciting events in the history of tide
county. The officers acted with great
courage w bile the Morrison. showed
they were not afraid of anything. How
it was poesible that none of the others
were wounded Is a mystery. There ie
no doubt about a nian's arrest when our
Sheriff starts after him. V iolators of the
law should 'cern that they will surely
be taken if they remain in the county.
The affair has caused the wildest excite-
ment. While the courage of the M orri-
sons missy be admired, their efforts to re-
sist the officers of the law is to be de-
plored.
Wednesday morning John Morrison
was brought before Judge Anderson
charged with 'shooting with Intent to
kill and resisting arrest. Ile was placed
under a bond of $600. Sheriff Boyd was
also placed under a bond of $500 to ap-
pear before the court next Wednesday.
Morreson'e trial was set for next Wed-
neAsdboayu't noon Weelneeday intelligence
reached this city that Wm. Morrison
was dead. Ile breathed his last shortly
after the officers left. The shot took ef-
fect in hie side awl Wail tieceitearily fa-
tal. lie was carried to Lyon county,
his former home, as d there iotered.
dren, God blese them! are puzzling
their dear Hole brains in speculations
about the crop of the ever-fruitful
Christmas-Tree. Sunday Schoole are in
counsel concerning the distri-
bution of preiniutue amid appropriate en-
tertainments. The elegatit books of
the teason from Shakepeare'd plays to
Longfellow's poems, meerschaum pipes,
rings, broodiest, pins, gloves, boxer of
conlectione, bottles of perfumery, gaudy
toy-books, and dolls of all conceivable
styles aed prices, are eagerly inspected
at the different shops and stores by a
little army of gift-makere. Finally an
unusual number of young people, hi
despair of giving anything better, give
themselves away with lovely alacrity,
anti Oats(' up before the parson, to the
sweet chime of wedding bells, Slid are
married In the preaence of delighted
and cougratulating friends. 'Tis well.
ChristIntlai8 at hand, and the NNW ERA
waves its hat and handkerchief, and
wishes everybody an abundant share of
happitiese. The man whotie heart does
not melt in tile blaze of the Yule fire is
a tiinty-hearted cannibal, whom it were
base flattery to call • Kentuckian. The
wotnan also grudges her contribution to
the general fund of good-will, brotherly
love and jollity is a crank whom all
the paraphernalia and decoration of
plumed bonnet, rich brocadee and pro-
tuberant bustle cannot elevate to the
celestial height of true womanhood.
Therefore, the NEW Ett• bide the music
to pipe (onto its cheeriest 'grains, and
the grand Christtnas revelry to go for-
ward. Woe to him who would dry up
that cry Oat fountain of Innocent pleas-
ure!
But many say that while they feel the
importance of Christmain they are una-
ble to afford the cost of a Chriettnae
gift. We remind suds that the chief mer-
it of gift lies not in extravagent cost
bet in the generous spirit of kindness in
which it should be given. Title spirit
hallows mid enobles the !maddest sou-
vent of Use se (son. The first Christmae
gift which the world ever received was
givettl by a carpenter's wife In a stable.
The korld rejoiced, heaven approved the
gift with song, and men have been
growing wiser and better ever since in
coneequence of the gift whose homely
casket was a manger.
Extravagance is not only unneceesery
in Chrietmas gilts but it 1e:decidedly out
of place, and unsuitable to the occasion.
The NEW ERA therefore in this spirit
tenders to its circle of readers sed the
public %bout it serves and 'obeys,
ice honest resolution to labor more ear-
nestly than ever for their welfare.
Whatever promises to advance the in-
terests of Hopkitieville and Christian
county, to itivresee the happiness and
enlarge the intelligence of their citizens
of all clasliles anti conditions, shall re-
Myr its hearty support. It holds oust
to all tlie olive branch of peace, concil-
iation mei good will. It will strive
more than ever to develope local inter-
ests and set forth the attractive features
of a county richly bleseed by so many
of nature's choicestbounties.
In dile the New Era has niarked out
for itself, during the coming year, a
touree w Welt will command the support
of all intelligent friends of home inter-
ests and measures. It will do this by
argument and illustration. It w ill be
an impartial chronicle of the great field
which lies immediately around it.
If one wants to niake a Christnias
present of trifling cost, a hich shall
come either fifty-two or one hundred
atd flfty-Mx times during ISs7, lie can
do so by givIiig his family, or distant
friend, a years sot isecription to the W /LEK-
1 r or TROWKICKLY Nan- ERA. It will
be a continually retteard chronicle of
Hying and current Interco, not for one
day only but for three hundred and six-
ty-five days. It is a Clarietnise present
which will never grow old but continue
ever fresh, hearty and inspiring.
-.woo
A Very Young Robber.
Persons who have twen miseing va-
rious articles from their 1101114.4, Rd a ell
ast merchants who have beets losing va-
rious amounte from their safes and casts
drawers,--can possibly thud an explana-
tion iti the per-on of Foster Cheatham,
• 11 yearold colored boy. Monday, too-
ter took up his abode in Arintstead's
drug store. Ile waited for a chance
when tio one was looking •nd made a
dive for the safe, securing $40. He then
went to Frankel's and bought an outfit
of clothing and pun-hatted a guitar at
Wilson's. Mr. Armistead ettepected
hint. The boy Was in the habit
of coming to the drug store
for medicine every night. Toes
day night another boy brought in Use
prescription to be filled. Mr. Armis-
tead thought this pignithant and found
that Foster west in waiting outside.
He caught the young thief and took a
new overcoat from him. The next
morning lie peeureti the guitar and
turned tioe boy over to his hither's lash.
Foster is too young for the law to recog-
nize, but he should feel the reetraining
hand of an indignant public whenever
he shows up.
About Wards.
The agitation:of the ward sy stem in
this sity may make it of interest at this
tiuie to look into the methods of muni-
cipal government In surrounding towns.
Clarksville haa the ward system in full
operation. Bowling Green has three
wards anti elects four Councilmen from
emit ward, two retiring each year. Pa-
ducah lise six wards and elects two
Councilmen from each ward. Owens-
boro has two wards and elects three
Councilmen front each ward. lieuder-
son has four nerds and eleets two C'oun-
cilmen front each ward. From this it
will be seen that moat of the towns of
any Importance have adopted the ward
eystent as the beet and moist efficient
method of municipal government. This
queetion Is to be voted on in this city
Saturday. In voting for or against
wards, you are simply dimming between
electing the Councilmen from certain
designated precincts or from the city at
large. Should wards be carried, the
division of the city into precincts will
devolve upon the Council elect. They
can designate the number of wards and
fix the boundaries of the same.
Bethel Female l'olleae.
The oldest institution of learning in
Western Kentucky, devoted exclusively
to the education of 'melee, is Bethel
Female College. the happy clays be-
fore the war many of the exeellent moth-
ers of our State caught the inspiration of
their future usefulness In its hails, and,
from that slay till this, it has been con-
tributing to society a list of bright and
honored name's. President J. W. Rust
wse connected with ita early success and
is now presiding over its recent prosper-
ity. Probably few men have enjoyed
such uninterrupted success. During hie
term of eetvice the college hae never
lacked patronage and the present year is
one of the most tenetwesful in its history.
He has the sagacity to organize compe-
tent faculties and the tact to administer
to the slightest detail all the duties con-
nected with an institution of learning.
The spring session opens Jan. 17th, le87,
witis the brightest prospects. Prof.
Rust feels assured of increased patron-
age during the epring term. He is now
giving the wisdom of a life in the school
FOOF11 to ti:e cause of education anti his
labors are not falling short of apprecia-
tion.
friends hail esseintOril to %Reese the
ceremony. Miss Rosa Stienhagen gav-
e sweet rendition of the weddieg march
as the bride and groom entered, preeetiett
by the ushers wiso marched down the
eenter isle and took positions iti front ot
the isulpit. The young couple were tnet
by the minieter at the foot of the pulpit
and iti well choeen words were pronoun-
ced man and wife. l'hey were driven
immediately to the depot and took the Its
o'clock train for St. Louis anti other
northern cities. After au absence of
more than a week they will return horns-
to receive the congratidatione of their
friet ds. Dr. Campbell is tote of our
most useful young men. lie grettitiated
from the Dental College of Vanderbilt
Univertity sense years ago and has dines-
become prominent its 1114 profession R111:
won a lucrative practice in tithe city.
The britle le a handsome young lady ol
many attractive qualities.. anti to both of
them we can Ply, may the joys of peace
and prosperity be Owing.
The foLowing are the bridel presents:
Diamond inlaid watch with chain, and
line trunk, W. D. Garnett; handsome
clock with bronzes, Mr. and Mrs. Jno.
I'. Garnett; paste anti oil painting, W.
Cushnian, Dover, Ky.; picture. Plia-
roli's 'tonnes, Minnie and Harry Mc-,
Dougal; tripple niirrore, plueli frame,
McDougal family; manicure set, plush
cage, Harry S. Wood, Maysville; toilet
bottles and cushion, vrinieon satin hand
painted set, Mettle Garnett, Pentbroke:
set silver knives altil forks, Mot. Martha
Garnett, Pembroke; silver butter dish,
W. D. Garnett, Petnbroke; mantel lam-
berkin, Mrs. Virgil Garnett, Pentbroke:
silver cake basket, Mrs. Fannie Camp-
bell; carving set in case, George and
Fletcher Campbell; one butter dish, E.
I.. Boyd; silver fruit (little Mrs. C. G.
Layne; gloats water service, 3. D. Mc-
Pherson; one pair vases, Mitts Ilattie
Bryan; one pair vases, Harry Bryan;
silver pickle caster, Mr. and Mrs. P. A
Cushman ; one set tablespoons, Mr. John
N. Mills; one set teaspoons, t.tliarles
Mills; pair mews mate, Rychie Bottles;
one puff box, Sallie Tandy; one half
dozen napkin', Mrs. Tom Green Jr.;
coal vase and fire set, Mre G.W. Camp-
bell; practical twine-keeper, Mrs Jno.
N. Mills.
Tobacco.
Paducah News: The Western tobacco
markets have been in a comparative state
of quieeence for about lite space of two
mouths, and Use Paducah market has
been no exception to the rule. The old
crop has nearly all been delivered and
since the time for receipts of the new
crop the lack of demand for sante and
the low pretensions of buyers have kept
more than a modicum of it from coming
forward. The question of price is a mat-
ter for the future to settle. 1Vitat buy-
ers can afford to pay being less than eel-
hers claim they can accept, leaves the
matter its the shape of one side being
wrong or both partially PO. The stocks
of old tobaeco, which were large on the
ist of October for so late a date, are be-
teg steadily redueed by s dee. It is
pleasant to record here that some three
or four hundred hogsheads have thus
changed betide ant at erices that appar-
ently meet the expectatione of all tinder
the attendant unfavorable circumstan-
tea.
Some iecreased activity its the tobacco
market is noticable this week, and many
loads have beets sold on the Streets. A
tilltIlber of crop saniples have been ruts
upon the market, but generally bide have
been rejected by the farmers. the crepe
which were sold being as a rule good ar-
ticles, which counnsiid a price out of
proportion to bad tobacco. l'rices are
Mightier improved from last week. We
learned of the following crop pales: &s-
quire C. S. Roy eter, of Cairo, $7, $5 and
$1; J. 0. Sutton, Cairo, $7, $5 and $1;
a Webeter county crop, #5 50, $5 anti $1:
Arc,' Frisby, of Corydon neighborhood,
17, $6 and $1 ; Henry Thurmen, of Cory-
don, $7, $4 amid $1. Seven t rope, con-
Meting of 63,000 pounds, raised by Theo.
Royeter, Iliggineon itrotisere, Jim Roy-
titer arid others livieg this side of Rob-
erti's were Reid Its the city for $7 and $41
for good and lugs; how ;much the trash
from these orope brought we were un-
able to learn.
Will Moitelcy, of Posey Chapel neigh-
borhood, refused an Offer of $3 50, $4 25
and $1 for hie crop; Robert A. (Almon,
of Tilden, refusetl V), $1 anti $1 for hie
crop: W. S. Webster, of Sebree, sold for
$7. $550 andl $1 -lientlertion Journal.
womme---
lilt. II. 31. SHERMAN.
The Noted Specialist at Owensboro.
The afflicted of Davidie county are
crowding hia offices previous to Isis de-
parture for Hopkinsville. The Owens-
boro Inquirer says: 'This noted spe-
cialist is still at the panicle House, in
this city, at the corner of Frederica and
Fifth streets, where lie will remain un-
til the 1001 hist. Many of the afflicted
are tsking ailvantege of Isis preeence
here to consult him and in the last days




Members of Christian Lodge. No. 820,
K. of are hereby requested to meet
in the hall, over R. M. Anderson's; gro-
cery, at 6:30 p. tn., on the tisird Tues-
day in this month, to elect officers and
transact other important bushiest'.
I. HURNItfT,
•
For forty years, Ayer's Cherry Pec-
toral has been demos-grated to he the
most reliable remedy in use for colds,
coughs aud lutig diseaers. slight colds
shouid not be neglected. The Pectoral
will prevent their becoming chronic. •
PREFERRED LOCALS.
••••••••......../...•-••••••••••••••••••••••••....••••••••••••,,,,,.....
I r. I o • s
I re eniployed
• Ill- EKTISZ
A. 'W. PS LIE,
HZ
1041 -tl HE MALE.
.n't hirget 1.111stocked whit erilst.
W el.11111 'Or one Or 1 Mins or thnlak
It takes ai little these trite to buy.
It's wrong to allow the kids to cry.
Blank Notes for sale
at this office, cheaper







nobbiest line of Stiff
and Soft Hats in the
city can be found at
WRIGHT'S, the Main
Street Clothier.
10,000 No. 6 Enve-
lopes for sale at a bar-
gain. Apply at this ot-
flce.
Parties desiring nice-
fitting Suits made to
order would do well to Louisville, : : Ky.
mc a el lr cohna nNt . T ao ionr st cCoor.
1 Choice Styles cf Organs for the Sit-
9th and Main st. ting Room, Library and Hall.
lirem ,r• I • ..ratati all • •-•-• - ith ettiplo .WORKING CLASSES A!tt!i°,1,121C.A.1,11..1 WOum 11.1nieni the Whole tiie thwe. or tot
their e moment.. Ituaineas new, light an - I
profit:Jae. Persons nf either eex esoly earn
from Se rents tu $3.00 per erentrig. and a iiro•
toorF1011141e..11111 by devoting all their slate Lo the
Imeiness. IL.), and girl, esrn ni ar:y sts much
as men. That all who see this may "cud their
111lIre.s. le-1 df• !Mike this of-
fer TO 4.1.11•11 ar Ate /F./ wen .44/ 1 -fled lie Will
send one dollar to pity f•mr the I roill.!...mt writ,ng.rue earnoioi- • free. Address GEO
' '1111111e.
INDUCEMENTS!
We oiler the following "indutoments"
to eubscribere to the New EltA :
PREMIUM LIST.
We have thio far errang. oie fol.
lowlest premium.. The list will be tom-mut,' sip to $1,000.00 as8001i as possible.$210 on \ 1161111410Ille 11M:in.!. °slave..
L./ .41..1.44. 4 ,etsiit Iteeol., of 21 2',oil... eaeh, sold and fully
guaranteed by Is. II. Rabin
A to., Lou isv ille, y.
80.00 r-igh' a'-'h....1...e frames. *le tarn. s










Three Tuition Certilleates in the
Evans. illet'ommeretal
good tor face value in tuition.
Two Mail Scholarship Certia-
eat.e in Louisville Short-hand
andlype-Writing Institute.
A fine Snit of Clothes to be se-
lected by the purehaser.
A fine Silver Wat.•111. standard
make. and warranted are-
class in every ress;ect.
sArtho•nf drintunes..lecorated ISinner
One Totem,. screw. made by the
Metcalfe Manufacturing Co
'41.0 50 sac Toloseee. screw, madel.y theew • Sletealfe Manufacturing Co
$12.00 a"r. r: I I na ro g „T)"rutuiru::
trailed. It ather-IPOU1111.
$10 00 asns-.51TICk.' le gentleman's
$10.00 tplirViireeki..egruaran-
$5 00 A Pair of Fine Boots.
$3,50 A line Hat.
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et my • •Ir .Iram end the Weekiy
.1..iirna! I • e ,r. :ind• a Waterlitirt anli
For $5.25 wiii en - Weeklyy s :tr. ticket and l•m-
rier-tont-S -4; A. -1 Wm I -to.
33 e f rival! the
Iv New 1:-a. a ticket in
dram ink. the Wt-ekly New 1..r% World. awl. a
hand.. ii.e .und gill e.lged History of
the FLA. I
For $3.40 a ill i:urnieh the Tri,%%yell% Nea l.ra I
tieket, Nevv 1 oil Werbi s. !lister).
For $2.40
Every man and boy wearing a
Summer Suit will report at once to
Headquarters at
JOHN T. WRIGHTSI
And have them exchanged for .t
nice. new Fall Suit and Overcoat.
C.1k.I.A1A 1%Tcp. ir-vvco.
Old men, young men and boys
wearing a straw hat or light color-
ed Summer hat, please come at once
and have them exchanged for new
Fall shaped Hats ard Caps
C N
To those who still wear their
Summer Underwear and Summer
Ties, come in a rush and secure a
new supply of our nice Fall and
Winter Furnishing Goods.
No. Four.
To every man ard boy in this
and adjoining counties, come at
once and have your old Boots and
Shoes exchanged for new ones.
INT©.
Do not order you a Suit Made to
Order until you see my line of Sam-
ples. I will save you money. Re-
member
My Motto----"Wright Wrongs No One."
C. W METCALF E Pren't. • MiTCALTR vice Preto A Hittst, flee'y Trews.
_111110M111111C1111'1111):E111111,
General Founders and Mar.ria
-NI:mil:minter- or-
!aw Mills allq Mill Itlillcry.
IP III ir) IA 11d r •
And Make a Nier.aiiv itel.:41111.1g -
gine* and Mitt Machinery.
W. hal e r factory
General Repair Dzpartment,
lere e will rerairirg of
WAGONS, PLOWS,
sHOEINC
and •ut-h blue. Our ...nabs an-I wog...
work in..., a r.







Our iron Cistern Top f)
...the !Viral eonvenient
est tee St niettictur. •1
OUR PUMPS
and vise the le-st of inateriiil- I 0
Wrought Iron Fencing
.n all desig: -
AIROL6HT IRON TORA6L0 SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
are riar...1,,etar, i!,e. A trier,. ati
Combination Fence
For Christian, Tolld and Trigg counties.
o tbe lea and
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Call ILL
ne it
We manufacture ..11 e and
Guarantee Them Fury.
-hal; i m.m1a.1 11,er. or mnake




V Mt Ile 14C 411CrefffIll opera-
tors in elopers.. taverti se Wel 4)11.
Th-se invest.. cuts. freqUelitIV pat' frO:11 LAO,. moAyoN
El..04. i.r niore lir. t h *hie inee..t.e.l.
Addrese for cirenlar..
W 11.1.1A M E. lilt A It DS,
Banter and Broker.





We turn.sh bur •Iredm. of home. yearly u i tine
,„,- ass,.I Icgalia. and allimw cite-








Is ?WHO 4. I's\ 4 Aha:.•
101 s s s HE TO 011D1 It.
11 [TI AN:IH HA ITII_Isll'OENRIESTLY.
D H. BALDWIN & CO
23617"coortlo .tei_oee •
Dolt% allot I.D Till D %TOUR OF .%1.1 IND WINTER
4i0411)• II I HIED DV
THE FARMER'S FRIEND
-s sT1NG OF-- -
Dry Goods, Notions,
Clothing, Hats, Boots Shoes, &e.
All of the Latest styles at the Lowest Price&
JOHN MOAYON9
Cur. Ninth and Virginia Street.
e•'
Coodwin's COCOA-NUT OIL CREAM
"1 lie Moat eerie( I II alr-Dre•sioat In I an.
It keep- hair from falling It promotes the growth, prevents
dandruff. keeps the scalp clean. makes the hair and whiskers glossy. re-
stores hair to ite natural color, awl will grow him* on bald heads.
SAMPLE BOTTLES 25 Cents, REGULAR SIZE 50 Cents.
• J. H. COODWIN, Proprietor,
Westera laeeratery. eliminate]. Oki*
11. 0 D I Rt • IV
HORSE alld tIATTLE POWDERS
Are Olt .irm•.• 1,r
Intseasea Pertaining to liltor•es,
Mules, Coots, Hogs and Sheep
It unrifiesi the blood mid prevetits al inost any
disease Ali stock are aultu.-1 to requiring an in-
terntiurieziied.thyl..
- est and best receipts Lat"TYll alining tine atoek
ravers and dealers. Thousands of rertineatea
have been reeeived testifying to the efficacy 01
prepared frovi one or she ..1d.
the Powder. All that is asked if a trial of the
mill Is,. ee,1•. that it has no equal as a prevent.ve awl cure of
all in ail stoek . Ir is k l'41r.ITIVE 1_1 KE roa Hoe camout•. This Powder is guaranteed
to give eentire •atisfaction in every case.
J. H. GOODNI Proprietor and Manufacturer.
western Lahoratory.kincianati.O.
NAT. GAITHER, Manager. J. K. GANT, Salesman.
G-ara.t (S.= G-aither Corra.r
phopRIET01:-
Planters' Warehouse,
TOBACCO AND 'WHEAT ::::ICSS:ON
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.,
7'. W. 2\e'Ln: gay, r'ros16'.e=.1-.
II. Narmi'o, let 6, sehree. T. G . Gaines, M. 1.11441p1. ros,


















Ittailettie•. MICrriln i•e. 11.1ve 'cock and Pi•••1111..1 l•rop. .
•1,14,11•4 ....NA ;Ova
Fire, Lightning, Wnd Storms, Tornadoes. Cyclones
--And offer* tne latest advance -
3Ls310E-"M MEWSESILTIET.,.A.PtT.
, ,aner ,4o, , and prompt settlement of -
Of 1 ice hecoud I sor Corner • prime and Matto •i• We
, Hy.
LONG, GARNETT & CO.. Managers.




Are warranted to ex....el in Workman-
ship and Material, Durability and Con-
struction and Lightnese of Draft. Our
wagon.. are all sinew at Mune, and every
one warranted to give entire satisfac-
tion. No irouble or delay Itt getting
them repareti. Afi material thorough-
ly itiepected betore ueiiig. We intend
te maintain the reputation of the Cele-
brated lexeektior Wagons. Large stock
on hand of all sizes.
LUMBER! LUMBER!
Seel), Detre, Miele, Shinglee, Laths,
Boards, Mouldings, Brackett*, Baluetere,
Neweis, Hand Rail and a large stock of
Rough Lumber on hand.
Celebrated Erin Lime,
Cement, Plaster Hair, Fire Brick, &c.,




Wheat Drills, Farming Implenie.-ts in
large quatititlesi.
Ca-ri eses. Jetrgers,
Pleteims sit. Wsgoie. tl.r. car
load, at meet re.ta otaide prices. Ea. h
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ther**. It 1.14
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ilite.os
tient result thad
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this teriii.le







tee of Ile. nicee • i
4111 ourei.
- NI. t . A th. ',tatty.
IL...stoat, M...
years, Cunt:
1 hai.. sAIT. ree,, f
which .... e.• • 4'
that it de-tr,o. eil n.y
After tryint2 o• ther
remedies, without
Her. l beustu ta Lila*
Ayer's tevreiearilia,
en.i. in a 14 V.
Calarrh,
Can be
cured by - !:
,1,311
. iny at.,
11. -tompurifying Ayer'. Sal sorer:0a
the blood 
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Plepered by Dr. J.C. Ayer k Co lee ell, Maws.
Price $1; az bottles. SS.
OPIUM 
sall W Volt V HABITS owed
at home wli bout pain. IOU
of pertieularo ...sit FREE.
WOotA.EY. D
We keep tine seek of Buggy liar- -
nese of all.kinile at reammable pekoe.
We have a great ritiatiy other goods
which are too numerous* to mention.









ST TUTE OF BUSINESS TRAINING. 
Eastern Seaboara
Cities.
I TiTUTED OVER ONE-THIRD of a CENTURY.
See, ,. ineritoriou• . Many i•r the beet book -kettlasni an 
n nristias
iiioly er10IUSICli at this obi Reliable Cominereiel school. We tesuit in the moor
thorough manner Rook keeping of every deecription. Ilueineo and
Ornamental Penreanohip, Runinea, alculations and
Mathew the". Rusin... Term. and
• i,




Ornate Alcor.. in an
Don in our roe...re.
all the year round.
' day cannot ! If iot ..thnet m•k mg every effort obtain s
meat p.n. If , NI* eI Io. either a Meehan Manufacturer. Ranier,
leo•tor. Farmer. ler:. Mem-Keeper, or even an E Moo a r road to 111
• of these department,. of trade will Or found in getting a iii141Dr.•
1. An abo.,ide fact. Ladies receited upon equal term.. :school open
••,,tudelio• can elitcr at any time For terms, Etc apply to
ORRICK & RANK, Evansville, Ind




• atter ... ,..etter place Le say,- 111,n. y ,s ni .,tore of
M. LIP S TINE
on MA:n ,•b•cet, .0 tbc • TL•iril .t ir !ware -; .re
Everything New and Neat!
a.I of CiA !ALA -1 and pr., • - A • r • •
7C2X°37“rC,C7101:11ES,C1C:OtibliThttig
AND CENTS' FURNISHINC GOODS!
woluout end. and the tail,. will be delighted to -re th. .'.
3[7..a I 1\T B me,-Nsr.
Mrs. Isaac Hart, during her recent tr,I. S.ait. really excelied herself to that line of good. wtol,
rseiection of
CLOAKS AND Onalt WRAPS
will compare with that of another boo.. • t
BOOTS AND SHOES
• men and boys of all grades, and a stock for the ladies anti mimes that will suit them beyond
the poaribility of • doubt.
M•. W. I.. WALLER will make afildavit to all the above. and would be ',leased to hare hie









t le made et th awl
return to tie and wiii wort
sou frw. ••Inething of great
al and onp. rtet...e %MI.
that well • rt you in 'mon,. a hie!, al 1 bring
you in nom inn ey ried a.. ay that, anything
• mie Alle w,mmd. An• he • an .1. the work
soil lire st hone . Either .1. ,..• egos ....me-
Mug nee. that jitet cson• mon.. for all work-
er•. r slid et IA you: capita' needeo
ries ono of the genuine. ts nt rbsneem,
,f lite-toems Th ac • le, a••e ambition,. and
ea.serprieing will n.4 de!sy. Grand free
address Tire A A newts. Mame
PROFESSIONIAL CANS.
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Sinveon,
K EN It tit Y.
tlflee over law °fare, t (met street.
-A-
•A. Yetcso, N. D. sees a i.t se, se D.
RS. YOUNG & GUNN
we l'ave mlnufwt"""I "ffer f"r 'ale HOMCEOPATHISTS,only an.1 correct souvenir of the
HOPKINs1 11.I.E, .
9 ilr3,.e s..s and Hain.
Shoo Ter the Iics,ki, ti labor!,
the Bettor, Awl the New ork eartier in the
duo. ne.. ; 3 eorrect M K A LLIoN portrait
and ;tab .1r..pci tt.e cciebritte.1 art,t,
beautiful eouvenir Book-
mark wowed on chome roilleed 4311o.. show.
We all the detail.. very clearly The reser,
sods haying ee trigthal Poem and a I mender
for thus !wing a useful as well a•
tat aotiveror for the rear. le ill ai... loos fiend -
some ris a Bannerette for the renter table A
benotiful arel !tonne prownt. Price. only IS
Cents. two for 33 rents. ,To agents. II is, per






deo retie home of :its erre" in TrIele
• "nly 11 2 noir...from the I . A. & T R. R.
wit; be at a eueriii. e to -.one up an estate.
The poonioeo bare 2:•40 Isere-, under ruin% ation
and well fenced, the balance In timber. There
14 a glamd. winfortabie frame dwelling. oat
Souse* fer hired help. a large Wedded tobacco
barn. commodious •tahle• and a good orchari•
ce, the fans. The f.irm is splendidly oupplimi
with bring w/o.... and ran lw profitably used
f.,r stork, or a. a grain and tobacco fann Now
ia the ono- for pool:epees to get a bargain and
Apply .1. W.
WM. F. BLUM,






ore e ever M. Feint., I &
G. E. MEDLEY,
11:111U1V-1110X.IEPI"
14.0PK 1N:eV I LLK, K Y
ogee. osier Kelly's Jewelry Store.
ATTOUN E si.
JOHN r AND. JOHN YELAND,JB.
THE FELANDS,
Attilorneys at Law,
Will prairies in ali the courts of this Com-
monwealth.
(new in Hooper Bloc:.
C. A. Champlin,
Attrrnav Corassaor at, Law
Office over Pienee Bank,
- - - - K7.
Candidee's Department.
Barber Shop!
I e reopened niy Barber sl.op, on R omen -
street. between Mr. Peri. Schmitt and
,;.14 ...iithworth, where I will b.. glad
sd old choomere and the otiblic.
- lia.r-4 tot 
„
1. arcking doue ' •
JAdr• its•it eu.
.VANSVILLE. - - ISIMAN•
No114 upper Seventh St
_
LIDANIIVILLAI •111,11,11,•N .Lif Pecan,
Tbe Light Draught Steamer
M"' Ai. Zee' IC EPT leT
I. R. THOIdPSON Manager
ED. NASH. ....... Clerk.
Win ies,. Evaasedie f Canneiton daliy
exeept Sunday. at is n'clock, • In,. makingsere
conoections with the O., R. A N. R. It.
Returning. leaves Cannelton daily at 6:111 p.
▪ Slinoluy exeepted, and Owensborn at p.gn.
at'SD•Y That e•itD.
Leaves Evansville . .. f a. 'there
Leaves Owensboro . 4p. mi. altar •
Fare soe. for mond trip on Runde,. bnt o .













Tin-Iola on foot are selling at 514.!
pound al Park.
tiro em cotiety paupers are kept at
$37.50 pt r
I /ne merchaet in Lexington solil 10,-
000 eounile of oleomargarbie last year.
Kentucky will raiee 4,13(10,000 buehels
mere corn this year than she did last.
Grenville Brown, age I fourteen years
was burned in a barn twar Mt. Vernon.
U. S. Marshal Grose ways hie chief
depoty, Ilugh Hodges*, will succeed
'Elie Beatty% ille Enterprier Rays the
dux is wapiti-ging the people id Lee c.11111-
t) . It records malty deaths.
Geo. Turley Six-) ear-01.1 'laughter
wee burned to death at Celan.' City.
Her titres caught &OM tt fire lit the
vent. Mr. Turley was *leo
burned.
A little wet of Mrs, Emma
lin Fort Hill, was burped to death a hile
she was see,. front home. Ills clothee
caught on fire from a grate, in front of
a tech lie was plajing.
Ike Fields, the colored 'linen whore*
dead Nett was tome! at the foot ef
twelve foot preel pice near Parte, collie
to lila death troll' expoeure Idle iii-
tox:cated. Su ea) 8 the corotier.
0 P. Alford, of 1.exitigieli, has pur-
clewed eitimmil to leatm Getter.
German M r Nivel...), a title pali
ot coach borers. ing the fifth leer oh
tale hers Mr. A hind lies perchiseed for
Haut' Gotter.
Tainrack Davis, marshal of Midway,
se tett-it a negro be tiw :lame oI Grover,
at that place, and brought hiM to Frank-
furt Saturday eight, nil the charge of
robbing the Flatlet-on poet-office oil
Weans spiny night.
Locsi option went lute effect at Car-
lisle last April. but the ststement Is
neide that more liquor seld tie re
nem, "on Dit" •1.4 then ever before.
It Is Riau rentarkeil by all excite:Igo- t ist
beet licet.ne %wild carry there now by
a big inseirity. Does prohibition pro-
hibit.-31a) eville Bulletin.
A mold Payne, coloreJ, departed this
lite at his Imme on Payer'. depot pike
near tOrgCteW tart week at the ad-
vaeced age of einety-eix ears. lie
evil rentemberel when ell the in
and around Grorgetowii was a wilder-
ness of (-elle end forest, and was Dien
the lantie of tl e Indian awl butielo.
Jeeee E. Thorns's mid Miss Eliza
Hunt, and Joe II. 'flionia, am! M lee Sal-
lie Hunt, all re-eling near Polkvilte.
Waitron comity. ran off to Gallatin Sat-
Lately 'Ogee a ere married. Tne
two grooms are not 3 et ot age. and Joe's
bride is only seventeete %tele Jesse's
bride is only fourteen yeurs of age.
Mr. Henry F. Duncan. of the State
Itouratice Buerau, les declined the po-
Odell el Clerk of the Uniteii Suttee
'mut fer the *linnet of Dakete, reeeist-
T 
lv tendered him by Juirtice Charles 51.
Thonise, a hereby Dakota miesee having
an excellent clerk mid Kentucky re-
tains a good citizen. The peretion is
%ore' .5,000 atinually.
John B. Greler beg been elected Judge
of the Warren County (7oert. vice Vir-
gil M. Pieter, eeeesieed. Grider 1. at
repent the City Attorney of Bowling,
the tio•ition held by Juetice Charlet. M.
Thoutio, of the leuited States District
Court of Dakota. at the time of his sp-
poi itttllent. The City Atuiritee ap-
Route itiolenbotrast,anigittirtsol,litttrie-stvoutileni7
I yens of Bowling Greet' will doubtless
its cantlidates to aneceed Grider.-Con-
To Memphis, rier-Journal.
'the commieelon to settle the claim of
I Capt. Newtnn Creig, fernier Keeper of
the Penitentiary, against the State. Wes
retsib-red a decieion, awarding the claim-
ant $3.517. 53, with ieterest at 6 per
cent. from January 1, DCA, making the
total award $10,1185. 52. Capt. Craig
Itss fought for his claim before every
Legielature that has. met in Kentucky
for years. and will feel lonely next year
when lie finds lamed( svitliont a bill be-
fore the l'onimittee on Claillbc of the
Geeeral Aseembly.
A singular epidemic luso broken out
in the Southern Baptist Theolegieal
Seminary at Louisville, lately. There
are some 150 students at the Seminary
mei nearly a fourth of them took sick
about the etene time. 'Fbe most ekiliful
pitypiciand in the city were calls! in,
but the cants of the 'orange sickeese has
not been revealed. It is thought that
the low stage of water there and the
surrounding country has something to
tie with le as most of the cases are very
eimilar, being of a typhoid type. With
careful titireing most of the young men
are well again, but tbe cause of their
troubles is still a myetery.
Texas
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BELLS AND ROPES !





Ilse readers of the NEW ERA O he
plerteel Villein) !het there is at. least one
dreaded dimmer that ecience lets been
able to cure in all its stages, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only poiltive cure now known In the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con-
stitutional disease reeptires a vonstitu-
Meal treatment. flail Caterrii Cure Is
taken intertially.actiegdirectly upon the
blood and 'lls remises-a the eysteon.
thereby (testi-I/Ong toundatioti of
the direitee avid giving the petient
erength, by building the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing it«
Wiil k. The proprietors have es much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer one hundred dollars for any caw it
fails [ovine. Send for list of teetimoni-
ale. Address.
F. J. CHENEY tic CO., Toledo, 0.
by druggist, 75 cis.
The Court of Appeals decidol the
suit of E. C. B dil will versies iidge M.
T. Shine arid Harlan P. Whitaker, from
Kenton comity. in which wax involved
the amoriventelit ter stet.- taxes of the
enestoty lit Kentneky Alf ree Went
heir*. The Pew.. queetimi is that of
the late H H. Bowler, ot Cincinnati, of
• which Mr. Baldwin Is ailininietrator,
and the tiefembitite ere reepectively
'moot. „ledge of Kenna' end Atelitor'e
Agent. The deeiebin of the Court of
Aiewels slistaiiin that ot Judge Shine,
id rourt below, and the roma to be
added to the Treamiry, in the eliape of
hack taxes. will summit to upwards of
Siesta/O. nppeal to the Supreme
sAitirt is a poreiibilits.
a ow------
PERSoNs who lead a life of expomire
are eubject to thetimatimm, neuralgia
and litintrigo, and will find a valuable
remedy in Dr..I. II. MeLeatea Volcanic
(MI Litiiment; it aill haisioli pain and
subdue Inflammation. For sale by II. B.
Garner.
••••
'1 he second sweeten of freight train
No 16 on the Cleveland and Pittsburg
relieved nee into the first Needier of the
dative train near Stimmittville, 0., at
feeloek lest night, *reeking 'sixteen
leas end both loconunlvem. The debrie
took fire immediately and was entirely
consumed. twra011 WIN Injured.
The hoot Was e25,000.
see
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
The Beat Salve in the world for Cuts,
r Bruisers Sores, Salt Rheum, Fever,Sores, 'Fetter, Chapped Hands, Chil-
CITY BREWERY. 
blaine, Como, and all Skin Eruptions,
mei positively cures Plies or no pay re-
quired. It is guaranteed to give per-
feet malefaction, or money refunded.








• , - , ' Pornatism. Neuralgia,
Yor freight or passage moods al boned
. BYRNIt.8418N?'DICIL, Azents. ' or alr.....„... itotdsrbe.Twilisibe,
POISE. Firer l'IthiTe.
,,,,,i,o, mane, ste., els.
I AT niir(ilitAT1 •ND PSALMS&
1 ii i., i I. . , . - . ,.e..,iin i .. . iiii.T11011M, Ell.
- -- --- ---
Gia. for hails. dwellings, etr. Of Logan County, erNevers'ene, lidse°0ifteke eSenlitgeDtslistelfuil Ian; "P"t4eb871;!'1:'.:.
for etturcheo, memonale, rind other chureh vs in- I H• K. TAYLOR,
rich ilesign. Emleased mei Etched ,
211 W. Crean St., near Second St., 
I Is a candidate for Stele superintendent of Put,-
lie lantruirtion, subject the aetiou of the Demo- 8pringeirenlarjust lowed. Send for it. Address
ebe‘sunt.4lii leadeil to please her custoiners. New
.lections made by Hrs. Lamar, wbo




Westward, a sonset's splendor Ella the sky,
eseeverd the oie-flushod moan turns tO
gray ;
Merry loungers la,* the semis hard by.
And nark the splendor of the dying day
The glance turns newani to a beetling bluff,
Where, looking out to sea, a woman stands,
Iler bent brows shaded by her toll...ore
band*
• glanoe has she for sunset's fair detail -
Why e'er. her gaze across the dem/ening
pea'
Fears she the safety of the single tail
Flitting hefere the south wind fresti and
t reef
But eclair us the sea and calm ttm sky,
Alia languidly the slow waves rise in tune
One Ione bright star, • single watchful eye,
Awaits the coming of the silver moon.
'What rock these fisher-folkof 'tweets rare,'
LOVE THE LIVING
The ranetity that is about the dead,
Te make us love them more than late,
a heti here,
it not aell to find the living dear,
W ith emetity eke this, era they have
The tomb's. thoughte we nurture for a IMM
Of mother, friend, or esild--Cett it were
aims
To spend this glory on the -arises eyes,
Tho longing heart, that teas pmeent
roes.
Give also morey to the living here,
Whin. konn-strune soul. will quiver at
yout touch;
The utmost revereno• in not too much
eyes fiat veep nithough the lips may
slices.
he merry loungers said, "or beauteous
Amyl 
A WEALTHY INDIAN TRIBE.
.Itose Hawthorne Lathrop.
Ion of Fa-Their Riches Due to a s 
lake %tester woman idly gazing there, vorablis Clreumst•nees-C1•111aatIon.
'they turn their tacks to gold and view the
The Osage is the wealikiest tribe of
Keay."
• jestinc, *poke they of the waiting wife, Indians in the United States. 
This is
ten 'awed her by, her faithful watch to due not so much to their personal 
abil.
keep. ity as financiers as to a suecession of fa-
They couid rot know it held her beet of life, vorable circumetant and to the good '
11st iitt Loot along upon the deep.--Provi4ence journal. guardianship of the United States gov-
ernment. The Oeages lung years ago T- 
powoor Dever variea. A m•rvel of part-
THE FOLLY OF THE DAY. occupied the country about St. Lotus. Vil'tiltartitie
a:'.1.111„1„u),.iyeerul,nee',„1 elciresa r:rinki
They were removed from there to a in compctitiou wi
th the multitude of low twest.
Long-Handled Eri-Glaestie aud the Pee- reservation at Westport, Mo., near Kan- 
satzt e,,,itat Onto° iyira rh APB Al opms a, troll
ple Who Huy and Use Them. sae City. then to the valley o
f the Neo- los Wan Street. N. Y . "
alio, then to a reservation in southern
"Will you kindly let me see some of
Kansas, and finally to their present
your tortoiso-shell lorgnettes," languidly
inquired a fashionably dressed young 
home in Indian territory. The Osages
were a powerful tribe. and to get them
lady the other day as she stood before
off of coveted lands Uncle Sam seems
the ouunter in a leading optician's sture,
to have been willing to pay them more
and looked the clerk steadily in the
liberally than the other wards of the na-
eye.
tion. In this way the Os/iges come into
"Beg pardon; do you mean opera
their present possessions, which include
glasses or eye-glasses?" asked the clerk.
"Eye- glasses." 
a tract of land in Indian territory fifty
miles square, or about L500,000 acres,
Thereupon the clerk produced a large
and an annuity of $250,000. This lathe
box, in which waa an assortment of the
most absurd specimens of the opticians' 
interott on United States bonds given
them in exchange for their former lands
handiwork ever sold for failing eyesighe
They were -lorgnette eye-glasses," 
so in Kansas and Missouri and held in trust
by the government, which pays the &n-
estled because, like the ordinary opera
nuity in semi-annual payments.
or field glasses, they have to be contin-
There aro about 400 families, averag-
ually held to the eye while in use. The
ing about four to a family-a total of
eye-glase part is shaped like a pair of
about 1,600 people. Out of this interest
spectacles, except that instead of two
fund the Indians draw $165 a year for
bows to go back over the ears, there is a
long handle to be held in the hand. 131- 
each man, woman and child-so that
the larger his family the more the head
tra-fashionable people have decided that
of a family is enabled to draw. This
these are the proper things, and in con-
system would apparently foster a rapid
sequence, spectacles, double eye-glasses,
increase of population, but, strange to
and even the single eye-glass or "quiz,"
say, the full-blood Indians are decrees-
have been relegated to the vulgar herd.
ing in numbers. The full-blood families
The young lady mentioned bought one
are small and tiw tribe is doomed to ex-
of the "lorgnettes," and went out of the
tinction. This is probably due to two
store after paying a 410 bill for her pur-
causes-the changed physical condition
chase.
"Do you sell many of those things?" 
oL}heir life and the loss pf all ambition
was asked of the optician. 
as a race, The wild Indian was a fine
"Quantities," he answered, "and the 
specimen of robust physical develop-
sale of them is constantly increasing. 
rnent, with great enduring powers. He
The 'lorgnette' were introduced from
England about two years ago, but it is
only lately that there has been anything
of a fashionable craze for them. The
are the moat ridiculous thing in the we's(
of eye-glasses I ever say. They are
clumsy, and one has to hold them up to
the eyes whenever they are used, which
becomes quite tiresome in time. I Dell
them to young ladies mostly, although
their mothers buy them too. They hold
them to their eyes with a Lady Clara
Were de Vere air and try to look hauleety
and well bred. My observation is that
only women with very shallow brain-
pans use lorgnettes. Many order plain
gleam in them and extra long handles.
The longer the handle the more stunning
the effect and the shallower the brain.
Lorgnettes are worth from $3 to $14
each. They are made of tortoise shell
zylonite and vulcanite, although I have
seen extra tine ones of mother-of-pearl.
Some are gold-mounted and cost $30 to
$50. They are mostly for evening use
and are displayed at the theatres or
wherever there are people to look at
them. At home the lorgnette users are
glad mough to wear spectacles or eye-
glasses, which further goes to prove that
the new-fangled arrangement is only
another of Dame Fashion's freaks.-New
York Mail and Express.
Destruction of Young Pines.
It in next to impossible to secure a
good second growth of pine trees in the
Sierra Nevada8 as long as sheep are per-
mitted to range unrestricted over the
mountains. They trample the young
sprouts of two or three yeare' growth
into the ground and kill them. They
feed on the tiny shoots the first year
they appear. Even if they survive the
first few years the sheep-men frequently
set fire to the underbrush in order to
clear the ground for feed. Fires are also
started carelessly from the camp tires of
the herders. All in all, the trees have a
tough time to attain maturity. Those
who are interested in the subject of for-
estry would find it to their advantage to
study this means of destruction of trees,
which we firmly believe to be greater
than all others, and see a remedy by
which such destruction can be prevented.
-Chicago Ileraid.
The "Typo-Telegraph."
The "typo-telegraph," which is a new
invention, is now being tried in I'arie by
the ministers of poste and telegraphs; it
has been submitted by 111. Etienue de
Fedor, and it is intended to be devoted
chiefly to press message*. The article of
a paper or journal which is to be for-
warded by telegraph to another journal
is first set up in ordinary type in a col-
umn and then stereotyped. The block
is afterward sent to the telegraph office
and serves as original el the message.
M. Fedor claims that the rapidity of the
transmission may reach 1,200 letters per
minute, or about 14,000 words per hour.
-Scientific Jeurnal.
The First Railroad.
The first railroad was built in England
on Sept. 27, le25; second, in Austria,
Sept. 30, 1828; third, in France, Oct. 1.
1828; fourth. in the United States, Dec.
28, 1829; fifth, in Belgium, May 3. 11335;
sixth, in Germany, Dee. 7, 1833. and
seventh, in Cuba, in 1837; and eleven
years later, Oct. 24, 184e, was built the
firet railroad in Spain. -Exchange.
The Earthquake's fiend.
The sand thrown ip by the Charles-
ton earthquake deep black. pure blue,
light trown, pale ;chow, aud silvery.
An Intelligent person when hurt will
at Once procure a bottle of salvation
OIL t is the best lliitig to cure Neve
Bugs, burns, Or Wounds. All &teaches
sell It, at twenty-five centa a bottle.
ese-
The" thirteen-year-old emi of Joshua
Miller of Enfield, near Ithaca, N. Y.,
was found hanging by the twek a
halter in a barn Monday afteritome
dfleitsitradeLath le thought to have been *eel-
PAINS In the small of the back Wiliest°
a diseased condition of the Liver or Kid-
neye, which may be easily removed by
the use of I/r. J. II. McLean's. Liverated
Kidney Balm. $1.00 per Bottle. Fur
sale by II. B. Garner.
Dr. Jamie; S. Peal's, a prominent
dentist of Milwankee, committed suicide
by shunting hhoself while lying in be.I
yeeterday morning. No cause can be
aesignment for the rash aet.
•
Osn pill boxes; are spread over the
land by the thousand,' after havitig beeii
could face any storm, brave the most
vigorous weather, endure the toils and
privations of the march and camp. Na-
ture, somehow, took care of him, healed
his wounds, and warded off disease.
But now,' taken from his "native heath."
cut off from much that was part of his
physical existence. his territory circum-
scribed, compelled by superior force to
keep the peace with neighboring tribes.
coaxed to adopt the habits, food, the
customs. and the dress of the white
man. compelled to send his children to
school, and too often tempted to adopt
the white man's vices-with all these
changed conditions he is a changed ho-
me.
As lie has deserted nature, nature now
deserta hint. lie is more suaceptible to
dieease. The wild Indian could be care-
less in dress and indifferent to exposure,
but on the reservation it is different. If
he geta his feet wet or sleeps on the
ground, he is liable to "catch cold" like
his white brother. They are subject to
lung troubles. Some are consumptive.
This and the small-pox and other dis-
eases are decimating their ranks. Ten
years ago there were 3,000 °sages; to-
day only a little over half that number.
The mothers die prematurely. You find
comparatively few old squaws. The
tribe being rich as a community very
few of the men will work. Tbey live in
idleness, and that is fatal to a longevity
baaed upon active oetdoor hfe.--Cor.
Burlington Hawkeye.
Science mad Low.
British sages have been considering
the science of falling in love. At thu
recent British aseociation meeting, Sir
George Campbell suggested that a vast
race improvement would be brought
about by pairing individuals according
to physiological fitness instead of yield-
ing to foolish ideas about love. This has
led Mr. Grant Allen to show that the iii-
stinct of love is usually excited by com-
plementary natures and the biologically
excellent traits of youth, beauty, health
and strength. nes condition is most
favorable to imprtvemetit, and justifies
the old theme of the novelist and the
poet. It is maertage on some other
lasis-for nioney, rank or other practical
reasons-that results in detenoration.-
Arkansaw Traveler.
A Wreath of Autumn 1.411111011.
How hard it is to keep apace and
abreaat of all the new agonies. It is
now quite the proper idea for a young
lady to entwine a wreath of autumn
leaves of beautiful colors, and attaching
a big bow of tlame-colored ribbon
thereto, to have it transported to her
best young man, per district messenger
boy, if the boy ever gets there. The
double-dyed significance of tl0s mark
A splendid residence on Snail% Ole street, the.
No. 15.
city not far from Main with s good rooms, all Farm for sale, rontaining 135 scree situated
of a !Leh are in excellent eouilitiou. Besides
lb there are a eery cuts rootn, aik
hes. „uode. Di the vicmite Bainbriege. Chnatian county.
^oat house, an.1 In tart all necessary on (build- al/1 nm. voSetahcred.1-ltbdzanaeme Iinifgall4ammu•linibel
rrolo. T_Itbe•
Ines. A good cellar and Cistern and quite • I
number of fruit tress in bearing. Any 
p.m°,I is a good double log Immo with four rens. sad
hall a large sheltie.' barn, cabin, two
wantiug a good home aisould gee this une. Price
ADA terms rearonsible.
Farm, of 134 acres clif",laisnd near Garrettehurg,
Cbristian couuty. Ky., with lie acres cleared and
Melanie In fine timber. he farm .s located
within 14. cones of the depot of the I. A. & T. Hall- ease of the eity of llopkissvil e. There tis on
road which s peuetraie the rtouthern part of the issd s a rge log w her boa r,i,l ho war 2
stories, and 7 comfertable rooms; fine cellars;








Onice-Up stairs. opposite eve (Ames-house.
peach, apple. plum and eterr trees. Price and
terms temenable.
No. 41.
P arm, roweled 7 miles weal of Hopkinsville
on the old t Anton road. 21.4 miles from end of
the pike. and 34 from 1. A A T. It. R., sow in
coustructiou. Contains II80 acres of lasit,
cleared, balance in timber; of the cleated limo
100 serest is in clover and grass, balance Ws good
state of cults e•tion. improvement* cone's&
' coutfortablelineii11110t $ rooms. k itches. onew,
house. Ice Louse, carriage Winne, And other nee-
: emery outbuildings, a ir,Ksi barb, elegem. go
I stable for 16 or 20 Isead of stock.• luew eel, will
bran bin and shelling room and cow fo
6 or eight head of cows attached. Thew stables
have large, roomy lofts. sufficient to bold 15 ton
of hay, UDO log Mail 4 frame calm., hie
latter with LAI story abuse tacit Old orchard
i• hearing and young orchard of Itiu selert Art,-
sow set I 'ears. Plenty of stock water aud
excellent orighborbood. Terve miry. Apply
to Joh• W. Payee, or C. L. Dade ou pre,mitae•.
No. 45.
Contain/419ln Serra. all timber, ate. loa ••• t..
Sinking York, adjoining the farm* of Mt, Joh,
and Mark Gesart). is all good laud roe' a h.
Mt 111 separately or is connection o Cbriss
This parcel of 541-2 acres he a ',art of .no Ira..
mentioned in shove number and •Ison lei le
1131 a pert DI same. but if not desired ito par.
the Seine tract, can and Will be wild repat;stely
Apply to John W. Payne, or C. L. Dade or.
premise..
No. 4
Farm, containing 145 acres of land, situated I
mile•i welt of Hopkineville, Ky., near Princedom
road. There is a email dwelling bowie upon it
Land is of line qurlity. about 4 cleared. A
good bargain can be obtaised in the purchaae
of this land. Price $1,4u0. fenus, %mud, bal-
ance ID I and 2 years, with interest on deterred
fayments.
No. 7.
l'. Lot for Sale, containing ,1•4 acre, east of rail-
road and north of road to fair grounds. lt is a
f.heap lot for some one desiring • home in Hop-
inoville. Price $110.00.
i No. 10.
Lot for sale containing% of an acre and initi-
ated ou Naeliville street, opposite South Ken-
ucky College. It is a splendid lot for building
purpneee. Price $100. A good bargain is in
store for some one.
No. 11.
A parrel of ground containing some 5 or
:ter.... situated on Russellville road. just outride
the corporate limile of the city of Hopkinaville,
and frouting the Blatemore property. This
piece of ground lime • frontage of MOO feet. It is
an excellent pose of property and is suscejeti-
bk. of loom( divided into 4 or • good buil ing
ota, a ith au aver e depth of SOO feet. Tbere
quite a nuullwr of riot trees in bearing on the
place and also a good vineyard. Vor building
purports there ie tort a more desirable piece of
property in or near the city. Price and terms
reasonible.
No. 12.
Farm for sale, containing about 275 acres ot
land, Enlaced tin the old Canton road. six miles
from Hopkineville. The land is of good quality
and groa• tobacs,o, corn. wheat, clover mei
grassea freel?-. The dwelling is not in very
yoml repair, iiit with a little elpeOltilUre of
money it could he made quite cumfortab e.
There aii a good barn and 'table besides other
improvemente on the place. Any one desiring
a pael farm could weure a good hareem bey
purchasing this tract of land. Terms and pri e
reasoniside.
No. 13.
House and lot 10 llopkinsville, situated on
Ruesellyille street. The house la a large and
commodious one, having it rooms, with kitchen,
servant', room, and aft necessary out-build-
togs. There hil a good new stable On the place
that will arr.:immolate head of horse'. a
good carriage or biorgy house, a good cistern,
de. 'there are 3 acres of ground in the lot, and
diem it are over 300 pearh, pear and apple troes
in full bearing. The location is healthy and the
property is very desirable in every respect.
No. 14.
Lot in city of Hopkinsville, Northwest corner
of Jackeon end Elm street; is Jesup's Illiti10011
AO moil (qty. Lot fronts on Jack-in street 06
feet anl runs back Itte feet to a 20 ft. •Iley.
hies tweets fully anti us well drained from front
to back. Price SIAM
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
lid ti▪ t s La Loma. No. D. • . F. • A
Ck I ft
W. W. Clerk. f SI
Thomaa Rodman 8
F. I. Waller, 4 •
▪ 14. , .1.
. H. Dietrich, sec')
Bryan Hopper. is. 10
A P. Ds, eutrort. J
• b. Lawler, a. it 1.
Lodge meet." ed Maeonte Hail, 11rd ottkr•
Ttioinpron Block. Mot Monday night in eseii
mouth.
ORIENTAL Cil A ?TICK NO. 14.. L. A. ht.
Stated coevocations Id Monday of es.
month ot nMasete H•11.
No. 66.
Howe •nd lot for sale, on Clarksville street.
opposite the residence of Iugese Wood, an th.
city of Ilopk instate. The lot contents es acres
the dwelling is • two-story frame, with I
good rooms. kiehen, cellar, stable. carriag.
bourse, in fact all necessary mit buildings, coder
&c. Alen quite a variety of fruit trees on tJ
place. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 47.
Farm of 230 acres for sale, situate.' in ChM
tutu county, Sea miler west of flopktnsvil le. 0.
the Princeton pike, with frame 1-etory build-
ing, 4 rooms. kitchen, smoke house, stable. In
addition to the lot 11,11 ng above deserilied, there
is • tenement house within, a is mile of the
former oue and on the same place. There its an
excelleot ham tiOxao feet with II pens and doub-
le shed on the premises. • . reek rens U eourh
the place and affords co e..ilent stock Wall •
during the entire year, ̂ leo a never feeling
spring which furnislms wroth ing water VD
acres are cleared. balanee in dne tombs 110
acres have been in clover for 1 year. au ' wa-
broken up hoe fall. This is one of it •• beet
tracts of Isn't in the county. every f.a,t of Lae
soil being rich end fertile and well *dm twit
tiles row th of tobaceo. corn wheat. s n
cellent bargain TAD bc secured hers. Prsee aue
terms reasonable.
the county. and ..sated Ithln 1. mile err 
•
4groari,..,,,ro.k:tus.....i a zeiwosita....brIelie.ethem.rat wit;
I sapleoilig'injdof sel?earb-lefa.iiirtig" wa t • r
luseseareend
0 o lig. ioll ilts plate - i.'• •• les, that will I AIR' could he converted lot. excellent building
how* Jo acres of LONIKAAL acti,A,C lane en. I hoe; halaece in timber A valuable place for
In clover. Terms and price rearsouable. ' eolimnitetsone who desires a goorl houee near city
• good botiee and lulgt ofer:SeSie in the city of Hoe-
sti.hrbeele.g.t,octrworitoub kaettr.eh 041 rn :417 :Lis
sted on Brown street. It is excellebt Ixorne
sad a good bargain is in store for *moron..
.‘ farm for sale of 321N'a'.crthiati, situated Dear tile
$11111ITIld of Garrettaburg, thus county, ith
gt.sei, roomy reftllirOCA3 And Ali DitetheAry Out-
buit.fings. The soil is of ego. tient quality.
Also store house and tobacco factory in Gar-
reAtt*sfinoingi butanes,. house on Russellville street,
No. 29.
within 1-2 equate of Mato. for wale or reut. Tbe
bowie has large store room with a couple of
room. good for offices or bed rooms. above.
No. b.
Fiona, and lot for sale In the city of Hopkins-
elle and in the southern portion thereof. Lot,
containing % of au acre. Nice frau,. darning,
with 1 good rooms acid Well. altvben. servant •
room and All In`tellnary outbuildings A good cis-
tern with plenty Of good water In it. Price, 6950.
No. 231.
itz.miden,ie withi..5 rooms. hatchet. atc. Price and
No. 34.
Farm for sale In this rounty 4 or 5 mitre from
Itopkinsyllie and mite from Princeton pike. or
at ea es,fit or 7(1 acres of the land Is co-rred.batance
:Au° iwareber. andu erecotif!rtrrta
aeryant's room, good stable, earn. dc. tie land-
will grow tobacco eore
ee; rearNsUn:Piel•nrt:1y. Here G a good hart_ o
end terms TOIMIODnine.
A it owl and desirable store-house situated at
Young man, what do you intend to do iseizyc, piano., and in *or m
eet of 'We mi. Louis
about it?" If the afcreeaid young man 
milt.e.ssi..i hitt.% The h;iildillag is •mfrsamoevoerne. isle
is at all bright. he labels one of the 
There is,e of an acre in Maim nod the store-house
golden leaves $.50.000 and pins it up on :II'. :.:1.71,."1;;PttlfeloPlepril; Vidnis okg rue*"
the wall as his high mark of ambition. No. 27.
When he reaches that figure behave' a A bo
wie and lot for sale in the city of Hopkins-
rtlle. III1 Jesup 8 venue; there is 14 of ground
clergyman.-Hartford Post. attached. House has live good rooms, st•ble,
win, 4 stalle and loft. A It•Kni lleirT11. coal house
A New Consumptios Cure. - and all necemary out housed. There is also •
A new cure for consumption has been 
fenc•ittAi.Ilnainsknfeex_zr:i.(d n.i the prensiere. Prine
originated by a German doctor. He No. in.
makes his patients pass the night in the House and lot on .1e•up A ...hue. in city of
open air of the Thuringian forest, well lieekles.:0111-0.T.'s
'eNt'ZI:',Irlulth.asu., at: e.,- stiewl
wrapped up, and sleeping in light ham- out legu'itestliters, aud lee. a geood piank teni7e
around same. There is 4 acre of grimed at-
mocks so as to avoid all damp from the [ached. Price and terms reasonable.
ground. A watchman keeps off any in- Nu. 19.
truders who might disturb the night's Farm of 114 acres for sale, in the neighbor-
rest, and the experiment has proved tined ie mcueeiee store,' thrietia
n county,
wonderfully successful. - New York Ilia-ra. :i 'Kin.
(.4ieriailrteAdiinsi.1.frii nigagrlatd..taeuter,cifrearuthfi‘thais.
SUn. tea., bolance in timber, under pest fence.
There lea dwelling home a itli two rooms and
Mr. It. It Askew.: late Aseistreit Poet- 
lateen ;rici.rill:1,,s, Lao. 1,lief, f%iiii.ckst•rehe..oursa.,v.an, evxmce)liacnit
nia-ter at Biati ..... IC. Va.] some time with ehoicc gr
apes; convenient to whistle
ago; "Having lieil ifecesion to try Dr. 
ebureii.-- mei post-osee. and in good neighbor-
Terms and price reasonable.
Bull's Cough Syrup, I tinlieeitatitigly No. .0.
pronomme it the beet remedy I Italie
No. W.
of friendship is, "The years are passing.
ever mese A email bettie releved me 3 mraonnea elf"tr.eo*aftole'n°."cU.ainirelinInoitgh'ail::uniUtfitY1711.wacitres.hin
of a set ere co1.1.•' A greater 
portion of this lend is eleared and In
an excellent ettite of cult!. &hon. the balance is
--.111.- Ale els-- ---- in One timber. 'Dere Is on tle place a dret-raba
deputized I/r. Chesing to visit the Ind-
The Illstitlelpai I outsell of Paris has ;Iwelling
 a ith 6 good -nd comforieble rooms,
:urns, 
"Iiiit;vnis aalirio o:t ilieer prelfiewaisos ;Vy,11:14-
last fester Mereatti tor the iitirpoee ot Nei- and vigorous orchard. bearing the latest sea
certainitig id ebistitience I .  food eat- best •artottee o
f peaclemi, apples. pears ae.
Churches, schools aud poet toter are to easy
dangers lite. lifi.:: reach of the place. Priem and terms reamonable.
___ _ _--...... 
0 - - No.111.
fee, .1 . II . el eLKAN'a Strengthening House and lot for sale Just outside the c.orpor-
Conlin! fuel Illoiel l'uriller, by its vital. ate emits of the city of llopkinaville. ',Marro
!zing reveille., a ill brighten pale Wood's mill and
 tile railroad. There i• an acre
cheeks, and trniieforin is pale. haggard, e'L'affeTuentidtil'ettairlet.le'lse, ..4 g'Irlia.-1.1.11.rkilynere7;i'atTr"7111
illopirited WtMliali into mie of sparkline per mouth. /hoe': and weed reasonaete.
health and lostity. $1.00 per bottle. No. 36.
For sale by II. B. Garver. Farm for Pei! situated about 6 miles northeast
• of the city of Hopktuayille, ou the middle fort___ .
At the 14311(etellee 111. the :444.1tell Lib-
ere! Atm.-elation, at Ifewieke twenty-
eight iirganizatione were repreeenteal
The eteilerenee adopted resolutions ef
confidelito• iti Mr. Gla.lotane, and itt fa-
vor of home-rule lreland soul Scot-
emptied by guttering humanity. 1% bat lau,d.
a mass of gickening,dieglieting medicine
the poor stomachs have to contend with.
Too much 'ening medicine. Prickly
Ash Bitters is rapidly arid aurely taking
the place of all thia clam' of drugs, and
in curing all the ills arking front a dis-
ordered condition of the liver, kelneys,
stomach anti bowel,.
--este
M. Waddington, French Embassador,
has &eked the Earl of Itlite.fiegh, For-
eign Secretary, for a (telltale reply to
Fraticeet interrogatory redirecting the
StleS canal.
-411.
FAR better than the harsh treatment
of medicines which horribly gripe the
patient and deetroy the coetitog .if the
storneeli. Dr. J. If. McLean's' Chills
and Fever Cure by mild yet effective ac-
tion ail! cure. Sold at e0 cent.. a bottle.
Fur isle by H. Garner.
'File Exeeutive committee ot the Wes-
tern Fxport Atelociation began a meet-
hi I 'forego yeetenlay. Iteperts sheered
that the pied had caused 3,700 'sellouts of
accumulation whieky to be dietributed,
mid at the present time there was Ho
liquor on hand. An aesessmetitol three
cents; a gallon was ordered.
Excitement in Texas.
Great excitement has been cateeed
the vicinity of Paris, Tex., toy the re-
markable recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley,
Who Was at* lielpleem lie could not titre
In bed, or raise his head, everybody said
lie wail dying of Coneuroption. A trial
bottle (if Dr. King's New Discovery was
sent him. Finding relief, he bought a
large bottle and a box of Dr. KInges New
Life Pills; by the time lie had taken two
boxes of Pills and two bottles of the No-
eovery, he Was well and had gained In
fiesh thirty-six pounds.
Trial bottles of this Great Diecovery
for Consumption free at H. B. Garner.
What Can be Done.
By try ing again and keeping up coin--
age many thine*.
Mite be at' Hi mil. undrcils hops•i--4
cs.wit of Kiiiney and Liver ( [skint
have Wen enrol by Electric Bitters, af-
ter everything elite hail been need in
vain. So, don't think there is no cure
for you, but try Electrie Bitters. There
is Ito medicine MA safe, so pure, and ii0
perfect a Blood Purifier. Electric Bit-
ters will ClIre I iv spepela, Diebetes tied
all Diectieei. of the Kiiliwye. Invelnable
in affections of euitnach anti Liver, Red
overcome. all I •ritiary
Large Bottles wily 50 vents, at H. B.
Ganier.
----es- -e-
lle rit Zeckentiorlie a profeasor In the
College et Agrieulture at Vienna. eone
'flitted euicidesMotiday by shooting him-
self iti the mouth with a revolver.
St. Mary's Oil is a GOA Solid In the na-
tion as it will cure all pain of every die-
cription, both internal and external.
This oil is a family doctor; its tueritr are
uptaleil. Sold by all dialers in
Sarnia." betties 25 eente, tull else
cetite end $1,00 A sure cure for
rhetimatiem. All that is asked is a trial.
J. II. Goodwin, proprietor. GO west
fourth street, Cincinnati. Ohlo.
The Huttgarian delegation at Pesth
finally paeeed all the items of the impe-
rial budget awl slimed the **motion.
.11A
SICK headache the bane of many liv-
es. To cure and prevent this annoyieg
complaint tree Dr..1. II. Mcloatee Lit-
tle Liver anti Kidney Pillets. They are
agreeable to take and gentle in their ac-
tion. 25 cents a vial. For sale by II.
II. Garner.
ex;:aoafteili:
manly line timis.r.• This Ian.' is in excellent
condition tor ruin vat ion. every fled of it being
suitable to the_gro th of a licat. tobacco, corn,
and gramma. There ts plenty of drinking and
stock water on the plat,. There itree. T(1.)t
never-failing spring* mei sin a
aloe &small oreliar.1 of aelert fruit already in
hearing, strawberries., ramoberrice Ac. There
lorotArtael double story log hou
ee, kitcher
stable, Imros dc., un the premises. Tornio
and price rem...batik.
No. eo.
p,orrcyzor ;nil is afro 1.,if groins.:
RAilrosi Pleo.nn I bristisn county.
Ky. 1 herr ie a beat aud d. e , ege hulid-
Mg thepime. Ith I good rooms. a boa store
how.. which could be easily converted into a ho-
tel. an rvcelleot cistern ic. Price low and leITOS
very reacinable
No. E.
Property for sale at Kelly's station. Chri•thvn
county, as C••11,1/1/1110( e•I' acres of grow,.
building with Is feet rooms. pa/wage and .
Isroir..rrnqgu.ill.00..1,:,•1„kulrb..rnir.,,firrnuetirt rin,re,. .ini4ripu.dai
los. Price and terms reasonable.
roperty for •ate ron:is.'fag. at. to. of around Hupk insville, Ky.
attested at Kelly's:station. Chrtstian roauty, Ky
There's a good log building le, stories high, a Milo
So yards of depot. t herr Is a good well on the
place. The property la on the L. & It. R.
No. M.
Property for &ale at Kelly's Station. Christian
county. My,. on the L. & N. R. It.. ;a acre of ground
with boa house with two le feet rooms.
No.40.
Property for sale •t Kelly's [ballets. f'hreitlan
county. Ky.. on I.. at R. R. There are mow of
ground. ...nue Minding with 5 rooms. front and
back porch, lathed, Mastered and nicely papered,
good cistern. de. Mo fine frills trees In good bear-
ing.
No. 4t.
Property at Kelly', Suition, t`hriatlan (111111ty,
Ky. 10 acres of land ly eeardepot. (hood log
eitimin OD III* pilbee
I •III• (IV • I • eons, i • ois• au the
No. 4b.
Farm for sale containing 240 acres of lamb
situated In the southern portion of the county
in the NewMead neighborbood. ith double lug
house with 6 rooms, kitchen. cabins, etable.
bare, cistern, spring. Thie land extetela dowu
Little liver. There is Aliso • good pond on the
glare. Also quite a v Ninety of fruit trees now
ie hearing. .About feu acres of tbe tend are
elearel, balance In fine tinder. Dos land
rich sail well adapted to the growth of tobacco,
corn and wheat. Price and terms reasonable.
No. 49.
Farm for sale of sse acres, situated it
south Christian ...met,. in the Nrwstemi
neighborhood. with dwelling of 6 good moan, 3
cabins, smoke bouse, excellent Elaine* and
crib*, a iarge and eominiolious barn. There are
also 2 flue 6sh ponds on the premises, a peel.
never-faiting spring. which affords a uatural
dairy Mollie. also a large cistern. About Itilt
acres Of tins land IS IL cultivation, balance ID
line timber. This laud is peculiarly adapted IA
the production of tenacco, wheat and corn.
bargaiu can be ha.11 in the purchaseof this tract
Price and terms reasonable.
No. SO.
Farm fo. sale chnoisting of 200 acres of hied.
situated in Christian county. hy.. 11 sills
northweet of Hopkineviite, on the Buttermilk
road. here is • gOoll cottage dwelling of ay.
rooms, with frost and beet porch, good stables
crib riot barn that will house 15 acres of tobac•
co, on the piace There is also an excellent sp.
pie orchard, a good well and a branch of newel
failing otoek water OH the premiser Also St
scree of flne timber. Thin land fertile and
well adopted to the growth of tobacco. cons.
wheat, clover, dc.
No. 51.
Farm forsale. situated is Christian county.
Ky., about 0 miler from liopkineville, in the
Nt wateril vicinity, containing IOU acre* of land,
an of which iscleared land. There is a goo('
cistern and an abundance Of stock water on
the farm. There is a frame building with two
rnoms on the premises: alma a good bent. ire
house de. Also a young peach and apple or-
chard now in bearing. The neieliborliond in
which this laud is located is a good One. schools
and churches convenient. A good mill within
14 miles of the place. The productive guido)




Farm of 1;.I acre. Mt tinted near Newstcsd it
hri.tian county hi a ith a onifortable dool,
le log I slot.. good barn and all no-or...try out-
buiblingson the place, aleo a good well. stOcti
pond. and the land is cleared Tina place ni
within 2' milea of the I. A d T. It R. land oi
eXcellebt
No 63
Farm of 1.0 acres situated near Newatead
Chnatian county*, Ky., w ithis 13 mile. of HOD-
kitISTille and 24 tailed of the I. A. 41t T It R.
There are two good ',meshing ,-•n the Once, also
barn, stabler, de .135 acres clearest balance in
(foe timber laud rich and productive.
No 66.
guoil springs and a tine •pple orchard on the
place. Thu is cheap and w ill be sold on easy
terms.
FARM FOR e A LE --consisting of el acres
of land situated on Kuseellville ike, one mile
nthir Hail,








Corner Vilf11111& wid Springs Streets,
M. E. Thomas Rod-
mau. 1",_, . J. W.
Plitt K .; E.. Wis.
fikerett, S. Comp. J.
‘.‘ I. C . ti.;Cosup
•i B. W. "tone, P :
Comp. Bry as Hopper,
di K. A. C.; Comp. R. N.
A adenoma. G. II Ild V;
Comp, R.N. Fairleigh.
4.1. M. Id V Comp.
H. H. Abernathy, G
)11.1st Y.;
come. e Lawler, Treas.
II. 'Dietrich. Sec'y.
W . It. Lander. Guard.
111001116 cols H•NDZAT IL. T.
Sr. Kt. Y. L. Waller.li..C.
'• Hnnter Wood, sienerallasime
o Thomas Itialmas, cape Gen.
" George Poindexter. Prelate.
" s. L. Salter, Seib W
" " B. W. Stone, Jr. W.
•• Wu.. Skerett, 8thl Br.
•• " E. W C.Edwitrals. ?S.. Br.
" H. H Abernathy, Warder
" J. W. Prite heti. Treeaurer .
" " C. H Dietrich. Recorder.
m• " at in. H. Lander, C. of ti.
itOYAL ARCANUM. HOPKINSVILLE c01.1
CIL, NO. SW.
los. 1. Landes, Regent.
Chao. H. Dietrich, Past lirges;
Thts.Long, VIC.' Regent.
G. ev Wiley. Cli•plain.
M.O. Waite, Orator.
Lipatine, Treasurer
J. P. Braden Collector.
Geo . . Long, secretary
John Young, Guide,
I'm. P. ti aufree. Denton.;
oho laloayoci, Guard.
Meets Id and 4th Thurs,lav • it. each mositta.
OATON COUNCIL No.scHosEN ref leet on
Lipstine. Chief Counselor.
J. K. iwyman. V. C.
V. W. raid,. Secretary
1..1' Pay ne. Treasurer
T J. Blain. Prelate.
It. D. West. Marsthal.
J F. Pvle, Warden.
G. W. Long. Guard.
J C Day. Sentry
Trustees:-J. J T. Ricketta aed
G H. alert-qt.
Meets in K. of P. Hall Id and 4th Monday in
ascii month.
CHRISTIAN LODtiE, NO. 811111, Kew/gni or
HONOR.
it. M. Anderoon, Dictator.
yobs ter, Vice Dictator.
T. L. Smith. Aas't Dictator,
Burnett, Reporter.
W. T. Trudy, F. Reporter.
J. S. Forrey, Treaaurer.
Hunter Wood, Chaplain.
J. Y. Dennis, Medical Examluer.
L P. Payne, Guide .
I. A. B. Johnisem Inside Guard.
• W. Pyle. Outaide Guard.
IV ERGREEN LODGE. NO. kb K. Olr P.
J K. Gant, P C.
H J. Stites, C C
W C Wright, V C.
G. W. Collins, Prelate
J W Payne. K of R. &
R. F. West. EL of F.
Meachsm, Id. of I
M.S at Arms.
IL B. nil,. ID Guard.
R. W. Beery. Out Guard.; Wrigtt, T.
for L. T. ; J. A. Young. N. G. fiebree and Jobs
W. Payne. Trustees vr. o Vinod_
Lodge meets the 1.1 and 4th Thursdays e•-
Cry Montt,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. or P.
Meets every 81 Mond•y in every month.
I.. K. Davis. Prea't.
H. 14 Wilev,V. P
fit. Andirsoa, See'y and Treas.
KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN t:ROOS
Meets the lid sad ld Fridays ie *sea menu,
R. W. Norwood. N. C.
Roes A . igers, K. R.
Porter Smith. F. K. Y.




J. C. Day, 8.
&NCI ENT ORDER OF UNITED el ORK M
Time of meeting, di and 4th Tuesday'.
W. H. Lee, W.




w. t . Wright. it.
ye West, It.
GREEN RIV'ER NO. M. I. 0 0. F.
W. C . Weeht. N. G.
F. F Ilenaertson,
W. T. BooW, Sec'y.
D. R. Beard. Treas.
Meets every Friday notht.
MERL 1 ENCAMPMENT, NO. II, 1. 0. 0. r
W. C. Wright. C. P.
H. F. MeCamy, H. P.
F. Henderson, S. W.
A. IL Andersoh, J. W.
W. T. Bootie. Stec'y
D R. heard. Treas.
Lodge meets 1st and 1.1 Thursday night•
ORDER Or THE I RON H A LL
James A. Toone. J. P. J.
William T Rowe, C. J.
• . relit. Acc't.
John Moe. on. c ashler.
Andrew seargent. Examiner.
John C.. Day, Herald.
Thomas .1. Biala, Prelate.
LOU la SolOnle111., Watchman.
John Young. H. le McCamy aed Louie r.
yne, Trustee*.
Y. M. C A -111011ms over Russell's dry'yroode
store, corner Main and Ninth. Rooms open en
Tuesday. Thunder and Saturday evenings from
E .t. 10 o'clock.
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets lot and el Monday evening Is mei
month, 7 la o'elock. at their lodge room. Main
street, second story over Homier and Overshia-
ar's hulloing. K. McNeal, Preeidest; Ned Tur-
ner. Sec'y
FREEDOM LODGE, Ne. U. B.
Meets 1st and 3rd Tuesday nights in Fostell's
Hall. Court street. E. W.Coluo, W. yi ; E. s.
Buckner, Secretary.
MUSADOKA TEMPLE. No. 3e. 8. OF F.
Meets 81 and 4th Tuesdays in each month la
C. B. F. Hall Pesten`, Work Court street.
Auguata Women, W. P; Carrie Hanka P;
Katie Casky, Secretary.
HOPKINSVILLI 15)DGIF., NO. 1•111, G. C. O.
OF 0. F.
Meets tod and 1th Monday niehts at Hower
and Overshiner'• Ha I; Main street. Charles
Irene N. ti; William Gray, V. C.; E. W. Glue,
P.8; William Clark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGE No. 110T, G. N. 0.
OF Y.
Meets lot ant Wedneeslay nights et each
month. Sala* Jonneos. N. G; C H. Roes P. B.
ti SINS IIILL Lotltlit NO. IS a 11.-Meeta bad
till night in h month at their Lodge st
7:340 o'clock Henry Guynn. President II
Harris. Secretary.
Hopkinsville. - - Kv.
Sam'l ilawkills & Co.,






BOOTBLAC K 1St. mica
Hair Dressing
Done In the very best Amisted by B
Jones and 1. II. Jones. All
Polite sail Skillful Warblers.
Don't forget the place.
lle st.. adloining ExpreesOtlIce
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
T. L. Smith. Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - By.
I.arge and roomy Statile &De &wpm accommoda
'Inn for horses. epeeist attention given to furnish
rg "good horses and yebieles to ail livery uestom
eieohone commotion everywhere.
Mo. 43.
Farm- 4 miles from llopkineville. •s_mtle
from Canton road pike. adjoins James c. Moore
And Brfl. S. Campbell. eontaids 166 acre*, No. 1
timber. 116 acres °two laud in goist heart, hav-
ing been eiiwereel •ne well cultivated for six
years; good home. of four memo And Hoene,
cabin, stable. crib, shed*. LC; fine water in
•Iptindanee for otoek; good fence*, and in every
way deoirahle. Price ID per acre. Ti rmo easy.
No. 43.
Farm for aele.-Tract of 170 acres. in Ode
county, 414 miles nort hetet of Hopkineville. slt
totted immediately on the Greeaville road.
Seventv.11ve acres of this land are la timber,
and balance cleared and in an excellent state
of cultivation. There is • double log cabin 181
SO ft. story and a half high, on the place, kitrn•
nested all net-emery entieddings. There are
also 2 good harm. blacksmith ohop, good spring
of failing water and an •Inint'aoce of
utook water. Abu eight I sres is m +hard or
IES1091r3E3C10 ILA
emale College
The Fall Term will open oo MONDAY, AU-
GUST 31.1. 901. An experienced faculty. thor-
ougkinotruction and terms as heretofore. Per
other information CAli on or outdraw
.1. IR . MUST.
Hopkinsv Ole . Ey
ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Newspaper Adviertieing Burnam,
10 Symms St , New York.
Bend 10040. Yoe 1 00-Pmeie Pritraaptage.
... AYER'S
Ague Cure
Never fails to cure every form of dieorder
peculiar to Msiaris-infected districts. It
Is Warranted,
In every ease, when tNed in accordance
with directions. It contain/. DV quinine.
mid not only neutralism* litiaematie
but stimulate*. the Livrr to healthy set km.
gives tone to the etouuseh. pron.iiies
the appetite.
"Pottersville, Texas, I
Jan. 15, 1884. .1
"Dr. J. C. dyer 6- Co.:
"Gentlemen: For more than
40 years I have lived in locali-
ties abounding in .41alarial
disorders; have been the puldeet
of their attaeks in many torn, x,
and fou,nd no remedy ,c0 reli-
able and safe as dyer's .11.cue
Cure. Taken according. to





DR C. ATER le 00., Levan, Kass.
by all Druggists.













Without Car.ge and witn Speed U
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST
irreili i.orlS, LTnnAti1111 and Hand,
to lb.
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
TIR ROI 4. it .4s ell Itti from •boy. cities
Naelotile,sud Chattanooga, asking direct co
sections with
Z" al a es Ca
For Atienta, Savannah, Msron, Jeckees•I
and points in Florida
mitertfort• are math st Out:olio and N
albs all b.gets
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH &WES
Is fhillinaa Palace Dant
EMIGRANTS Sestina amasses gibeline of this Nod will
rec., ve vre.7.fill low •
See Agents IN Lbw .mpawy for ratPil, MOW,
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